Title word cross-reference

1 – 2 [OW80]. 2 [HD72, ILPP98, MF88, PW94, TH82, Zak84]. 3 [Dob84, Zak84]. 4 [Lu89, Pik81]. 7 [MN90].
F(X, Y) = 0 [Sut76a]. h [Cha93a]. k [CLC92, Lin72b, LOKM99, PH96, She95, Bay76, Er83a]. K_n(x + iy) [Gar78]. L [Bra94]. L_1 [OW71, SKY73]. L_p [FGH71].
LL^T [OK63]. LR [Fra61, GZ72, Wil65c]. m [AD95, AO80b]. ν [BG94]. N [Bel70b, Far78, Hum72, Phi67c, BJ80, LOKM99, Man71b, Ull77, Var80b, Wat81, Har76, Woo77a]. n^{th}
[Cam73, Mac73], O(1) [Tak99], p [Dub93]. π [Pri95]. QR [Fra61, Fra62, GRB68, OK63, Wat08, Wil65d, Wil65c]. S [Jor73]. s² [FW74]. σ_k [DM64, Eva64, Lyn64]. T [Er87b].
τ [BDG99, Riv68, Wra66]. X [Nar96]. x_{n,ν} ≡ \cos(νπ/n), ν = 0(1)n [Sal72, Sal73]. y’ = f(x)y + g(x) [Day65].
Y_n(x + iy) [Gar78]. Z [CW98].

- [Zak84]. -adic [Dub93], -Ary [Er87b, CLC92, LOKM99]. -bases [Cha93a].
-Bit [Pik81, MN90]. -calculus [Pri95].
-clusters [Lin72b]. -code [MSS93].
-component [TH82]. -cubes [LOKM99].
-D [ILPP98]. -dimensional [PHS96, Wat81, Phi67c]. -Formula [Bay76].
-functions [Jor73]. -gram [Ull77].
-Inhibition [RDT80]. -Level [Dob84].
actions [Var76b, AB84, KC88, Pin77]. Action [CGRJ92, WHF83, MKP94]. Actions [MWR98, HRW95]. Active [Gee91, HTW89]. Activity [Tul85, BWM88, Tur68]. actor [KL89]. Actual [HC78, PRLW93]. acyclic [Cha90]. Ada [BM86, Bro84a, Hun85, MWR98, RB85, SW83, WB96, Vic82, Vic87]. Adaptation [Cha62]. Adapted [Ver87]. Adapting [SB99]. Adaptive [Akl87, AA68, DS99, FA88, Hie98, SP91, BM88, CC93, DP76, Haz78, MC95, Mak89, Oli72, Srij1, Wit80]. adder [Fen87, Sal87]. Adding [BP92, LE86]. Addition [War94]. Additions [AM98]. Additive [MP68]. Address [Par88, Col63a, Gea64, Las68, Mic64, SAA88]. Addressing [Bra85, Bra86a, CEM72, EAL66, RKA92, Bre93, CFL84, Ele65]. Adele [BM94a]. Adequacy [DW88]. ADI [Had71, Lew71b, ML65]. adic [Dub93]. adjusting [She92]. Adjustment [O'R70, Hio67, Whi72]. Admin [PPB84a, PPB84b, PPB83]. Administration [NT79, Sam65, WKRJ60]. Admissible [Mak91a, Er89a]. Admission [CW96a]. adoption [AB84]. adopts [Hin60]. Advanced [Lew71a, NQ80, WW83, Bai88, Pri64]. advances [Mrr83]. advantages [Sal72]. adversity [Mub66]. advice [BM80]. aeroplane [Tay61]. Affine [LF97, Skl81, Bra94]. after [SPMD83]. against [Hie98, OL68]. age [Geo63]. Ageing [DGM68]. agglomerative [EHW89]. Aggregate [Bow84]. Aggregate-Incomplete [Bow84]. aggregation [Rib95]. agreement [BDG99]. agricultural [AS63]. AI [Bra92, Che95]. Aid [DP88, Mul81, WB99, BD61, Bow73, Bro69b, FFMR66, HM80a, HK67, KH81, Tom82, Tra82, Tra84]. Aided [FR80, Kin69b, Wat74a, Gol69]. aids [Geo63]. Air [Dav63, LS97, Lan65]. Air-Storage [LS97]. Aircraft [Moo59]. aired [Gil73]. Aitken [Eva63, Eva64]. ALAM [d’I69]. ALEC [NF76]. Algebra [BBK87, Bar84, Bar85, BBP94, BKLL95, Sar90, BGMW96, Bar67, BB68, BBF70, BBH70, Bar67, CCB95, Cli62c, FZ94, HH95, KU74, UK74, ZD71]. Algebraic [Bir89, Can93a, EMCO92, EO92, HK88, Jel79, Nas75, TD77, Ull67, Wil60, d’I69, BF72, Boh68, Fit73, FR63, FM85, Hit78, Hus61, LM77a, LS78, MR94, McC93, Ros67, SG78]. Algebraically [Fo86]. Algéebraiques [Wil62a, Wil63a]. Algebras [GH95, HM95a, Ret95, Rib95, Ser95]. ALGOL [Dun62a, SS72a, Bro74b, PA90, BBG+63, BBG+76, Bae70, Bar65b, Bar64, CHH73, DHW76, DHW78, Dij62, Dun62b, Dun63, FKB8, GSP6, HS71, HT79a, Hig63, Hil71, Hoa62b, Hoa63, Hoc62, HB67, Jon72, Lin72a, McE67, Mil68, Pule4, Ryd64, San63, Sam65, SAHS71, Sip69, Tan78, Tay64, Tru66, Val74, Wat63, Vic72, Woo60, Zar69, DM85, ON79, Pag79]. ALGOL-60 [BBG+76]. Algol60 [Wil78a]. Algols [FJA80]. Algorithm [Abb80, Ada69, AHM74, AM97, Bel70a, BE73, Ber76, BOG94, BGR86, Boo67b, Boo67f, Boo67g, Boo67j, Boo67b, Boo67h, Boo67a, Boo67c, Boo67d, Boo67f, Boo68a, Boo79a, Boo79b, Bre71, Bro79a, Bro69c, BW75b, BF78, CL83, Chr73a, Chr71a, CD80, CHPS85, CW70, Cra72, CM93, Dak65, Day69, Day76, Day77, Ds98, DA77, Del77, Dew71, DS90, Dob61, DB81, Er83a, Er84c, Er88b, EA70, Evm71, ES77, Far78, FB75, FG77, For75, Fro81, Gar78, GC47, GRB68, Ham91a, Hat84, Haz78, HPR88, HPB84, HAAL99, HP67, Hi75, Hi77, Hi79b, HP79, HWW87, Hos70, HKA72, HK72, HM77, HGMM75, HKPT99, Hun85, IZP81, IP86, Jen71, Jon72, JBJ84, Kro70a, Kro70b, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, Le 69, Les83b, Lg73, Ll70, Lit70, Mak68a, Man71b, McC71a]. Algorithm [McC71b, MC78, MC82, MH94, MC78,
algorithm

[DMS + 89, ET88, EL89, Er88a, Er88c, Er89b, EN82, Eva72, Eva75, EH76, GM72, Gol78a, Goo75, GZ72, GP96a, Ham67a, HD71, HL76a, HR70, Hit78, Hor93, HCH96b, Hut86a, ILPP98, Iga80, Jon70, KR89, KK94, Kni68, Lau91, L78, LMS73, Lut80, Ma79, May66, MR76a, MB66, MR76b, Ml75, Mux70, NSW87, OW69, OW71, PG82, PK85, Ric71, Rob63, Roh91, Ru291, Ry66, SS96a, Sal70c, Sal74, SE82, Sib73, SG78, Sna80, SAA88, Tak96, Tem69, Thi81, TU96, VR81a, War94, Wes80a, Wil65d, Wil76a, Wi86, YJ94, Yul68, D77, vR70b, van71, Lee74, Mar74b, Ano79b, BB71, Boo68b, Boo78, Boo79d, Boo79c, Cob69, Dew72a, Dew74, Fie70, GE71, Ham69d, HJB67, HW74, HO78, Hos74, KL71, Li71, McC72, Mux70, Obr78b, Ove67c, Par74, PHJ67].

Algorithm

[BBG + 76, V'y99, vSHBT98, BBG + 63, Oul87].

algorithmically [DP66].

Algorithms

[Akl87, Ano78, BE82, Boo67, Boo67m, Boo67n, BF81, Bri85, CO76, CR87, CV86, CZL97, Cle59, DS91, Day78, DM85, Dro87, GH75, Ham67b, Ham67c, Ham67d, Ham67e, Ham68a, Ham68b, Ham68c, Ham69a, Ham69b, Ham69c, Ham70a, Ham70b, Ham70c, Ham70d, Ham71a, Ham71b, HAR92, HS71, HM83, Jar70, Joh99, Joh74, JES98, Kho93, Man93, MRR90, Mil76, Mur85, NS87, NR79, Phi90, Phi68a, Rice84a, Rice88, RV78, RV78, SNH76, Sam76, She71, She72a, She72b, She73a, She73b, She74, Shf90, Tak99, TCB71, Var68, VR92, WT79, Wit80, Atk80, BM90b, Can93b, Che95c, Cho95, CP66b, FG90, FL50, FCH96, Fee70, GP80, GF91, Gol78b, GP96b, GHR + 93, HM96, Le95, LoD71, Mad97, ME88b, Mur83, Oxl89, Par96a, PR64]. algorithms [RS69, Sab72, Sta71, Tza73, Wal77, Wil65c, WM84, Ham66b, Hlf69, Kro71, Wil70, Woo70g, O'K85].

All-sharing [HLK94].

All-sharing [HLK94].

All-sharing [HLK94].

Alphabet [TM95].

Alphacode [DH60].

Alphanumeric [Tho64].

ALOS [Lee63].

Allocation [Bas86, BGR86, CCS7, CC92, CD82, McI82, NR79, Pfl84, Ree87, Rob77, SZ74, Aus71, Cam71, CC88, CLC92, IJ62, Lam63, Leu82a, Ree79c, Ree80a, Ree83, Ree84b, Wan80].

Almost [Fos64a]. ALP [CW62].

Alphabetic [Far78].

Alphabet [TM95].

Alphacode [DH60].

Alphanumeric [Tho64].

Alternate [Jon66].

Alternating [MM70, MM71, Eva65a, FM64, Had68].

Alternative [DC90a, Hou86, Sch85, Bak64, MD87, Par78, Zar80].

Alternatives [Fry71].

Ambiguity [Sch85, MV88].

America [GG59].

Amoeba [Shi90].

Amoeba-Prolog [Shi90].

Among [BT81, Kin69a].

AMOS [Ber59].

Analog [SWZ93].

Analogue [Her61, BBS66, Bea68, BW69b, Cra67, DP66, Fir61, Fra61, HB66, Lan65, Lew65a, Mea73, RWT64, RW68, Tho61, Tho68a, Tiz60, Vin59].

Analogy [Mic97].

analyse [LW66a].

Analyser [Wat76a, Mar69, Sim69, Wat77a].

Analyses [Ree84a, O'K85].

Analysing [Jar68, LE86, Par75a, Tow78].

Analysis [ABD84, AB78, Aky92, AHL92a].
BS86, Boo68b, BF81, CS77, CC87, CDZ74, CY95, CW96b, CL99a, CK94, Cla77a, CGK80, DP88, EWH80, FS94, SW85, FR98, HLM94, IL74, Jo97, Kin69b, Lar85, Leu83a, LW85a, LCH99, Lom88, Mic91, Mil81a, PW81a, Pag84, PL74, PP98, Par75c, Par82, PB76, PB78, PA84, Pfi84, Phi70, Ric88, She99, St77b, SA88, VR92, WL96, War96, Wt75a, Wl67b, XJ90, ZE88, ZOG85, AB84, AH92b, Ba66, BCH91, Bec88, Cam73, Che95c, Coo83, Fin93, FK68, Gae80, Gen90, Gha72, GE71, Gri62, HV78, Ham80a, HMS80a, HR70, HG93, JC86, KP60, Leu82b, LC93, LS93a, Lit70, Liv60, Lut80, Mac73, MG85, MR77, Mar76, Mar91a, Mio77, Mua80, OW66, Osb64a, Par75d, Pen76, RT76, SL80, Sdh72.

Analysis [Sco82, SFD92, SW68, Sm62, Sm66b, Sp88, TW64, Var80a, Wt74, YS80, YS61, YG83, ISA92, Bro74b].

Analytic [BD81, CL99a, FS81, Ros67, Sch65, Zve75, Ede65].

Analytical [Sto86, Wen59, Rni71, WR72].

analyzed [Fos64].

analyzers [CND66, Wal64].

Analyzing [Kuh92].

Anatomy [LM77a].

AND-Parallel [NL90].

and/or [Kol83].

Andrews [Ull73].

Anecdotes [SHH81].

angular [Ede65].

Animated [Rep72].

Animation [PW94].

Anne [NQ80].

Annotated [SS80].

Annual [RP63, Ano73c].

ANSI [BP81].

Answers [FR98].

Anthony [VP90].

any [Wat77b].

APL [Ear75, Hol78, JK80, LL75, OL87].

appears [OM64].

applicability [Ros82].

applicable [Tay70a, Wod69c].

Application [CBH+94, Cla78, Dea79, Fl76, FH97, GH95, HW77, KB96, KP97, KBT97, NM90, Par75a, Scl88, Sme92, SA81, TR93, Vin59, Wis64, Ake66, ABN61, Bar65c, BF72, CAC82, Col63b, CR63, FB75, For66, FGR67, God75, GF87, HK59, HB58a, HB58b, HCH96b, Hur73, JI93, LL90, MC95, OS65, OM64, Per76, PW67, SWA97, Sml66b, Stu71, TS64, Tho62, TB63, Wat81, WP67, WRi59].

application-oriented [For66, FGR67].

Applications [All88, BMRS90, EHH86, GV99a, JLV99, LR78, Me95, SD82, SM88, WS73, BP94, Cam97, FK68, Gae61, GKh6, Gso60, Har88, Kol83, PA90, RL73, RP63].

Applied [BES83, FJA80, Eva64, Lew65a, Lyn64, Par78, ZD71].

Applying [LS93a, LW93, VH99, Che95b, Pla61].

Appraisal [Cle92].

appreciation [MM69].

Approach [AMN81, ABC+83, Ben82, BR86, Bro84a, CT94, CM97, Che86, CT92, Er83c, Er84b, FE80, FW86, Har92, JGK94, Jon71b, KB97, LO99, Mar91b, MM+98, ST82, Tse87a, UVS87, WV96, Wat76, WT84, WLF8, ZS86, ZSM99, AO80b, Ano63, AHL92b, BM90a, Bak94, Ben72, BD80, Bra76, CB76+, Cuc93, DP73, Er82b, Fb70, For66, FGR67, Fun85, FM85, Gae59, GIM68, Gre67, Har70, HM80b, Hum62, JC88, Lar64, Lar95, Lle73, Mar91a, May64, Mhls93, MW86, PW74a, Pen76, Pen77, PL94a, PL94b, Pr60b, Qu83, Roh75, Ros66, Sch94, ST98, Spu88, SL73, Thr69, Ul85, WN88, Win75].

Approaches [Bar71, CH99, Ole91, Coo83, EWH86, Gaa80, JJ67, KH87, RDPS95, Var80a, WHF82].

appropriate [EWH86].

approximants [HGMM75].

Approximate [BWM88, HK79, TDW+99, Ak91, APD99, BLP92, Wes80b].

approximating [Cox71].

Approximation [MCL78, OP73a, VG99, YFM71, Ash68, BY66, BMT85, Cb69, Cb66a, Eve63, For72, KR89, Ke79, KL71, Li70, Li71, MR76a, MR76b, OP73b, Osb64b, OW67, OW69, OW71, P669, Pre68, Rei71, Riv68, SKY73, Tee63b, Tem69, ZL73, Sal70a].

Approximations [Bel63, Har76, BRH70, CP66b, CO66, Dun73, FGH71, Jac73, OP75, Osb63, Osb65, Phi68a, Phi68b, Pow67, Wat73].

April [Var62].

Arbitrary [Cra72, HPR88, MC74,
Wak93, WCL71, Wil78d]. beware [BRS91]. Beyond [IS81]. Bézier [For72]. bi [dS77].
bi-directional [dS77]. bibliographical [YAH80]. Bibliography [SS80, DGM68].
Bickley [MM69]. Bidirectional [FK90].
Biharmonic [BW70a, FM64, Gre67, Tce63b]. Binary [AM90, And90, Bri85, EA83, Fro82, Har95,
Les83b, Mah86, Mak91a, MKH86, Pal86, PP98, PB76, PB78, Sha81, Sip88, Spr92,
V’y99, WW76, Wei93, Wym73, XTU97, ZOG85, CC88, Chr71b, CM89, Day76,
Er99b, ES77, FL80, FN93, FP82, Gil58a, Hat84, Hur68, Hur73, Mák91b, OV92, Pal88,
PW74b, RM89, Sal87, SGR96, Sou77, Ull77].
Binary-Relational [Fro82]. Binary-Residue [AM90].
[Pik81, BG94, LMS73, MN90]. bivalent [Chr73b, Mot80]. blackboard [Cra86].
BLEND [MP85, Sca85]. Bloom [Mul87, She89]. Blue [BKM796]. board
[RHS89, VW95]. Book
[Alb71, Ano96a, Ano96b, BB80a, BL81a, BT63, Bra78, Br674b, BS73b, Bur80, CF81,
Cha73, Cla92, Cor79, Den80, Em80, FSWL82, FE80, FJA80, Fry71, GS73,
Ham91b, HV92, HR73, Her61, Hou63, IL74, JR81, KI81, Kit74, LI74, MiliD99, Nee63,
NLW74, NQ80, NPCA81, Pau80, PCSG63, RL73, RP63, RLT99, San99, Sha71, TCB71,
Ull73, VP80, WS73, WY71, Web70, Wil62a, Wil63a, Wil67b, Wil70, WD80, Wre71,
YFM71, Bon71]. Boolean
[BM94, Bla82, Edw72, LT79, Mar69,
Miy90, Wil77d, ZD71, ZD73]. Boor [GT63].
Both [SN76, Ba66, OSS69, Pen66].
Bottom [UVS87]. Bottom-Up [UVS87].
Bounce [NI70, Osb71]. Bounce-and-skip
[NI70, Osb71]. bound [WP67, MMB87].
Boundaries [BW70a, LW66b]. Boundary
[BW70a, Tay70a, AH69, Bic68, Bic69, Cas75,
Eva77, Fy69, Fy70, Has61, JM68, KM66,
Os69, Pri68, Sne70, Tay70b, TF66, Thi81,
Zaf71]. boundary-restricted [TF96].
boundary-value [Pri68]. Bounded
[CD82, DE86, WC98]. Bounding [FK93].
Bounds [Han70, KP98, LM68, MSNW99,
SNH76, Wil61b]. Boyer [Tak96]. Boyserf
[Rec796]. BPL [Wil82b]. Bracketing
[Sza73, Cox70, SC71]. Brain [WV71, dF66].
Brains [WY71]. Branch
[JES98, ME98, Won99, MC95, Tho80].
branches [Wig81]. branching
[HRW95, Ret95]. break [AB84].
break-even [AB84]. Breaking [HM83].
Brelsford [FSWL82]. Brent [SL78].
Bresenham [PG82]. bridge [Cha97].
bridge- [Cha97]. Bringing [Par75b].
Britain [Gol59, TB63]. British
[Aga96, Bon71, CK95, Don59, Pla61, Ros70,
VW95]. BRMQ [Azm90]. Broadcast
[FLW99, KA98]. Broadcasting
[BNM98, PHS96]. Brodie [JR81]. brother
[OW80]. Brown [NQ80, Bur80]. Browsing
[LSV89, DB88, MP85]. Brujin [VR92].
Bubble [Wri83]. Bucket [Lyo85]. Buckley
[QA90]. Buddy [CR78, PBH86]. Buffer
[DE86, LV79, DL76]. Buffered
[HPB84, WH87, PM90]. Buffering [Wri82].
Building [BL91, Cor79, God96, NR97,
Sar96, Sl71, Wai70, Kec87]. Bull [NW74].
Bulletin [Ano73a]. Bulterman [Er88c].
bureau [AF76, Don65, Kin62, Lew65b].
Burrows [Fen96]. Bus
[WL96, Mar82, WW91]. Bus-Based
[WL96]. bus-connected [WW91].
Business
[FE80, LO99, Mum85, PS93, Ste77a, Bar58, Ben70, Cam97, Che62b, CT74, Coa74, DG58, EDS86, Fis74b, Gea58, Gea59, Gea61, Gea73, Lic89, Poo91, WRi59]. bypass [LOKM99]. byte [BS89].

C [Fry71, IL74, Llo74, PCSG63, Ris99b, Ul73, Wre71, KMK95, SAM88]. C-ODA [KMK95]. Cache [FB99, Lop94, SM97].

Caching [FLW99, LS97]. CAD [Mar73, Mar74a]. CAM [Wat76a].

CAL [GF87]. calculate [WD79]. Calculating [Oxl89, Pow64, Pow65, Abb70, CP66b, Goo61, Pec70, Pha90, Tay70a, Zan76].

Calculation [GRB68, Hon71, PCSG63, Ris99b, Ull73, Wre71, KMK95, SAM88]. Calculational [SB99]. Calculations [AB90, God75, MMB87, Pal63]. Calculator [BS99, Thi95, Go94]. calculators [BL77].


CAM02 [Wat77a]. Cambridge [Pai67b, BBH70, JH76]. Campey [Wat76a].

CAMPS [LM88]. can [Fin60, PJ89].


Carlo [Akm91, CR63, KB62, KP79, Mus59]. carousel [SRS94]. carry [Fen87, Sal87].

carry-completion-detection [Sal87]. carte [LSV89]. Cartesian [CC88]. Cartoon [Rep72].

Cartridges [SRS94]. Cascade [Sco74]. Case [CCL87, DH97, HZ95, Joh74, Lar82, LZ95, Mum85, Rob77, SW79, VR92, Wre71, Cla88, Erk84, Lee78a, LP73a, Mid77, OW69, Osb93, Tem69, TB82, dSA92].

catalogues [Bir81]. categorical [TLF96, TL92]. Categoricity [Les83a].

Causal [KA98, RG95]. Causality [BKLL95]. Causality-Based [BKLL95].

cautious [Haz78, Qui83]. cavity [Greb93].

CCS [CHM94]. CDC [BBG+71]. cell [Holl95]. Cellular [DS99, ZBS81, DW77].

census [TB63]. Central [Jen99, Fos71].

Centralised [Dav78]. Centralized [IP86]. centre [Buc60, Muc82, TS64]. Centrenet [IEH+85]. centres [Jen81]. Centroid [Mot85]. Certain [Bro74e, FD88, Hun70, AHM74, Bak64, BM61, Coo66, EF63b, Eva72, EH76, Fyf70, Goo75, GM65, HM77, Jar66a, Jar67b, LD70, Lyn65, MP65a, MP66, Sal70b, Spa69b, Wil59].

Certification [Boo78, Boo79, Boo79c, Ran79, RT78].

CFG [HKPW89]. CGI [Tom82]. Chain [Mer70, She95, Woo70e]. Chained [Bay73, CS77, Sur86]. Chainmail [Ree87].

Chains [Bra88, Leu83a, Lor76, MTK87].

Challenge [NQ90]. Chalmers [AJ89].

Change [Mul81, Tre70, Chr73a, Pap60].

change-ringing [Pap60]. Changes [Kuh92, Cur95, Ano73c]. changing [Bri80, Ham80b].

Channel [DRT96, RM89]. channels [LOK99]. Character [GB61, Hin61, MN61, MN90, Rey77, Sha65, WW82, YAH80, Bau65, CCL72, CP61, GRI80, New61, Pia65, cGR61, Ros64b, Sau72, Str61].

characterisation [HRW95]. Characterise [Fro85]. characteristic [Hop71].

Characteristics [Lle87, Lyn72, RS88].

Characterization [Mic63].

Characters [AG98, Coo68]. Charles [HV92, SHH81].

Chart [PG81, OB68a]. charts [Dun79, How67a, MR94]. Chebyshev [Sal73, AEH76, Bea65, BS71, Cha67, Cha70, CN63, Coo67, Eg69, Ell63, Fox62, Gou68, KS71, TBS81, dSA92].

Circuit [BB80b, ME80]. Circuits [Ano80a, HR96, PJ86].

class [Bou74, DCS77]. classification [Bou74]. classes [Bou74, DCS77].
Nor64, OP73a, Oli69, OW67, Sal72, Scr65, Scr70, Snc70, Tee63a, Wol69, Wri64, Wri63.
Check [Bro74c, ES75, How75, War86].
checked [Cur95].

Checking [ABM88, Cow86, Dmu78, Hig76a, And74, Bro74d, CY95, Hou83, LEN63].
checks [HK73].

Chemical [GWWB98, Cam69, Gal59, KM74, You60].

Chemin [Fos64].

Chess [Mic81, Pro74, Bel70a, BJ79, BB71, BKM78, BM80, BW75b, RHS89, WBB72].

Chi [PFW74].

Chilton [BT71].

Chemical [GWWB98, Cam69, Gal59, KM74, You60].

Chemin [Fos64].

Chemical [GWWB98, Cam69, Gal59, KM74, You60].

Chess [Mic81, Pro74, Bel70a, BJ79, BB71, BKM78, BM80, BW75b, RHS89, WBB72].

Chi [PFW74].

Chilton [BT71].

China [GGH87].

Chisholm [HGM75].

Choice [Edw77, JS71, Sto86, BSH70, WCL71].

Choose [EWH86].

China [GGH87].

China [GGH87].

Chow [Pau80, Hur73].

Christoph [YFM71].

Chromatic [Chr71a, Col82, Col67, Mit76, SNH76, WP67].

Chuen [Pau80].

Church [PR98].

Cities [PTV97].

CLAM [dRC74].

Clashes [DC90a, Lah91, Stu84].

Clasen [GT63].

Class [CD82, HW92, Has75, Nar69, WL96, Wen59, Cle95d, Fox67, Gro68, HH94a, IW86, LoD70, PW74a].

Classes [Bae75, Er89a, FD88].

Classical [EMO92, Gal92a, van86].

Classification [BW73a, BW75a, JW74, LJ98, Oka98, Ros64a, WB68, Wai98, BW70b, CD80, Con66, Hal68, JW72, JS71, JG76, LW65, LW66a, LW67c, MD87, Mur98, Sal71b].

Classifications [HAM98, JS68, WCL71].

Classificatory [AW85, LW67a, LW67b, LW68, LW71].

Clause [Pau91].

Clauses [Ber87a].

Clear [GGH87].

Clenshaw [Hum70, OS68, Oli72].

CLEO [Ric64].

Client [PRS96, TU96].

Client-Server [PRS96, TU96].

Clinical [Gor78, CBB76].

Clock [CF88].

Clocks [JCCJ99].

Closed [Bra88, Jac73, Tha66].

Closure [FD88, Weg74].

Clubs [Rob90].

Clues [SD66].

Clump [JJ67].

Clump-finding [JJ67].

Cluster [FR98, SW68, SW79, Sco82, Sib73, WJW95].

Cluster-based [WJW95].

Clustering [BMSA88, FM86b, FR98, Hr97, Mii98, Mur85, EHW89, Mur83, Mur98, Mux70, Ree84b, Roh73, Sal70c, Sal71a, VR70a, van70, VR70b, LW67b].

Clusters [CW70, FR98, SAM88, GP96a, Lin72b, Roh75].

CMCM [TL92].

CMOS [Fem77].

CMSG [BG71].

Co [Bra88, WG83, MES97, RW61].

Co-diagonalization [RW61].

Co-expressions [WG83].

Co-Relationship [Bra88].

Co-Propagation [MOS97].

Cobol [Eme80, Ano73a, Cif62a, Gil69, Gol64, Hum62, Kin62, LM77b, Tri74, Tri76, Tri78, Tri80, Tri93, TL85a, WII77a, HH79b].

CODASYL [Aki88, HKT75, Sta74, GE85].

Code [AD76, Bro79b, CCC92, EW80, Miy90, ME98, NC76, Vel82, Akm86, Ben74, BD96, CH60, DP73, DW97, Mac74, MSS93, PW93, cGR61, Ros64b, WAR74, RO70].

codec [Wak93].

Codes [Bro74a, Bro74e, Lear93, Gob68, Lear95, RMR98].

Codewords [Mak91a].

Codiformal [Wilt88].

CODIFOL [Ren71b, Rey71a, Rey90].

Coding [FH97, Pek81, TM95, WD99b, Ber59, Bra63, Col63a, FK90, FNK94, Ker63, Pai60, PG82, Tee67, YAH80].

codings [Mak91b].

Coefficients [Han70, Cha67, Coo67, G6969, O'B59b, SS63a].

Cognitive [VVW96, BWM88].

Coherence [TF96].

Colin [Cha73].

Collaboration [VC83].

Collaborative [SK96].

Collection [BS73b, FN78, MS91, WII70, BPS87].

Hay79, MSW87, Ten72, Tur84, Wri61a].
collections [BKMK90]. collector [Weg72].
College [BF71, Pri64]. Collision [Sam81].
colocation [Wri64]. Coloring [Joh74].
Colour [Er84c, FS87, Er84a]. Colouring
[DB81, Sel88, Wil85a, EL89, Wm84, Woo69c].
Colours [Wil85a]. column [Tew67].
Columns [Boo67b]. COMA
[DSB97, HLK94]. COMA/CD [HLK94].
Comandos [CBH89, KMR94]. COMAR
[HKPW89]. combination
[Phi74, Tew67]. combinational
[Ben72, CDHL93]. Combinations
[Akl87]. Combinator
[Bur87a, TL92]. Combinatorial
[Fm83, Tak99, CRS93, Lym65].
combinators [Cla94]. combined [Lar64].
Combining
[Daw73, TCM94, THR82, Wie95]. comes
[Mus67]. Comm [Gol73]. Comma
[Lle83, Lle85]. Comma-Free [Lle83, Lle85].
Command [MA89, MMG91, Tes77].
Commands [Sch77b]. Comment
[BK83, Coh01, Mák01, O’K85, TAC01, Reis01, Wil82a].
Comments [Bre81, Deu69, Mic81, Sab72, Fra70, Kin67b, New61]. commerce
[Bag61b, Dou85c, Dou85b, Dou85a, Dou85a].
Commercial [GS73, Gun70, OBLP75, Cog75, Gri66, Ham81b, Lew65b, Pail65, Pla61, d’A62, Gol59, HSP66]. commissioning [Ano60].
Committing [LPSC90]. Common
[MJ75]. communicating [Kel98, Nat86].
Communication
[Aky92, Bru92, CRR92, LF97, Nai97, PB86, Pri78, Sil81, BBP98, Bri67, FH77, JBD73a, JBD73b, Mar82, PR64].
Communication-Minimal [LF97].
Communications
[AM99, BB80a, Par88, Pea63]. Commutative [Eke95]. Compact
[Sto86, Jen66, Sim69]. compactifying
[Weg72]. Compacting [FN78].
Compaction [Bre82, Col87, HW67, QY89]. Comparative
[Cla77a, Laz81, MB96, Ole91, OKMS96, Val74, Wil91b, Fin93, KH87]. Comparing
[Min88, LK77, MMG91].
Comparison [AHL92a, Cro75, DF87, EHW89, Jar68, Jw82, Lom88, MK82, No89, Pra88, Ric88, SL78, TC92, VW96, AL72, BML94, Box65, Box66a, DGM68, GGS89, Goo61, LMS73, MD71, RD80, Tan78, Wie82, Wie95, Win69, ZH93]. Comparison-Based
[Lom88, Ric88]. Compatible [BL90].
Competition [NL90, WR67]. Competitive
[Rom99, HM96]. Compilation
[AMN81, Ber87a, BR90, Els79, Smi83, BY89, Gea64, Rya66, Wil89]. Compile
[Bur72, CZL97, DT96, Hex67, Mux73]. Compile-Time
[Bur72, CZL97, DT96, Mux73, Hex67]. Compiler
[AD76, BL90, BW78, BMR67a, Der79, Mil70, Paa91, PB74, SS81, AJ89, BY89, BL77, BHY89, BMR67b, BC67, Cam78, CMRW72, Cor65, CGH86b, Cuf72, ELR78, Fin68, For65, Jon65, MR67, Per76, Ryd64, SA73, Sch65, SC87, Ste74, Tay68, BMR67a].
compiler-compilation [BY89]. Compilers
[Bur72, Mux73, CP62, Wi72]. Compiling
[Hus61, BD96, PR77, RL72, Wis68].
COMPL [FS66]. complainants [Hal72].
Complete [Pag81, Bra94, Def77, WC94].
Completeness [CL99b, FZ94, Mer90].
completer [Zar80]. completion
[Dic91, Sal87]. Complex [BGR86, Boo68a, Boo68b, KBT89, LZ95, RL75, Rud67a, Rud67b, SMY95, ZBS81, vtv92, BM80, Che65, CL66, Gui68, HMR80a, Jar70, LMR64, LQ96, Mak68a, Sea69, Str59, WM95, Wri63].
Complexity
[BR86, CCD86, CCS87, FvLMS98, GV99a, GV99b, MK85, Pra84, Reed84a, Risi99b, She99, VG99, V’y99, WDD9a, XY90, tHO99, Cuc93, HRS93, Nav87, Und63, Weg93, O’K85].
Component [UVS87, TH82]. Components
[Franc85, Cha97]. Composite
[FJ80, McL85]. Composition
[CR97, SS96b, Tre70, Gil63].
Compositional [Roj95, RL89].

Comprehension [WB99]. Comprehensive [Wat79, Sol60].

Compressed [AF88, Woo84, CMW98, Lan65, Mul87].

Compressing [WZ99, FN93].

Compression [APD99, BD82, CH87, DdS98, FM83, FNK94, FH98, GW73, How97, Lea78, Lle87, MJ75, MW97, Mof97, NMW97, Ptk81, SH97, THHS93, TWM93, Wel72, Yok97, BM90b, BM89, CC93, DP76, Fen96, Fra67, HM98, JM96, Mak89, Rai87, TR93, Tur75, WBM+94].

computability [Goo85a, PR98].

Computation [BY79, BB69, Er83c, Han62, Her61, Mar94, Rac65, Sto73, WY71, BL72, BW69b, Bra76, Che95b, Cra66a, Cro75, DP66, Duk66, ET75, HK73, Jou66, Lew65a, ME88a, NPW68, Roh75, Sch94, Tak96].

Computational [Alb71, BT63, Coo75, FFP99, Hon93b, MS70, Pau80, WS73, Wil70, CL78, DF90, FM66, HD71, Jac71, Jam89, Pap68, Per65, Ral61, Tew68].

Computations [AM99, JW74, JJ86, Coo66, HH94a].

Compute [Bra85, Bra86a, Ry66, SS96a].

Computed [Wil61b, Loi68].

Computer [AE90a, AM91, Arm78, Bag62, Be72, BL81a, BN78, Bur66, CF81, CD81, Cav83, Cha75, Cha78, Cha81, Coh01, CW82, Cor79, Dak73, Daw74, Dou58a, Dou59a, Eas76, Eme80, EMS1b, FSWL82, FR80, Fle75, FJA80, FS81, GKS84, Ggo66, Gg68, GS73, Gol69, The91a, The91b, HR73, Hug61, IHH95, IL74, JP76, JJS6, JR81, Kin69b, KTW+73, KP79, LW65, LW66a, LV79, Laz81, Lef73, Li98, M¨ak01, Mic97, MN90, NLW74, O’B70, Pa63, PW94, Pie74, PBR+90, Pr074, RL73, Sco74, S74, SS75, Smi64, Smi68, TS83, T84, TAC98, TAC01, TF87, Tur92, UHS85, Var76b, WJ74, WS73, Wat74a, Wat74b, Web72, Wil91a, WW79, Wil90, WCH78, Wook82, Zmu75a, Zmu75b, AS63, ABN61, Bae96, BBG+71, Bar58, Bar65e, Bar67, Bea68, Bec58, Bel70a, BS61, BD61].

Computing [ABB80, Aga96, BRH70, Bar78b, Bow81, Can93a, Cha77a, Col82, Er38a, FSWL82, FKA+93, Fis74a, FLW99, Fox61, Gar78, BF71, Bro58b, Bry59, Buc60, Buc65, BSH70, BK83, Cap86, Car64, Cha62, CPT9, Che62a, Che62b, Che64, CF96, Cle60, Coa74, CW71, Col64a, CBB+76, Com75a, Com75b, Coo60a, Cor65, Cut59, DN64, Dol66, Dou59c, Dou65, Dow71, Ede63, Er386, FFM96, Fin60, Fir61, For66, FGR76, Fos64, FdVR58, FL68, Fox78, GP73, Gil63, Gil58c, Gil58d, Gl69, GGH+87, Goo61, Gos63, GB61, Gro68, oH59, HM80a, HK76, Hea81, HK59, HIl67, HB58a, HB58b, HM80b, HG67, JCS8, Jam81, Jan63, JN65, Joh61, Kee78, Kni68, KKH1, Lan76, Lan65, LR67, LEN63, Lew65b, Loo59, Mar73, Mar74a, Mar79, MR85, McG77, McO66, Mea73, MP65b, FM64, MW68, M059, MTP88, MES97, ML65, OB68a].

computer [Ong69, Pad62, Pal62, Pan70, dP60, Pen66, Pla61, PW67, Red60, Ric73, RWT64, Rig64, RW61, SW68, Smi66b, Smi68, SS72c, SS72d, SW91b, Sut60, Tay61, Tho61, Tho62, TB63, Tur79, WNN91, War74, War60, WV62, Wat82, Wil58a, Wil61a, Wil76a, WN68, WO75, Win59a, Win59b, WH68, WN81, Wri59, YR58b, You63, HL76b, LM68, VW95].

Computer-Aided [Kin69b, Wat74a, Gol69].

Computer-Assisted [Smi83, LM88].

Computer-Based [FSWL82].

Computer-Oriented [Bag62, ML65].

Computerised [BD81].

Computerized [F+73].

Computers [All75, BD61, Ben85, BHR690, BHR691, BS79, Dou58c, Dou58b, FRS+87, GTS3, Gol73, GT63, HRS68, KV62, Mas63, Pap60, Pla64, RP63, Tre70, WY71, Yat62, Aga96, AB78, Ben70, Cha63, Cle67, Col63a, Cra67, Dou61, Emd60, Gal59, Gef61, Gol59, Gow62, GG59, Grit66, Hei77, HP77, JI93, Kee87, Mar58, M66, O655, dP60, Pin61, RW68, cGR61, Sow87, Sym71, Tak59, Tho68a, Vin59, Bro58a, Dou59b, Web70].

Computing [ABB80, Aga96, BRH70, Bar78b, Bow81, Can93a, Cha77a, Col82, Er38a, FSWL82, FKA+93, Fis74a, FLW99, Fox61, Gar78,
GS78, Ham93, Kit74, Kum99, LCH99, Muc82, PTY97, Par75a, PC5G63, RS88, SB70, Sla66, THR82, VW95, Wat81, WN86, Ahm73, Akk73, Bag61b, Bur67b, Cam97, Cha93a, Cha97, Cla60, Cox70, EAL66, Gir93, Fur92, Gen69, Gil65, IWT73, Lai94, Lau75, LC93, Nee84, Nud69, Pit65, PL68, Pri64, Pro83, SCI71, SM94, Stu71, Tho60, WM69, Wol90, Woo68, Bel74, Bro73a, CF81.

Concept [Eri74, Sar96, SA81, BPG87, Fun84, HCH96b, SL73].

Concepts [FKT90, Fro85, Hou75, Bra76, HS82].

Conceptual [AM92, BK75, FL85, Fro83, Sha81, TLF96, WB98, Min88, SC87].

Concrete [BBK87].

Concurrency [CL99a, FKT90, HM84, IP86, LH95, PPB84b, Wet81, GF91, Mad97, Rv88].

Concurrent [BIY88, CG92, GP90, HW89, Hull65, KSS5, MMR+98, PBF91, Rom99, Shi85, Skl91, Wat91b, Bur87b, KL89, Pon91, Shr75, Wal77, KS82, Sil79].

Condition [BS73a, Gra87, HM95b, Zaf71].

Conditional [Tur79].

Conditions [Goo77, Man74, San75, Wil79, CP66a, Has61, JM68, KM66, Kin69a, Osb69, Snc70, Tav70b, Twi75, Wol71].

Conduction [Bir68, MP62, Osb69].

Conference [Ano75a, Coo89a, Dak73, Ano73c].

configuration [AM65, MBC+86].

Conflicts [LPS999, Mad98, TK95].

Congruence [Tho58a, cong].

Congruent [DR67, Ful76, MP68].

Conjectures [Cut59].

Conjugate [FR64, Cla77b].

Connected [UVS87, Cha97, WW91].

Connection [Bra88].

Connectivity [Wil91b, BP79].

Connally [Her61].

Conquer [DhM93].

Consequences [LM97b, Wil91a].

Conservative [RM69].

Consideration [Hil67, Hur79].

Considerations [Hel93, cGR61, Wri83, AB84, Bon69, Gil66, Pag60, PGM84].

Considered [Lip80].

CONSIT [Hel79].

Consistency [BKK84, Flo74, HKT75, LW85a, Lev96, Che90].

Consistent [Cho99, UHS85].

consisting [Wil68b].

console [PL68].

Constant [BKMT96, Hor93, Mul85, HL92, Jar67b, O'B59b, SS63a].

Constants [Tee67].

constituencies [HW74, Par74, Van73].

constituent [JC86].

Constrained [Mur85, PS90, Wri82, BJS74, Box65, Box66a, Bra75, Gui85, Hon93a, LH95, Oom93, Tho72].

Constraint [Bol97, Orn91, CRS+93, FG90, Inb93, YG93].

constraint-driven [YG93].

Constraint-oriented [Bol97].

Constraints [Cha93b, CY96, Oom88, Sho81, vtv92, AJ70, HB70, Ord64, PPB84c, SWA97, WTW91].

Construct [Lo84].

Constructing [FL89, Fro92, GS79, YAB92, Alm66, EL82].

Construction [EA83, LO75, Roj95, SS80, And66, Bar65c, BF71, BS79, Che95d, CO66, ES77, FL68, GV91, How67a, JS68, Lin72b, LLe85, MHF93, OS65, WP75, WL72, YG93].

Constructive [Nip91, Wal76, Ric73].

Constructs [DE86].

Contact [Abb70].

Containing [KC97, Scr64b, WC85].

Contemporary [DL97, FSW85].

Content [AA99, CEM72].

Content-Addressing [CEM72].

Contents [PW93].

Context [AMN81, FH98, MW97, Ram85, TWMG93, EDS86, Gha72, Goo79, LL70, SEP89, Woo70a].

Context-Based [MW97, TWMG93].

context-free [Goo79, LL70, SEP89, Woo70a].

Contexts [CT97].

contextual [BBG95].

contextually [EM71].

Contiguity [Mur85].

Contiguity-Constrained [Mur85].

Continuation [SL78].

Continuations [All88, All90].

Continuity [Man74, San75, RV93].

Continuous [LS93b, BM59].

Contour [Cra72, RB86].

Countouring [Sch82a, ST81, Suf90, Sut76b, RB86].

Contours [McL74].

Contributions [Dru63, Pol60, Str60].

Control [Bar74, BPR74, BL62, CW96a, CL99a, ER86a, EM81b, Fra76, Ger70, GP88, GT63, GN83, HR73, Hou63, IP86, KS82, KP79, LH95, Lei62, MK85, Mii70, Nel79, PPB84b].
THR82, TF87, Zmu75a, Zmu75b, tHO99, Bar72b, Bri67, Bry59, Cle66, Com75a, Com75b, Dak75, Dou58c, Dou59a, EMM72, For66, FGR67, Fra68, FK86, GF91, Gol78b, GE69, Han94, HK59, Hug61, HSW92, JP69, Ken80, Lam63, Leh73, Mad97, MT83, NI70, O’S88, O’S94, Osb71, Pal62, Rv88, SP82, TS64, YAH80, Den80, SS63b.

controllability [GE69]. Controlled [YS91, Dow71, KK79, Pri77]. Controller [SA81]. Controlling [O’S88, MP95]. Controversy [WLDC71]. convention [Ros63b]. Conventions [HH80]. Convergence [Bar61, Bre71, CWH93, Loi72, Wat68, Wil65c, Aha65, CP66b, Erd65, Eva65a, GL70, Jam87, Lyn69, Scr70, Sto68]. convergent [FP63, MS70, PM72]. converging [Jam89]. Conversational [Netl79, Bar71, Col66b, Cu72]. Conversion [CCD86, SW83, BP94, Boo74a, Boo74b, Ham74, KJ75, Par89]. Converters [AM90, Par92]. Converting [SS75]. Convex [BH69, GS79, Col66a, Cox71]. Convexity [YF77]. Convolution [McC78]. Cooper [RS69]. Cooperative [BBF+94, MR96, Rom99, SBR94]. Coordinate [Cra72, Ter73]. Coordination [DRT96, Gle91]. copies [KH81]. Coping [BR86]. Copper [Coc97]. Copying [Har81]. Copyright [BM94b]. Core [BMGW96]. Corecs [PPB84a]. Corporate [Ham80a, WJ74, Car86]. Corps [TS64, Sla60]. Correct [BPTV92, Brah80]. correctable [TB86]. Correcting [Bro74e]. Correction [WT84, And75, ES75, How75, Sub85, Ull77]. corrections [Sac62]. Corrective [JMKC94]. Correctness [BG94, BD96, LO75, Lew84, Sch77b, Bak94, MP89, O’S88, PJ86, Smi72]. corrector [Ano80b, For61, Hal67, Ra61, Sne80, Wes80a]. Correctors [Rod70]. Correlated [Wal64, Wa98]. correlation [Jac71]. Correspondence [AT70, All71, And69, And74, And75, AMK66, Art75, BAC71, Bae66, Bar72a, Bar64, Bar66, Bar73, Bar78b, Bau65, Bea74, Bel74, BM81, Ben74, Ber69, Bic69, Boo74a, BPI65, Box66b, Bra75, Bra72, Bre81, BVH74, Bro74d, BH69, BJ80, BBd66, Car70, Cha72, CL66, CT74, Co67, Coo72a, CG65, Coq72b, Cr081, Cra67, Cro75, Dak73, DD70, Daw74, Deu69, Dew72b, Duk66, DW73, Dun78, DI78, Ece71, ET75, Ehr72, Eva66, ES75, FT73, Fel69, Fel70, Fel72, Fin72, Fis74b, Fis74a, Fla72, Fra70, Fre74, Gal71, Gal73, GL70, GT72, GW73, Gla73, GJ65, GJ67, Go66, Gri92, Hal72, Ham74, HL70, HT81, HT78, HV74, Hay79, HLO85, Hig67, Hi67, Hi72, Hi80, Hit78, Hon71, Hop78, How75, HSP66, Hun81, IWT73, Jac79, JL80]. Correspondence [JD59, Jon7a, Kei79, Ker63, Kin71, Kio81, KTW+73, KI75, Lan71, LWS69b, Le74, Lew72, LS78, Mac74, Mar74b, Mec72, Mer70, ME80, MR82, MT72, MR65, Mux73, Myl66, O’B59a, O’B68b, Ob67, Osb71, OL68, Pak67, Pal72, Pal73, Pap68, PH73, PB69, Pit74, PS74, PW74b, Red71, Ree80b, Rob80, Sab72, Sal73, Sam63, Sam66, Sam75, SA79, SS72a, Sct72, Sel72, Sel80, Sol68, SC71, SB81, Str74, Tay64, Tay68, Tay80, Tay81, Tee67, Tem69, Ten72, Tho80, Tho8a, Tho8b, TTT73, Val71, Wal71, Wat82, Wel70, WNT73, WS74, WP69, Whi72, WIG81, WR72, Wod78, Wir66a, dD66, Bar69, Ben70, Bir81, Bow73, Bro73a, Chu68, Gui68, Jar70, Kin67b, Len80, O’C69, Sam68, Van67, Wal67c, WFT78, Zar80]. COSEC [PL68]. Cosets [PP84a]. COSMOS [AA99, O’B67]. COSMOS-Content [AA99]. Cost [BK92, CN82, Lea86, Par75b, ABB83, Bon69, PS92, Sym71]. Cost-Effective [Lea86]. Cost-Effectiveness [BK92]. costs [Chr73b]. Cotes [Sac62]. Could [AC84]. counter [Col64b, Sow87]. Counterfactual

D [FSWL82, IL74, JR81, NWL74, NPCA81, PCSG63, RL73, Ris99b, VP80, Wil67b, Wil70, ILPP98, WP94]. D. [FSWL82]. Dahl [Llo74]. Dakin [Gla73, dana] [Fin90]. Damped [Tim69]. Daniel [WY71]. DAP [CHPS85, DM85, KB87, SHCP91]. DAP-Algo [DM85]. DAPLEX [PG90]. Dashed [Ber76]. Data [AE90a, AK81, BB80a, BIY88, Bel84, BY79, Bir81, BHW78, Bow84, BL81b, BP81, CS77, COT76, CCC92, Che95a, CW69, Cle82, CH87, CEM72, Cro74, Dav78, Dav81, Dav63, DW88, Dd98, Dea74a, Dea79, Dea82, EMM72, Er74, Eth71, FM86b, Flo76, Fra67, GS73, Go85, Gor78, GP90, KTS97, GL94, Ham77, HK72, Har76, HW77, HC78, H79, HAM98, HM84, IS81, JBD73a, JBD73b, Koh69, KSD77, KA86, Lea77, LF97, Les83a, LW85a, Lle87, Llo64, LT61, Mai85, MS92, MC74, MC76, Med70, Mich91, Mir98, MVL92, MB96, MSS93, NW74, NPCA81, NF94, OD91, Oka98, Orm91, PAD73, Par82, PD74, PV86, PAW86, PSD91, PPB83, Pri78, FJS80, Ros70, Ros93, Sad29, Sar90, Sch82a, Sha95, Sho81, Sou76, SW79, Ste77a, Str72, SK95, ST82]. Data [THR82, VP80, Wal98, Wat91a, Wel80, Wil61a, Wil72, WKR76, Wri61a, Yok97, YP86, YY89, Zai81, AF76, A603, BM90b, Bak94, BJ78, BM89, BFH61, Bre93, BPSS72, Bu79, CS75, CC93, CLW98, CPR75, CCL72, CBB76, Dac63, DP76, Dea74a, Dee80, Don78, Dout59c, DM60, FCH96, FE69, Fri65, Gat65, Gil64, GM72, God96, Ham81b, Ham91a, Hay79, HKPW89,
Hin60, Hun59, Hut86a, Inc87, Jar70, JL80, Ken85, KGC85, KH87, Kol83, LW67c, LW71, Lee78a, Lic89, Lon61, MG85, Mak89, Mal59, Mar73, MP79, Mil81b, Min88, Nau79, NS77, OP71, ON94, Par77, Par78, dp60, Pin77, Pit65, PS74, Pre80b, QY89, Ree80b, Rob79, RB86, Rus63, Sch76, Sl60, Smi63, Sol68, Spä68, Spu88, STL3, Str61, Sub85, TCL89, Tem72, TLF96, Tho60, Til69].

data [TP89, Tur75, Tur78, Var79, VV94, Wil61c, Wil63b, Wis68, WS86, ZR88, SS63b].
data-compression [Mak89].
data-display [Mar73]. Data-Flow [PB86].
data-processing [Hun59]. Database [ABM88, BSH90, BJ98, Bow84, CN82, CCL87, Dav76, Dea78, DNV81, DAODT85, DBCRW92, HKT75, IP66, JR81, KU99, Ker76, KP92, LS97, LW83, LCL92, LB92, Mai85, Mar92, Orm88, Pou92, PF86, Rob75, She85, Sta74, SMY92, YCC92, Aki88, Azm90, Ber87b, BMT85, Bro82, Che95c, CMW98, Dea76, DTR88, ET88, Fun84, GF91, GE85, HK82, JO74, KM94, LB91, LC95, MB90, Par75d, RV88, SS66a, Seg67, Tu96, WWK +90, WS86, YAB92, ZR88]. database/administration [Aki88]. Databases [AE90b, BMSA88, BCV93, Bra86b, Bra88, Col97, Flo74, GWWB98, Kie88, LH95, LW85a, Mar91b, Pou93, Sch83, BM90a, Car86, CAC82, CG99, Dee85, FW83, JK94, KPS91, KCP99, LSV89, LL90, Mad98, Sad92, WN88]. DATAFAIR [Lav70].
dataflow [PK85, Sow87].

Datagram [Pri78], datalog [AGNS91].

Date [Ran74]. Date-Sensitive [Ran74].
dates [Hil77].

Davidon [KL71, Li70, Li71]. Davies [PCSCG63, Hos71].

Davis [Eme80].

Day [Ch73, Var67].

DBMS [CS85, PPRB89, PPB84c].

DBTG [HKT75].

Deadlock [TF87, BN76, Che95c, SP91].
deadlock-free [SP91].
deadly [Lee73].
dealing [Bro60].

Debugging [CG92, JP69, Pie74, Bar69, Bu72, K79, Sil72].
decade

[Wil82a].
decay [Bra94]. Decentralising

[Vau95].

Decentralized [Li98].

Decidable

[CHM94].

Decimal

[And74, And75, BRO74c, Bro74e, SD82].

Decision

[Har95, Kin67a, Lew84, Mae78, Sch85, SS75, V091, Ben70, Car70, Gri86, Kin69a, Kin71, KJ75, LW66b, MV88, PW74b, TB82, Wym73].

Decisions

[Coc97, Par75b, AB84].

declarative

[BM790].

Decomposition

[Den80, DK74, DD91, FW86, Nas75, NS87, PG81, BH68, BHS65, DD88a, HM95a, Lai94, McC93, O'B59b, WV70, Wil82a, Zam70].
dedicated

[CP79].

Deduction [Pau85].

Deductive [BSH90, Sad92, WWK +90].

Default

[KS91].

defer [Sri91].

Deferred

[GlM68, LM77b, May64].

Defined

[Gol85, GN83, Har84a, Har76, Has75, PW74b, TB82, Wym73].

Definitions

[AB84].

Defined

[BMRS90].

Dependable

[Ch95a],

degradable

[CPV93].

degree

[Bro95, Cox71, MF88, Sc69, Spä95].

Degrees

[Mah86, Atk89].

Delaunay

[Wat81].

Delay

[Ba86, GE69, War74].

Delays

[CD82, KV63, RW68, Tho68].

Deletion

[CV86, Ull77].

Delphi

[Clo87].

demand

[Wil87b].

DeMarco

[TP89].

DeMasi

[HR73].

Demonstrating

[PW93].

Dendrogram

[Roh74].

Denison

[Wre71].

Denotational

[All83, MA89, Pag79, All85].

Department

[GG86].

Dependable

[BL91, DJ95].

dependence

[WCL71].

dependences

[JC97].

Dependencies

[Bra86b, Bra88, HKPT99, Jaj86, HW88, Sad92].

Dependency

[CW96b, MAC82, O'S88].

dependent

[Tom67].

DEPOT

[LMP79].

Depth

[FK93, Cha90, Er89a].

depth-first
Derivation

[Cha90, Er89a]. Derivation

[Dro87, Roh87, WW82, FCHK96].

Derivative

[MM70, All66b, KM66, Mil60, OP73b, Scr64b, Zaf71].

Derivatives

[Dro87, Roh87, WW82, FCHK96].

Derived

[MM70, All66b, KM66, Mil60, OP73b, Scr64b, Zaf71].

Derrick

[Eme80].

Descent

[FP63].

Described

[PJ89].

Describing

[RBCM97, SWB87, JC86].

Description

[DBH85, MM78, Mot79, Mot80, Mot85, Re67, Zve75, GOD96, HPS61, ML65, Nau93, Sau72, Uck85, Wat91c].

Descriptive

[BS86, GGS89].

Descriptor

[All82].

Descriptors

[BB81, IS81].

Design

[ADK+93, AB90, AM98, ACP91, BML94, BW69a, BK75, Bri80, CFS81, CS77, CD81, CS85, Cl92, Da91, Da81, DN81, DMW91, Fr80, GMS83, Gob82, GP81, Ham91b, HS83, He93, HAAZ99, Hilt67, Hol75, HM84, Hutt86b, Je79, JK80, LS93b, Mac70a, Mac81, Mil81a, Moo79, NM90, NPCA81, Oen91, Oen91, Pae99, Par75b, Par82, PS96, PC963, Rau86, Rep72, Rob90, Sco74, SW87, SBR894, TL85a, TL85b, UC90, Wat74a, Wat74b, Wel80, Woo86, vFV92, AL72, BH68, BWM88, BD61, BBKR89, BMT85, Bur66, BKK78, Cam69, CS75, CC91, CS95, Cur95, Dem60, EHS8, Eth71, FKM176, Gae80, Gri62, HB58a, HB58b, HO93, JC86, JL80, KL77, KGC85, LBC+94, Lan76, Lar95, Lav64, Lew71a, LC90, MV88, MT86, Mum84, New66, Nud77].

design

[OS65, Pen76, Pen77, Pin61, Ree80b, RB85, Ros82, Rus86, Sar86, Si80, SIF86, TAP89, Vin64, Wat72a, Wat72b, Wil67a, WN68, Wis64, ZD71, Le 88, vSHB98, BB80a, Eme80, FJA80, HR73, Her61, IL74, JR81, Var80a].

design/drafting

[CS75].

designational

[Wat63].

designed

[Aus71].

Designing

[Nai97, WWK9, GRI66, Kol83, LQ96].

Designs

[Edw78, Clo86].

Desirable

[Pri64].

destination

[Mit89b].

Detail

[Sch77a].

Detailed

[LW83].

Detecting

[AG98, Jan88, LC98, VW96, YT79, DF90].

Detection

[Bro74c, EW80, WT84, WC98, Ben72, BD80, Che95c, Com75b, Cze88, Sal87].

Determination

[SC81, Can93b, Car61, HK82, SE82].

determines

[Sal74].

Determining

[BF78, NV77, vtv92, Boo67f, Bye67, Eva75, Hil69, Lan76, Rya66, Woo70g].

Determinism

[SS92].

Deterministic

[CC74, Hie98, JB94, W70a1].

detonation

[Pal63].

detranslation

[HM80b].

DEUCE

[BG59, DH60, Rob59, Red60].

Develop

[Nob91].

developed

[Bro58a].

Developing

[Sel88, BWM88, MR96, Noo84].

Development

[BK90, BPT92, BTD99, Dea82, DM83, DMC92, The91b, Har80, HOH91, Nob91, Tak59, Tre91, WB99, AFWH88, AWH91, BM92, BM94a, BD72, GK96, h59, Har88, LRL73, Lum64, Poo91, PL68, RB85, RRHR98, Ros82, SC87, Smi64, SW91b, Ty88, Wil58a, Wil67c].

Developments

[MW97, Smi70b, Ano73c, d’A62].

device

[FS94, Fos71].

Devices

[Sam81, Pez76].

devolved

[Car86].

Dewey

[Foo86].

DFD

[GGS89, TCL89].

Diagnosable

[Lom88].

Diagnosis

[BZN98, CH99, BH63, BL71, Ler69].

diagnostic

[Pan70, WL72].

Diagnostics

[Bur72, Mux73, PB74].

Diagonal

[Wil62b, Bak64, Cay61, CL83, EF63b].

Diagonalization

[Sea69].

diagonalization

[RW61].

Diagrams

[DP88, Har95, Wil77b, WO78, Min88, TP89].

Diakoptics

[LM94].

dialects

[HB67].

dialogue

[BMP71, HS82, RB85].

Diameter

[KP98, MF88].

DiCE

[VCB93].

dictation

[Sha94].

Dictionaries

[FM83].

Dictionary

[GN88, GT63, Kin69b, MVL92, Nar96, Zah81, MG85, Spu88].

Difference

[CM79, BW71, Eva63, Eva63b, E66, Had71, K71, Lil70, Lil71, LS93a, MP62, Osb63, Osb64a, Osb64b, Osb65, Ran68a, \ldots]
Tee63b, Wil76b, Zaf71]. differenting [ME88b]. Different [Sch77a]. differentiable [BH69]. Differential [Alb71, BD81, Nor76, SS72b, WY71, All66b, BWZ71, BS71, Cay61, Chr73a, CN63, CG65, Dav67, Day65, Day66, Day67, Eg69, Eng69, Eva65b, Eva66, For61, Fox62, Fox63, Gib60, Hai69, Has61, Hop71, JS67, Kar66, KS71, Mak68b, Mar58, May64, Mil60, Nor64, O'B59b, Oli69, Osb63, Osb64a, Osb64b, OM64, Osm65, OW68, PC64, RM69, Ros63a, SS63a, Scr64b, Scr65, Sne70, Tay70a, Tho68b, Twi75, Wal64, Whe59, Wil76a, WP68, Wol71, Wr64]. differentiation [FR63, Hum61, Sch65]. Difficult [Bel84]. diffraction [MP65a, MP66]. Diffusion [LW85b, McC70a, Tay70b]. Digital [CF81, Coo75, DBH85, HB66, IL74, KP79, Lyn72, PCSG63, RL63, RP63, Sto73, WL87, Aga96, AS63, Bar65c, BBS66, Bec58, BL71, Bri79, Cla60, Cle60, Scr64b, Scr65, Sne70, Tay70a, Tho68b, Tho69b, TW75, Wol64, Wri64]. digits [AO87, Lut80, SHCP91]. Digraphs [Cha90, MF88]. Dijkstra [Llo74, Gal73]. Digraphs [Cha90, MF88]. digital [AO87, Lut80, SCHP91]. Digraphs [Cha90, MF88]. Dijkstra [Llo74, Gal73]. dimension [Com85]. Dijkstra graphs [Cha90, MF88]. Dijkstra [Llo74, Gal73]. Dimension [Ham91a, Mc76, Che65, Ken85, Kro70a, Lun71, PHS96, Phi67c, Wat81]. Dimensions [EHH86, HAM98, MM70, YFM71, Bel70b, CD69, Hal68, Hum72, MM71, MLB63, Phi67b]. Direct [Bra63, Gun70, Ker63, Osb65, WD74, All66a, Jen61, Mad80, MGG91, Pak67, Pal69, Pez76, SK76, Spo85]. direct-access [Pez76]. Directed [Bur72, HS83, Mux73, NN97, Sib81, BC67, EMM72, Pj86, PR77, Ree67, Sch65, Wil76a]. directing [NI70, Osb71]. Direction [MM70, Eva65a, FM64, Had68, MM71, MP65b, Rya66]. direction-independent [Rya66]. directional [dS77]. director [Ree75, WBB72]. Directory [Zve80, DTIR88, KVKP95]. directory-based [KVKP95]. diregular [MF88]. Dirichlet [Bow81, FM66, GS78, JM68]. Disc [BK79b, CC87, CCC92, HS71, Huz79, Kie88]. Discrete [Gre70, Med70, Schiff2b, SKY73, Coo72b, Ecco71, McC70b, OW71, PW74a, PC78]. Discrete-Time [Med70]. discretization [PC64, Wat68]. Discretizer [Wu96]. discs [De95]. Discussion [Ano63, Bar69, Bar78b, Ben70, Bir81, Bow73, Bro73a, Chm68, Cla99, Dav99, Gu68, Jar70, Kin67b, Lau75, Len80, O'C69, Ris99b, Sam68, She99, Var62, Var67, Var79, Var80a, Wil67c, WF78, Zaz80]. dissentangle [Woo70c]. disequations [Imb93]. Disk [TL97, Ros66, TB94]. disk-based [Ros66]. disparate [Par75d]. Dispatching [L98]. Display [Van91, BPS72, Gl69, Jon79, Mar73, Sip69, Tem72, Wis68]. Displaying [NW87, Sab76]. Dissemination [AM91, HT78, Van95]. Dissimilarity [GWBB98]. Distance [Bra85, Bra86a, PTV97, Cha63, Jac73, LoD71]. distant [HKA72, Hos74]. Distillation [Sto73, Cro75]. distinct [Far78]. distinguish [Ros83b]. distinguishing [KRK73]. Distributed [AE90b, AM99, BIY88, BR91, BHW78, CBH+94, CNTR97, CR97, CS95, Das91, Dav78, DAV81, DAODT85, DRT96, FLW99, Gee91, HPR88, Her91, HCH96a, Hut93, IP86, Jen99, KC97, KLB91, KBT87, LH95, LPSC99, LW85a, LCH99, Mah84, MS91, MLR90, MWR98, MB96, NH89, NCR79, PB86, RBCM97, RG95, Sil82, SMY92, Vau95, Ver91, BBP98, BPG87, BBG95].
Ber87b, BBKR89, BP82, Bur87b, CP79, Cha97, Cho95, CFS89, D.J95, DTIR88, DPT94, ET88, GF91, ILPP98, KMR94, LC93, Mad98, Mea73, MB90, MT86, NDD96, Nat86, NPW68, RV93, Ryv88, Ski96, SZN94, TCC94, Tay90, TF96, TB82.

Distributed-Application [KBTB97].
Distributed-Memory [AM99].
Distributing [DMW91].
Distribution [Har84b, Mah86, Ash68, Bak94, BB69, But61, Com85, McC78, Par75d, PFW74, Re97c, Ree80a, Ree83, Tur79].
Distributions [ON90, SB85, YA61].
Distributive [McC82].
Divide [dHM93].
Divide-and-Conquer [dHM93].
Divider [PB78].
Division [Har84b, Mah86, Ash68, Bak94, BB69, But61, Com85, McC78, Par75d, PFW74, Re97c, Ree80a, Ree83, Tur79].
Division-free [PS96].
Divisionless [Ara94].
Divisive [LW71].
Division [Har84b, Mah86, Ash68, Bak94, BB69, But61, Com85, McC78, Par75d, PFW74, Re97c, Ree80a, Ree83, Tur79].

Drawability [WC94].
Drawing [Ber76, Gri73, McL74, Smi71, Sut76a, Pit67].
Drawings [PT90].
Drawn [Les83b].
Driven [Pad73, FE69, SEP89, YG93].
Drivers [MH94].
DROL [DPT94].
drown [Mii95].
DSA [BS86].
DSTL [Edw78].
dual [Kro70e, Tur68].
Dubner [Dum74].
Dumping [Fro81, KV62].
dumps [Bro73c].
Durand [Wil62a, Wil63a].
duration [LC95].
during [Aus71, Rya66, Smi66b].
duties [WR86].
Dynamic [AB84, BGR86, Bul72, Che86, CTH99, CH87, Gee91, GF91, GS73, McI82, Mul85, Pf84, RL82, Sil72, TUW98, T77, TCB71, Wan80, Abb70, As71, BMT95, Cam71, Che95c, CPR75, DC84, Dav84, DO72, Fro81, L762, KM74, Lam16, Leu82a, MW68, Par75d, Rec84b, Sla64a, Wie95].
Dynamically [NR97, Dav82].
dynamics [NPW68, Wil73].

E.D.P. [Hic60].
E.S.P. [Wil64b].
each [Boo67f, Hil69, Woo70].
Early [Cor62, The91a, Hic60].
earthworks [Oxi89].
Easter [Boo79d, Hil79c, Ran79].
ECLAIR [HW92].
econometric [BS75].
Econometrics [TCB71].
economic [BS79, Gal59, Mor89].
Economics [KV62, Sl71, We70].
Economy [Wol78, Sl66].
ECOOP [Coo9a].
ed [CF81, FSWL82].
edge [YJ94].
edge-solvable [YJ94].
Edged [WW82].
Edinburgh [Ano75a, BMPS71, WW73].
edited [Em80, JR81, NQ80, NPCA81, PC63, RL73, RP63, YFM71].
Editing [AMN81].
Editor [Par67, RW62, Sl71, TCB71, Str65b].
Editorial [Ano76, Ano78, Ano79a, Coo92a, Fis74b, GV99b, Gea73, Ham73, Ham81a, Ham84, Ham93, Her91, Hon93b, Hut93, KP97, Knu99, Me95, Mo97, NF94, Pag73, SK93, TT73, Wat91b, Wat91a, Bar73, Gal71, GT72, Ham80a, MT72].
edits [SAHS71].
EDSAC [BH63].
EDSIM [PC78].
EDSIM-event [PC78].
Educating [PS93].
education [Osb93]. EFDM [KA86]. Effect [RM89, GL70, KV63, Kol83, LC95, Lyn69, Mal61]. Effective [CH99, Lea86, TI75]. Effectiveness [BK92, Ben70]. Effects [Kuh92, Sv83]. efficiencies [Jam89]. Efficiency [BR90, Fle75, Hii67, LW83, TL98, Ruž91]. Efficient [AM91, BDB92, Cze88, DS90, Dur74, EA83, FH97, GP90, Ham91a, Har81, Har82, Has75, HAAZ99, HKPT99, Kle97, Mak91a, Man93, MSNW99, MB90, Mu85, Öst79, PTV97, Pow64, Ram85, SSDS89, She95, Ship88, VH99, ZSP99, Año80b, BM795, BKMK90, CP87, Che95d, CL9W, Def77, DF90, Er87a, GP96a, HH94a, HV74, Ken85, KK94, KPT96, Meg90, Par75d, RW61, SS99a, Sal74, Sal87, Sam65, Sib73, Sne80, Tu96, Wes80a, Win75, YJ91].

Egdon [Bar66, Sam66, BHJV66]. Eiffel [Coo89b, NO92a]. eigenfunctions [BW71, Bye67]. Eigenproblem [NAS75, WI60]. eigensolution [CHPS85]. Eigensystems [WI61b]. Eigenvalue [BES83, Boh68, Erd65, GM65, Osb64c, OM64, Zak77]. Eigenvalues [PW69, SC81, BW71, Bye67, CL83, CJ70, Eva75, FJ66, GRB88, KAI72, Par67, Sea71, SE82, Tay70a, WI65d, Wri63].

Eigenvectors [Tee63a, WI58c, WI58b, CJ70, KAI72, SE71].

Eight [RHS89]. EL1 [weg74]. elastic [Sza73]. Eldon [WHM71]. election [MM60]. electoral [Hil75]. Electre [ER86a].

Electric [Dun62a, Dun62b, AB70, KP60, RW67]. Electrical [Mic97]. electricity [Bur66].

Electroencephalograms [Tow78].

electron [Vin59]. Electronic [BB89, GAT65, GS73, GG59, KV62, Lor76, OD91, Edm60, Fri65, Geo63, GGH+87, Go61, Mit89b, Sha82, SPMD83, TB63, YR58]. Element [She85, ST81, Boo67f, DH78, HII69, Thr69, Woo70g]. Elemental [Abe85]. Elementary [BT63, MST64, GOU70]. Elements [III69, Boo67k, Boo67g, Boo67i, Boo67j, Boo67h, Boo67f, CL83, Con66, HW67, HIL69, Ros64a, Woo70g]. Eliminating [HY81, Ram99]. Elimination [Bir79, Cha93b, Dub93, Hon93b, LW93, WI62b, Can93b, Cuc93, Hon93a, Ich93, LS93a]. eliminations [SF61]. ElipSys [CRS93].

ELLA [BGMW96]. Elliott [Coo66b, Hoa62b, Hoa63, Liv59, WI64b].

Ellipses [Smi71, Pit67]. elliptic [Eva63].

Elsevier [GT63]. EMAS [MRW75, Reel75, WW73, WIG75]. Embedded [Bro84b, HKT95]. embedding [Bre93, Bro95]. embrace [Lie73]. EMPA [BBG95]. Empirical [IH86, PW81a, VR92, Wei91, All59, EDS86, LI68, RT76]. Employing [YI88]. encapsulated [Bur79].

Encoded [OW83a]. Encoding [MN90, Sto86, Bae84, CP87, KR89].

Encodings [GW73, WEI72]. encountered [MP65a, MP66, Smi66b]. encryption [YI89]. end [Boo67e, Boo67c, BKM78, WN81].

end-game [BKM78]. ended [Che95d, OOW91]. Ends [van96]. energy [Jon66, Rac65]. enforce [Bak94].

Engineering [BR86, DH97, Fal81, FKAR+93, Her61, Sta94, Ver91, BRY59, Hur79, Lar95,LER69, MR77, MCC+95, PD96b, Rus86, Ty98, War94].

Engineers [TCB71]. engines [WI76b].

English [Dun62a, Ker63, Bro63, DUN62b, HSP66, PAI65, VM98, WEI81]. Enhance [IB96]. Enhanced [Par88, QW96].

Enhancement [TL85a]. Enhancements [ZMU75a, ZMU75b]. Enhancing [TL85b, ON94]. Enough [LAN85, NN97, AFWH88]. Enquiry [STA85, SMi68]. Ensembles [GIB90].

Entities [SHA81, AAZ90, CoM85]. Entity [DP88, FM86b, Par82, Ros82, Rob79, Var79].

Entity-Relationship [DP88, Par82].

entity/event [Rob79, Var79]. entrance [Hon74]. Entreat [BW70a, GP90]. Entropy

Environments [BBF94, CL99a, KS85, MN90, PRS96, RS88, TH98, Ver91, GF87, MCC95]. EOL [Luk67]. equally [OP71]. Equation [SL78, Wat67, Bir68, Bye65, Day65, Del77, Eva65b, Eva66, FM64, Fet65, Had68, Had71, JS67, Jam87, JM68, Lew71b, Mal61, Man71a, Mil60, MP62, Osb69, Ran68b, Shi89, Tay70b, Tho68b, Za71].

Equations [BD81, Bro69d, DAEH81, Fle68, GH73, GH75, MM70, Nor76, Phi70, SB70, SS72b, Abb80, All66b, AW71, AHM74, BFMW64, Bak64, Bar65a, BSD60, BWZ71, BE73, BS71, Boy60, Bro69c, Car66, Cay61, Chr73a, Cla77b, CN63, CG65, DM64, Dav67, Day66, Day67, DS67, DA77, Eg69, Ell63, Eng69, Eva63, EF63b, Eva64, Eva72, EH76, Fle70, For61, Fox62, Fox63, GJM68, Gib60, Hai69, Has61, Hon93a, Hop71, HM77, Hur68, IZP81, JS67, JN65, Jar66a, Jar66b, Jar67b, Jen66, Jen71, JBJS4, Kar66, KS71, Lew72, LC90, LW66b, Lin69, LM68, Lyn64, Mak68b, Mar58, MT61, May64, MM71, MP67, Nor64, O'B59b, O'B68b, Oli69, Osb63, Osb64a, Osb64b, OM64, Osb65, OW68, PC64, PD79, Re67, RD80, RM69, Ros63a, SWZ93, SS63a, Scr64b, Scr65, SK76]. equations [Sne70, Tay70a, Tew69b, Tew72, Twi75, Wat73, Wat68, Whe59, Wil66, Wil59, WP68, Wol69, Wol71, Wri64, Wri63, Zam74, Alb71, WY71, Wil62a, Wil63a]. equi [HKA72, Hos74]. equi-distant [HKA72, Hos74]. equiangular [Sib78]. equidistant [For75, Hos70]. Equifrequent [YW82, CCL72]. Equipment [Wil90, GS63, Hop63, Sam63]. Equivalence [RS69, BM90a, Coo66, Lyn64, PW93]. Eratosthenes [Hoa72]. Eric [Ano73b]. Errata [Cam73, Dun62a]. Erratum [Ano79b, Ano80b, Boo74b, MP66, Sav70, Sea71, Wat72a, Znm75a]. erroneous [Kol83]. Error [BDS82, Bro74c, Bro74e, Bur72, Eng69, Han70, KS85, Kiz66, MS92, Mul81, Mux73, OS68, Ram99, WT84, Wil61b, dW64, Wri66a, ABBS83, And75, BH63, Cha68, CY95, ES75, Gen69, Hai69, How75, Jar67b, Lio68, OSt69, OP75, Oli69, Osb64a, Phi68b, Scr64a, Smi66a]. error-correction [And75].

Estimating [BK79a, CN82, Gos63, LW85b, Mit76, Wat75b, Pez76, Wat73]. Estimation [Cha70, Eva65a, Scr64a, TDW99, Cha67, CW71, HD71, Jen70, OS68, Oli69, Ran68b, Tza73]. ETAOIN [Kli75]. Ethernet [Fen90, Par88, TH98]. Euclidean [Wri74]. Euler [Scr72, Wyn71]. European [Coo89a, Fin93]. evaluate [MB90]. Evaluating [CTW94, Fle65, HG67, Hun70, RS87, GE69, Gro68, Tew68]. Evaluation [AH92a, BPR74, Cav83, CCL98, Coo75, CO72, IH66, KU99, Lan76, Lan64, Mah84, Mak68a, MP65a, MP66, MRR90, MZ96, MB96, Pap82, PS92, PB74, PRS96, Roy78, TK99, YW92, AEH76, Ber87b, CV93, Cha92, CJ70, Co67, CR63, CP68, CP71, Del68, GR75, GE71, HPLG79, Hav95, Lit70, LP73a, Mil60, MB66, Moj77, OS69, Oli71, OKMS96, Rei81, Sea71, Val71, Wat59, Wes80b, Win69, YG93]. Evaluative [Mic81]. even [AB84, Com85]. Event [Roe84a, Nud69, O'K85, PC78]. Events [PA90, Cla94]. EVERYBODY [Hig63].
Evidential [Lal99]. Evolution [AM99, CK95, Pin61, ST89, FE80].

Evolution-Based [AM99]. evolutionary [SL73]. exact [Bra94]. examination [AW85, Col64a, DCHR76, FL68, OF93, Stu84, TP91, Woo68]. Examinations [Ong69, Gro68]. Example [Muc82, Mum85, Par82]. Examples [Age95, Wil77a, GF87].


Executable [Bro79b, Fro92, LP92, GCS89]. Executing [LPSC99, PG90]. Executing-Committing [LPSC99]. Execution [GP90, NL90, Tre92, WD74, WC68, Gal87, PS92, Ten87, Wal77].

Executions [KBTB97]. Executive [BC73, Ros66]. Exegesis [Sma88]. Exercise [HS83, Akm91, Oxl89]. Exercises [Wre71, TS68]. exhibit [Par75d]. existential [Can93b, HRS93]. Expanding [Nor76]. Expansion [DdS98, Cha67, Coo67, Sv83, You63]. expansions [Sto68]. Expected [And90, Bri85, Lar82, Mah86, Wei91].

Expenditure [Red60]. Experience [BM88, BM67b, Dae63, FR78, Lum64, ON79, Red60, SA81, Tay61, Wil63b, Ayr64, Cor62, Di62, Fis67, GFR67, Gle62, Gol64, Kin62, Mi63, MS70, Nef65, Pla61, Rie64, Sut60, YR58]. Experiences [BHS65, KMK95, Th68, VR81b, Gri59, Hic60, Liv59, Sl64b]. experiment [CF88, Lew67b, LK67, PRO80a].

Experimental [BC73, Mil70, YP86, Aki88, Gea61, Hen78, HH79a, LKK71, New66, SS72c, SS72d]. Experiments [GP81, HM83, Mic63, Mic82, Abb64, KRK73, YGS63]. Expert [BM81, Mic80, Rob90, BWM88].

Explaining [CM89]. Explanation [NMW97]. Explicit [Woo82, Bir68, BK83, Eva65b, Eva66]. explicitly [Scr64b]. exploit [Ros70].

Exploiting [Ben85, HKT95, HH95, ME98, MCC+95, Ire93]. Exploration [Gor78, AWH91]. Exploratory [Tre91]. explosive [Pul63]. exponential [Li89, Sp68]. exponentially [Til69].

Exposing [NN97]. expressing [Th62]. Expression [DE86, Go93]. Expressions [Fok66, HD82, Lan64, Vel82, Col63a, Hou83, Hus61, Rei81, RL72, Sp69, SY72, WG83, Wat63]. Expressive [Bo97].

Expressiveness [MH98]. Extended [Cle66, Fe90, KA86, KS97, ML92, Ros93, WM83, Wil79, Azm90, BM63, BML94, HL76a, Hou83, WWK+90, An66].

Extending [CZW94, He96, He97, Tes77]. extensibility [Lay85]. Extensible [HW92, NF76, NF80, FKM76, Mol71].

Extension [Pra88, Gal87, Hoc62, Hur68, OS65]. Extensions [Ehr72, Fin72, For61, Mec72, Yul68].

external [dP60, TH82, Th60]. extra [HL92]. extract [Cra66b]. Extraction [Gow58, VV94]. extrapolated [Eva63, Eva64, Had71]. Extrapolation [Vit75, dW64, Wri63]. extremal [Ch63].

Extreme [Par96a]. Extreme-value [Par96a]. extremum [Bae62].

F [BL81a, FE80, Web70]. F.R.S. [Fox87].

faces [Jar75]. facilitate [HT95].

Facilitating [Fro85]. Facilities [PPB83, RC70, Bro88, BM67a, LR67, Nap67, PL68, Pri64, Wil61c, You63, For66].

Facility [TL85a, Azt90, BD72, Cam78, PPRB89, Uck85]. FACT [Ch62b, Lum64].

Factor [TI75, BA88, Car61, Eva62, Eva56a, LM68]. factored [Kom74, Wou69b, Wro70b].

factorial [RS69]. Factoring [MD84].

factorisation [HSW92]. Factorising [MJ75, Alw71]. Factors
[MS74, NV77, Le 88]. Factory [Bry59].
Faculty [Sel88, Alm69, DD70]. Failure
[The91a, TL97, HGL93, MR77]. failures
[LC95]. Fair [ZSM97]. failancies
[Wat72b, Wat72a]. Families [FS87]. Family
[HO93, MWHC96, MP79, Mei66, Ram70,
Red60]. Fast [AM98, Boo67k, Dav92, Er83a,
GC87, Ham91a, HL92, MH77, Mad80, OF93,
Tay76, Ul88, UPT99, WZ99, Coo89c, DA77,
DMS +99, Er88a, Eva77, Fen87, Wis64,
vR70a]. fast-carry [Fen87]. faster
[GV91]. Fat [NW93]. Fault
[AE90b, BENM98, BL71, CH99, COM75b,
GIB90, JES98, MS91, MS92, WF98, DJ95,
GP96b, OS65]. Fault-based
[JES98]. Fault-Secure
[WFD98]. Fault-Tolerant
[BB70, AL71, CH99, COM75b, GIB90, JES98,
MS91, MS92, WF98, DJ95, GP96b, OS65].
Fault-based [JES98]. Fault-Secure
[WFD98]. Fault-Tolerant
[BB70, AL71, CH99, COM75b, GIB90, JES98,
MS91, MS92, WF98, DJ95, GP96b, OS65].
Faults [BKL74, HI71, LC98, SS72a, YT79].
faulty [GP96a]. favour
[DM83]. FC
[DB90]. FDDI
[CDCL97, RLD94]. FDDI-M
[CDCL97]. FDL
[PO92]. Feature
[Aga96, FSW85, S+86, TA96, VV96].
Features [MRW90, Wil78a, BBH++,
BR76, FH77, LT71, Par75d]. February
[Gal71]. Federating
[CO97]. FEOS
[She85]. Feedback
[GG73, RV93, GE69, SV83]. fer
[Fos84].
Ferranti [FlDVR85, Gris89, Huns59]. Fewer
[Pri81, Lin72a]. Fibonacci
[BO97c, Er83a, Ove87c, PH67, PP79, QB96].
field
[Aha65, Ghe64, Wil61a]. Fields
[DB93, NW86, Ran68a]. FIFO
[BBP98]. figures
[BJ80]. File
[FB99, GW73, HK80, He89, Lar85, LW85c,
MH85, Par75b, SR76, SW84, SH72, Sur86,
Wat72b, Wd72, WZ99, Wri83, All82, Aus71,
BC+71, Bon71, DC84, Dav84, KCP99,
KHS1, MKP87, RAI87, THS2, Wil78d, Wis68,
Wat72a]. Files
[Bra86a, BHK85, CC87, Edw77, Hu79,
ID73, KW84, Lar82, NV77, NW93, Ran74,
Wat75a, BMT95, Bra85, BKM90, CC88,
CLC92, Cro80, Kol78, Wat71]. Filing
[Fra69, Wil64a, Col70, SS72d]. filled
[Dav82, Par89]. Filling
[Col87]. films
[LV59]. filter
[BM85, Sh89]. Filtering
[BS99, Hun72]. Filters
[Han78, Lym72, Bea68, Mul87]. Find
[Kro70a]. Finding
[Bre71, CM91, Cha90,
CM93, Giri92, Jen99, JP86, Nic66, Pow64,
SN76, Wei93, CL83, Che65, FJ66, Jun89,
JH67, Kali72, KL71, Lar64, Lil70, Lil71,
Par67, Pow62, Re66, Ros60]. Finder
[Em80]. Finite
[Go93, Ham77, Hie97, Hun70, Lle83, V’y99,
Woo77a, YFM71, BW71, DL76, Eva65b,
Eva66, Hie98, Lle73, Osb63, Osb64a, Osb64b,
Osb65, Ran68a, Tc63b, TR93, Thr69, She85].
finite-difference
[Eva65b, Eva66, Osb63,
Osb64a, Osb64b, Osb65, Ran68a, Tc63b].
Finite-State
[HIe97, TR93]. firm
[BHR86, BHR70, HS86]. firms
[Lc89]. First
[Ree87, Rob77, SA81, YCC92, Yel89,
All66b, AW71, BFMW64, Bar58, Cha90,
Che62a, Chr73a, Cox71, Er89a, Lew72,
Lin69, Mil60, O’B59a, OP73b, RM69, Rya63,
Scr64b, Sut60, War60, Wol71]. First-Fit
[Ree87]. First-Order
[YCC92, RM69]. Fisher
[Em80]. Fit
[Pag82b, Ree87, Rob77, TI75, Cam71, CP87,
Leu82a, Ree79c, Ree80a, Ree83]. Fitting
[Ox84, Sat76, Spå68, Tl69, Cad61, CW61,
Cle60, Gro71, Hay69, Mc71b, OSS69,
OP71, SM71]. Five
[Wic72, Wil85a, Ch86]. Fixed
[Bla82, Nie65, PW81a, Smi71, TB94,
BP79, She89, St72]. fixed-size
[Sie89]. Flat
[DSB97]. Flexibility
[BP92, Bol97, ID73, Rey71a]. Flexible
[Cha91, Cha92, IH95, SR89, SZ74,
ZSM99, Zmu75a, Zmu75b, ESK95, GF87].
Floating
[RS88, Wic92, SS86b, Wic98]. Floating-Point
[RS88, SS63b]. Flocoder
[MKL71]. Flow
[AE90a, Deo83, GP90, PB86, PG81, THR82,
Wil77b, WO78, Gre69, How76a, Mid77,
Min88, NI70, OB86a, Osb71, TCL89, TP89].
Flowchart
[Wil83a, Wil82a]. Flowcharting
Flowers [Aga96]. Fluid [Pau80, Sta85, Abb64]. flying [GB61].

flying-spot [GB61]. FOCUS [BBG71].

folding [EIH76, Lun71]. following [Dak73].

Force [Dav63]. Forecasting [MM60, Sta85, Abb64].

flying-spot [GB61].

FOCUS [BBG71].

folding [EH76, Lun71]. following [Dak73].

Force [Dav63]. Forecasting [MM60, Sta85, Abb64].

forecasts [Gea58].

Foresight [Tay96].

forests [Win60].

Foreword [Mur98].

Form [DP88, Geh83, JW74, W162b, WO78, CCH73, Gil58a, Gla69, Hou63, Jac73, LL70, mid77, Oul87, Ser95, Sim69, SF61, Woo69a, Woo70a, Dixo67, Roh78].

Formal [BM92, BPTV92, BS99, Coo92a, Coo92b, Coo92c, DF87, EMCO92, Gai92b, Gha72, HRW95, Kuh92, Ler69, MM64, MMR98, MVL92, PD96a, Rob88, Sta94, TK95, Tse87a, VM94, War96, WB99, VvF79, ATL93, Bar72a, Cur95, FM85, GK96, Lar95, Lec72, Lei17, Nap67, RDP95, SFD92, TP99, TL85c, War94, Wic89].

Formalisms [Bro65, Sch77].

Format [BP81, Car70, HKPW89, Kin69a, Kin71].

Formats [Zve75, Zar69].

Formatting [Cho82, Sip69].

Formed [CCD86, Er83b].

forming [Col63b].

Forms [FR80].

Formulae [AEH75, Bar75, BJ78, Bar61, FR63, Jam89, LM63a, Mel66, MP62, Oli71, Pie71, Ste67, dW64].

Formulations [Hop93a, Sac62, Tha66].

Formulation [BGR86, TPvdW96].

Formulations [BT81].

Forsythe [Hit78, LS78, SG78].

Forsythe-Moler [Hit78, LS78, SG78].

Fort [Tay90].

Fort-Frankel [Tay90].

FORTRAN [BP81, Cha72, Cha73, Dew72b, Ehr72, Fla72, Mec72, SS72a, FJA80, VP80, Art75, Bar71, BL90, BLY90, Bur79, Cha71, CL83, CPR75, CHPS85, Coo72a, DCHR76, Fin72, Gle62, Hal72, HV74, Hae68, HS69, HPB84, Hil71, Hou71, IZP81, Mac70b, Mac71, MP65b, PC78, Pib64, RT76, Sal71a, SA73, SW91a, SHCP91, TH64, Tay68, Tay76, WH87, CC74, HL70, NC76, Rey77, Sch82b, SW83, Sta74, Wel70].

forum [Ano63].

Forward [MS92, Tay96, Rya66].

Forwarding [CCL98].

Foundation [RBCM97, BGMW96, TP89, VG73].

Foundations [BL81a, EMO92, Gea58].

Four [BT81, Tho58a, AW85, Bro95, Wie95, YR58].

Fourier [Bel63, Boo68a, Boo68b, Doo66, Gen69, Ham91a, MH77, Mat63, Sto68].

Fourth [DP88, O’R70, Edel63, Eva65b, Eva66, Fry70, Kar66, Whi72].

fourth-generation [Edel63].

fourth-order [Eva65b, Eva66].

FP [TAP89].

FP-based [TAP89].

Fractal [HV92, HM98, JM96].

fractions [How59].

Fragmentation [Leu83a, Rob77, Aus71, Leu82b].

fragments [All82, Lev65].

Frame [Hov98].

Framework [BL91, CTH99, Coul01, Mak01, TAC98, TAC01, CS95, CCB95, EWH86, GKH96, KH87, LQ96, Mi181b, Noo84, Ros82].

Francis [HR73, Wat11].

Frankel [Tay90].

fraud [Cha78].

Fredholm [BFMW64, DA77, Ell63, RD80].

Free [BP81, Lao83, MH77, Rec79c, Rec80a, Rees83, Gob75, Goo75, KPT96, LL70, Loe85, Pac88, PS96, SEP98, SP91, Woo70a, YJ91].

Free-Format [BP81].

free-text [Gob75].

French [McC71a, McC72].

French-curve [McC71a, McC72].

frequency [Mea73, Par75d].

frequently [MP65a, MP66].

friend [Mat67].

Friendly [SLH83].

front [WN81].

Full [Bur75a, Mar91b, Cuf72, You60, Dixo85].

full-scale [You60].

full-text [Mar91b].

fully [Par65a, Yel89].

Function [AM92, Aki77, Bre71, FR64, Fle65, GP88, NM65, Pow64, dRC74, Boy63, Bra49, CP79, Cha67, Cox70, Don73, FB75, HB70, Hor60, Jar66b, KL71, Lit71, Lit71, Mil60, MR65, OP73b, Phi74, Pow62, RS69, Ros60, SC71, Til69, Tom87, Van87, Zar80].

Functional [Axf90, Bur87b, Bur88, HM93, Har82, HK88, Hug89, HKPT99, JS98, KA86, Omm88, Pou92, Pou92, Rin75, NSS92, SK95, Top82].
BHY89, CAC82, Cla94, EB89, FCHK96, FL89, Gol94, Mar91a, Pey89, Stu71, Wat68. **Functionality** [Sha86]. Functions [Cra72, CM93, Has75, Jar68, Kno75, Miy90, Pow65, Ram99, Sha81, Sou76, Sufo90, dHM93, All59, BY66, BRH70, Bea68, Che90, Che65, Cox71, CO66, Er82a, EM71, Gar78, Goo61, GL64, Hli71, Hur73, Jac73, JM65, Jor73, Lar64, McC78, MS97, Mul92, Ord64, SS72a, WV70, Wat73, TCB71]. **Fundamental** [Lei86, Tho62]. Fundamentals [FSWL82, Wil90, WD80]. FunZ [SC95]. Further [Bro58b, Fra70, Goo85b, Woo71a]. Fusion [SM97, AW85]. Future [Ham66b, Bro73a, Cut59, Fis74a, War60, Wil61c].

G [Den80, FJA80, HR73, MM69, NLW74, NQ80, RP63, Slaj71, Wil67b]. Galerkin [DA77, Del77]. game [Bra80, BKM78, EDS86, Fin60, Fos64, Mich63, Mic82]. game-learning [Mic63, Mic82]. game-theoretic [Fos64]. GAMM [WD79].

Gamma [Fal81, Pal62]. Garbage [FN78, MS91, NS87, Weg72]. gas [Lan65]. Gate [Edw78, KK94, Sa87]. Gates [EH78, Fen87, RDT80, Win75]. Gauss [Cha68, Cha70]. Gaussian [Bar61, FR63, HCH96a, KP98, Pie71, Tom67]. gear [Lei62]. General [Can93a, Has74, LC93, MK94, TK99, Alw71, And66, Bra74, Bri79, BKK97, CK75, Dol66, EA70, Eva71, GE69, LW67a, LW67b, Mar74a, MP67, Par96a, PC78, Ram68a, Ros63a, Rus63, Snc70, SS72c, Str65a, Und63, YS60].

general-purpose [Und63]. Generalisation [Gou70, Par75d]. Generalised [BHW78, CC87, DAODT85, OP73a, Zak77, BJS74, Bra75, Dee80, Had68, Pin77, PM72, RS89, Scr72, Weg72, Woo70a, Wyn71].

generalization [Er84a]. Generalized [Er84c, FD88, Fle68, FM64, Hat84, Imb93, Tew68, WNW91]. Generalizing [HTW89].

generatable [Er89a]. Generate [PP98, CDHL93, VR81a]. generated [Ful76]. Generating [BM59, CW70, CF89, Day77, Dix85, Er88b, MCL85, ON90, Roh76, Roh78, SM88, Top82, Wil77b, Bra94, DMS89, Er83b, Er88a, Er89b, FL80, Iga80, Pan70, Tho58b].

Generation [AEH75, AD76, BHK85, Far78, GB83, HGMM75, LB86, Mak91a, Mid87, MF82, OS70, OS71, RW68, SY72, Spo85, Tak99, Tho68a, VR81b, Vel82, Woo77b, YW82, YT79, Atk93, Ben72, Ede63, Edm60, Fik75, FR63, IW86, Inc87, OB68a, Pag71, Roh90, SD86, Tow77, Var77, WF78].

Generative [RW74, WBM84]. Generator [SS72a, BW69a, Gra87, HM95b, Hmu60, WMC70]. Generators [All90, Gri88, LB86, NP90, Woo77a, DR67, MP68]. Generic [Sch77b]. Genetic [JES98]. Gentle [CF81].

Geoffrin [BP69]. Geographic [Abe85, GL94, LG86]. Geometric [FR80, SCC96, WT84, FB75, Oxl89, Pl94a, Sch94]. Geometry [Bra86b, DF90, MP65a, MP66, Ric73].

German [Muc82]. getting [Att84]. Gill [WD80]. Gilmour [FE80]. Girling [HR73].


goal [UPT89]. goal-oriented [UPT89]. goals [Lan76].


Goldfarb [HW92]. GOLDFSEC [Ove67b].


Gozinto [DK74]. GPPS [Sch82b].

GPSS-Fortran [Sch82b]. gracefully [CPV93]. Grader [Ber66]. gradient [Cla77b, Ram70]. Gradients [FR64, Pec70].

grading [TS68]. gradual [Pai65]. graduated [Dru63, Pol60]. gram [Ull77].

Grammar [Sto86, Wil85b, XTU97, CND66, EB89, Mar91a]. Grammar-Oriented
[XTU97]. Grammars
[BDS82, BW78, DC90b, Fro92, Has74, HS83, NMW97, PK86, WM83, KC88, LL70, Png82a, Ter73, Wool70a].
Graph
[AD95, BENM98, Chr71a, DB81, DK74, Eke95, Joli74, KLB91, Mau73, Mit76, SNH76, SCC+96, Azm90, BBKR89, EL89, GP80, WP67, Wil6a, Wool69c].
Graph-Based [SCC+96].
Graph-Reducer [KLB91].
Graphic [GM83, WCH78, CS75, Gla69].
Graphical [BJ78, EM71, Gor78, Mac70a, CCH73, HKT95, Lar64, New68, Pon91, YJ91, ZM95].
Graphically [CR83, PJ89].
Graphics [CDZ74, Col87, CW82, JR81, MN90, NM90, Woo82, FS94, Gro73, Mar73, Mar74a, Rey83, Ric73, BK83].
Graphs [ADD86, Axf90, FvLMS98, GH94, Wil85a, NE67, WC94, WM84, YJ94].
Gray [O'B59a, CCC92].
Great [TB63].
greatest [Ros60].
Greedy [BGO94].
Greeting [MZ96].
Gregory [Wil70].
Grid [Du96, FA88, Bre93, GHR+93].
Grid-based [Du96, GHR+93].
Grids [Bra86b, Boy93, GHR+93].
grist [Mus67].
Gros [O'B39a].
ground [Tur75].
Group [WCL71, YW82, Sta74].
Group-size [WCL71].
grouping [CO72, Moj77].
groups [Atk80, Amt90].
Growth [LW85c, Bra94, Und63].
growth-decay [Bra94].
Guaranteed [Bre71].
Guaranteeing [BRP93].
Guard [NW93, BS84].
guide [Fin93, BLR94].
Guidebook [BL81a].
guided [YG93].
Guidelines [Hil76, Wal82].
H
[Alb71, BL81a, Bro74b, BS73b, Bur80, Cor79, Fox87, HR73, Kili81, NLW74, YFM71, Cor62].
Hagen [Kii81].
Haary [KV95].
Halstead [Pra88].
halting [Hut84].
Handbook [FE80, HV92].
Handling [Cro74, Hil77, LO99, Mad98, Rey77, Sam81, Tri74, BBG+71, Gow62, Hin61, Mil68, PA90, Str61, WTW91, WN88].
Hanoi [Wod78, Er82b, Er84a, Er84b, Er84c, GC87, Ged96, Hay77, Lu89, Roh87].
Hao [PCG63].
hard [TB94].
Hardware [Laz81, MS92, MG95, GS63, HP77, Mar76, MES97, OL68, PK85, Sam63].
hardware/software [HP77, MES97].
Hartley [NP80].
Harvard [RP63].
HASE [HH95].
Hash [AK74, Bay73, BD84, Bra85, Bra86a, CM93, HD72, Lar82, Lyo85, Mul92, SD78, Sam81, CLW98, Eck74, Fro81, Gob75, Mad80].
hash-based [CLW98, Mul92].
Hasing [BD82, CL86, CC87, CV86, CK94, CHK85, Kno75, Lar85, MWHC96, Mul85, OT91, PH73, RL82, CC91, CL92, Cze98].
Having [Han70, Bea86, Cha67, SH72].
HDG [KLB91].
HDG-Machine [KLB91].
Head [BK79b, PW81a].
headed [Dei95].
Heads [PW81a].
Health [Ker76].
Heap [Luk99].
Heaps [vW93].
HEAPSORT [Weg93, XY90].
heat [Bir68, MP62, Osb69, Zaf71].
HEC [Woo59].
Height [GOW83, Wei93].
Height-Ratio-Balanced [GOW83].
heights [MW86].
held [Var67].
helicopter [Har59].
help [GF87].
Herbert [BS73b, VP80].
Hermitian [Gon70, Ham91a].
Hessenberg [Han62].
Heterogeneity [Col97, Ver91].
Heterogeneous [CZL97, Lal99, Li98, BM90a, BS84, CS95, SZNM94].
Heuristic [Ben82, DT96, Mic71, NV77, She92, AOS99, Bar66, Hut86a, Wym73, Yul68, dS77].
heuristics [NO92b].
hi [Lic89].
hi-tech [Lic89].
Hidden [Jon71b, Wil77c, Ric71, Tom82].
HIDEL [ACDP91].
Hierarchic [BW73a, Mc91, EHW89, JS88, SR74, VR70a].
Hierarchical [ACDP91, DS99, Gru96, Kau92, KVKP95, Moj77, NMW97, Roh73, Van95, Coo89c, CO72, LW66a, Mur83, Wil85b, LW67a].
Hierarchically [Lei83].
Hierarchy
[MM84, FK86, KVW89]. **High**
[Bac71, CMW98, ER71, Geh83, Ger70, Hll72, IEH85, MP62, OT91, Tre82, TL85b, Wal71, Ahm72, BPG87, BLY70, Bra72, Dav67, Hav95, Hop71, Ken80, Mak68b, Man71a, Mar58, Oli71, Pal72, Pal63, Wal82].

**high-explosive** [Pal63].

**High-Level**
[Ger70, TL85b, BPG87, BLY70, Hav95, Wal82].

**high-order**
[Dav67, Hop71, Man71a, Oli71].

**Higher**
[Har92, Hen88, Mel95, Ram99, von95, CWH93, Cho95, LM63a, Osb93].

**Higher-Order**
[Har92, Ram99, von95, Hen88, CWH93, Cho95].

**Highly**
[KLB91, TF96].

**Hill**
[NPCA81].

**Himmelbett**
[Bel73, Fre74, Str74].

**Hints**
[Bra77].

**Historical**
[Sar90, Mor89].

**History**
[Aga96, The91a, Les83b, Lay85].

**Hit**
[Wat76b, Pez76].

**Hoare**
[Llo74].

**HOL**
[Age95, GM95, Har95, Tre92, von95].

**Holder**
[Zah81].

**holds**
[PR98].

**holes**
[KVW89].

**HOPE**
[WS86].

**Hopfield**
[CWH93].

**horizons**
[Ben70].

**Horn**
[Ber87a, Pad91].

**Horner**
[Gil58a].

**Horseshoe**
[BB80a].

**house**
[AF76].

**Householder**
[RW62, Re67, Wil60].

**HPP**
[KA98].

**Huffman**
[DdS98, KW90].

**Hull**
[GS79].

**Hydraulic**
[FE80, Lio89, MTP88, Re87, Tse87a, vO88].

**human-computer**
[Sco70].

**Human**
[BDB92, Hol75, Tse87a, Wha90, LBC94, Mic82, SW91b].

**Identifiers**
[dHZ97].

**Identifying**
[Tse87b].

**identities**
[Bir89].

**ideographic**
[WN81].

**IFIP**
[GT65].

**II**
[Wil63a, All85, HH79a, HPS61, LDW77, Mic82, Pen77, Tra84].

**III**
[Lew63, Pin61, Ree83].

**ill-conditioned**
[Oom93].

**ILLIAC**
[Gea64].

**illustrative**
[Kro70b, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e].

**ILP**
[Kil81, ME98].

**Image**
[AF88, How97, Meg96, OW83b, SH97, TWMG93, DW77, JM96, OF93].

**Images**
[OW83a, AO87, DF90, FN93, FNK94, GV91, Lut80].

**Imbedding**
[Sco70].

**immediate**
[HRW95].

**IMP**
[Ste74].

**Impact**
[Col97, LE86, ME98, Dou61, Ham80b, Ham81b, Hea81, Jam81, Wat82, You63].

**imperative**
[Bai88].

**Imperfect**
[LCH99].

**Implement**
[All90].

**Implementation**
[Akm91, BSH90, BKMK90, CS85, Choi91, Dan92, DAT87, DS90, Dun62a, Dun62b, ER80, FE69, FA88, Gil73, GP90, Has75, HAAZ99, Hou75, Kac91, LPS94, MA89, MN90, MSS93, NF80, P92, Sip88, SB81, TL85a, Ull88, WF89, dRC74, dHZ97, vFV92, Bar75, BML94, Bra74, Bre69b, BMRS90, CCB95, CFL84, Cze88, Er87a, FK68, Ham66a, Hie98, Huf99a, LMP79, McD77,}.
OL78, PRLW93, RB85, Ros82, SSDS89, Sma88, TB86, ZR88, FGR67, NPCA81.

**Implementations**
[HKK91, Hul86, Cho99, Pey89].

**Implementing**
[FR5+87, KRR79, MRW90, GP80, Mak89].

**implementors** [ELR78]. **implicant** [Iga80].

**impllications** [PRLW93, Smi86].

**Implicit**
[Hai69, Nor76, SK85, Shi89, BP69, CL78, Che95d, Had68, JKW94, Mak68b, Ros63a, Wol71, Zaf71]. **implied** [EM71].

**Imply**
[Ver91].

**importance** [Rey71a]. **Important** [Sha86].

**Impossible** [SHH81, AMKM66, BSPI65, HLOS65, Str65b].

**Imprecise** [Lev96, Che95b].

**Impressions** [Dak73].

**Improve**
[HR97]. **Improved** [AW71, Can93b, CW70, DS91, Lew72, MM84, ME88a, WTW91, ZOG85, FM66, GN88, Leu82a, Pal69, Sal71a].

**Improvement**
[DL76, Dur74, Aus76, PL94a].

**Improvements**
[Bun97, EH78, Roh76, Fen96]. **Improving**
[Bag61a, KSD77, LY79, SM97, TL97, Wes80b, Fox86b, Scrl77, War74, Weg93]. **in-house** [AF76].

**Inaccuracy** [JP76].

**Inadequate** [GL70, Lyn69].

**Inclusion** [CW82]. **income** [God75].

**Incomplete** [Bow84, SK95, KS91, WN88].

**Incompleteness** [MV88].

**Incompressible** [JL99].

**incompressible** [Abb64].

**Increasing**
[BR86, Laz81].

**Incremental** [AMN81, Bre82, Bro84a, Ear80, HH94b, PW81b, Grl73, Mcc71a, Mcc72, vdWHvB98].

**Independence** [BL81b].

**Indepedent**
[KBTB97, CCJ91, Rya66].

**Index**
[Col73, HK85b, JW82, NT79, NS77, PF86, WK77, Zve80, All82, Ano97a, Ano97b, BMT85, Bon71, BC67, Fro81, Kol78, McD77, Wri60, Wri61b].

**Indexed** [Huz79].

**Indexes**
[HK85a, In74, LP73b, Mul87].

**Indexing**
[Foo86, HK80, JO92, MM84, SB85, Smi70a, TUW98, Wat75a, WB98].

**Indicators**
[FR77, VVW96, Er66b].

**Indirection**
[Gol85].

**Individual** [YT79, Le 88, Ada76].

**Inducing** [CD82].

**Induction**
[Bur69b, So199, Wu97, Bra77]. **industrial** [Hoc62, Hol95].

**Industry**
[The91a, Wil91a, Bag61b, Gal59, Sal71].

**inequalities** [McC93, Wil77d]. **inequality** [AJ70].

**Infection**
[Coh01, TAC98, TAC01, Måå01].

**Inference**
[Clo87, HW88, UC90, Ull67].

**INFERNO** [Qui83].

**influence** [Win59a].

**Informal** [Atk76, FM85].

**Information**
[Abe85, AM91, Ano73a, Ano81a, Ano82b, AFWH88, AW91, Bla92, BH98, BW73a, BW75a, BV92, Cha87, Cil62c, CCS87, CT92, F7+73, FS85, FFP99, Fuh92, Geh83, Ham91b, HW92, Har80, HN88, HM70, IL74, IB96, Kni93, Lan85, Lev99, Mac91, MJ75, MHLS93, Nee63, NL74, NI89, NBL95, OD91, Ole91, Rey90, Rze85, Sca85, Sch77a, Sch83, Sme82, Sta85, SK95, TCB71, Tal85, Vau95, VS87, WB68, WB98, WHF83, Wor94, van86, AB84, Ben70, Bon89, BG71, Cap86, Cl88, CH60, Col66a, Fnu58, Gat65, H 68, HT78, HGL93, KS91, Lw98, Lan76, MR96, Mil95, PRLW93, RSS87, Ros82, S80, Sca89, Snu88, TPvd9W96, WN88, van71, vdWHvB98].

**information-statistic** [LW68].

**Information-Theoretic** [CCS87].

**inherent** [Roh90].

**Inheritance** [Hut89, KL89].

**inhibition** [RDT80].

**Initial** [Bae64, Bar75, Sco70, Car64, Hop71, Twi75, Wol71].

**initial-value** [Car64].

**initialising** [BP69].

**initiation** [Pal63].

**injection** [DJ95].

**inner** [Bro73b, Wil68a].

**Innovation** [The91a].

**Input**
[BP81, Dun63, Pad73, BS75, Co66, DI78, FdVR58, Gl69, Ha69, Hop78, Ing76, New68, Sol68, SS72d, TS64, Tay76, Wil76a, Zar69].

**input-output** [BS75].

**input/output**
[Ho63].

**inputs** [Sal74].

**inquiries** [Wri61b].

**inquiry** [Sto72].
Inscribed [Smi71]. insertion [Ull77, Zak84].
Insight [Sam72b]. Instability
[Wil62b, KM66]. installation [Rus63].
Instances [Mai85, CK93]. Institute
[Ano74]. institution [Osb93]. instruction
[Bae84, BS89, Geo66, Ibbb72, OW66].
instructional [Rus86, WO75]. insurance
[Bae84, BS89, Geo66, Ibbb72, OW66].
instructive [Int72, BMM82]. insurance
[Bae84, BS89, Geo66, Ibbb72, OW66].
Insurance [Dru63, MFM64, Ano60]. Insuring
[All75]. Integer
[Dak65, TCB71, FL80, Jon72, Law69, Pro83, Wil77d, Wil89].
Integers [Bro74e, WZ99, Bel70b, MD84]. Integral
[DAEH81, Phi70, AW71, BFMW64, Eg69, Ell63, FR63, GE71, JS67, Lew72, Lin69, Lit70, RD80, SY72, Wat73, Wol69].
Integrals [AEH75, AEH76, CR63, CP68, CP71, Del68, GL64, MP65a, MP66, McC78, OS69, Oll71, Val71]. Integer
[Dav67, Sha72b]. Integrated
[AGNS91, BSH90, FKA+93, Hop63, SFD92, WM95, Cutf9, Dav63, LC90, Mac70b]. Integrating
[AE90b, Pai99, SW91b, Mar58, Wal64, Whe59]. Integration
[CG65, CT92, DM83, Har79, HCC74, HG71, LM63b, RV78, BS71, Day65, Don78, Fox67, Gib60, GM72, Hau69, HKPW89, Phi67c, Phi67b, Ral61, RM69, Tha66, Tom67, Wir66b]. integrands
[Fox67, Sha72b]. Integrated
[AGNS91, BSH90, FKA+93, Hop63, SFD92, WM95, Cutf9, Dav63, LC90, Mac70b]. Integrating
[AE90b, Pai99, SW91b, Mar58, Wal64, Whe59]. Integration
[CG65, CT92, DM83, Har79, HCC74, HG71, LM63b, RV78, BS71, Day65, Don78, Fox67, Gib60, GM72, Hau69, HKPW89, Phi67c, Phi67b, Ral61, RM69, Tha66, Tom67, Wir66b]. integrations
[Ed65]. Integrality
[Dav76, Fra69, Wil72, FW83, PPB48c, WT91]. integro
[Day67, Eg69, WP68]. integro-differential
[Day67, WP68]. Integrodifferential
[Phi70, Wal69]. intelligence
[BMPS71, Bro73c, Bur80]. Intelligent
[Kie88, KSD77, TH98, RSS87, TCL89]. intentions
[Lo84]. inter [RV93]. inter-media [RV93]. Interacting
[CR83]. Interaction
[Cor65, NC76, PR98, SW91b, Wal93]. Interactive
[BY79, BTD99, CDZ74, ER80, For72, GSK84, GP73, Gor78, Hll76, HJ99, Mac70a, SLHS3, BWM88, CS75, God75, Gro73, Mar73, Mar74a, MR76b, PW74a, Pin77, Poo91, Rey83, SB81, Stu71, VM93]. interchanges
[Hea63b]. Intercode
[Ber59]. Interconnect
[Tho93]. interconnected
[MCL89]. Interconnecting
[ZE88]. Interconnection
[LC98, Wil91b, HH94a, OKMS96, PM90, SP91]. interconnections
[Wis64]. Interface
[AK81, Dix85, Fro85, HW77, PJ80, Sta74, Ste77a, Azm90, GE85, GF87, HP77, Jam80, MTPL88, Shi89]. Interfaces
[Hop81, NM90, SLHS3, BM88, Dee80, RB85]. Interfacing
[NO92a]. Interference
[Han94, Qui83]. interior [BW71]. Interlingual
[Ric58]. Intermediate
[El87, Kil81, SC95, SW83]. Internal
[BN78, FL85, NR92, BF78, KHP81, Tho60, Woo70d, Woo70c]. International
[An75a, Gat65]. Internet
[TH98]. Interpolating
[Hos70, Wil69]. Interpolation
[Du96, HKA72, Hos74, MKB87, Mau73, McL76, Sal70b, Sp69b, TI75, Vit75, Bic68, Bic69, For75, For72, Hal68, HK72, Hun68, Lar67, Pow67, Sal72, Sal73, Sco69, Sp69a]. Interpretation
[Car70, Kin71, Wu97, Ber87b, CFS89, Kin69a]. Interpreter
[MA89, Pag76, Fos65, FE69, Rey71b]. Interpreter-Oriented
[Pag76]. interpreters
[FL89]. Interpreting [PT90]. interpretive
[Ben74, Daw73, Hor60, KB62, Mac74, Rob59, SS63b]. Interprocess
[PB86, Mar82]. Interrogating
[Ran74]. Interrupted
[Wil83b]. interruption
[Wet66]. Intersection
[BKMT96, BKMT97, KPP95, NW93, Sab76, YG93]. Interval
[FvLMS98, GH73, Han70, KKR96, LPS94, RL75, TL98, VT87, vW93, Dew71, Dew72a, Dew74, OS69, Ru291]. intervals
[MKP94]. intra [RV93]. extra-media [RV93]. Intrinsic
[Wal98, Coo72b, Ecc71, McC70b]. Introducing
[HK80]. Introduction
[BPTV92, Bro74b, DBCRW92, EMCO92, EMO92, Eme80, HR73, IL74, Pau80, RL73, Ull73, WS73, Bai88, Bry59, Die91, For65, Pol60, Slab90, Tho61, TL85c, Woo60, Cor79]. introductory
[Maz78]. Invariant
[Whi72, CL78, Day66, Eng69, Kar66, Mar58, O’R70, Scr64a, Whe59].

L [BL81a, Kit74, NPCA81, RL73, Ris99b, TCB71, Wil67b, Wil70]. Label [KKR96].

Labeling [BGO94]. Labelling [SK85, UHS85, UVS87, HW90]. labels [Pag82a]. Laboratory [Var67, FSWL82].


Lanczos [Wri66a, Kiz66, Wil58b, Wra66]. Language [ACDP91, Atk76, BBG +76, BLR94, Bla92, BHW78, DB90, Ear75, ER80, Els79, Fro83, Gri90, Hig76a, Ili69, JK67, JK80, Kil81, KP79, Mac91, MM84, Mil70, Moo79, NF76, NF80, NPCA81, PDY74, Pie74, Pou92, PJ80, Re90, Sar90, SC95, Sme92, Sta77, SMY95, TL85a, WD80, WoI78, YCC92, YP86, BBC+63, Bag61a, Bar72a, BPG87, BLY70, BHY89, BS73a, BG79, Bow73, Bra63, BFH61, BM60, Bro73c, Bur67, BKK78, BL62, Cam69, CMRW72, CCL72, Cle66, CW62, Cor65, CP62, Dak75, DM60, EB89, Elc65, ELR78, ESK95, FS66, FL89, GC89, God96, Gri66, Han94, Hig76b, HoI78, JB94, KL77, KM74, Kel98, Ken80, Ker63, KM65, LWS88, Lay85, Lee72, LMP79, LP73a, Luk67, MP95, Mar91a, Mol71, Nap67, Pal73, Par75d].

language [Per76, Rey71b, Ser81a, Ser81b, Sni68, Sni70b, Sta71, Ste74, SB81, UC90, UK74, Wan80, WP75, WII88a, WiI82b, WN81, YAB92, Bag62, Cor62, HR73, HR74]. language-compiler-computer [Cor65]. language-oriented [UK74]. Languages [Ano75a, ABM88, Bar74, Bur88, CTW94, Cow86, FD88, Har2, HK88, HH80, Hiu86, LP92, Pag76, Pag81, PW90, SS92, TL85b, WD74, WF89, Bac71, Bar72b, BML94, Bra72, BMRS90, Dan92, ER71, Gha72, Goo50, HII72, HSP66, KL89, Kom74, PaI65, PaI72, PC78, PRO80a, Pey89, SEP89, Tal84, Tes77, TP91, TL85c, Wal82, Wal71, Wat91c, Woo99b, Woo70b, Woo71a, Yel89, FSWL82, Tre82].

Lano [BB89al]. LANs [TH98]. Laplace [AL72, BW71, Dur74, Had68, Had71, JM68, LM68, Pie71, Pie82, Ran68b, ZL73]. Large [Chr73b, FM83, KA98, PC63, RKA92, TM95, Wha90, BP79, BPSS72, Cha63, CDHL93, Che64, CRS+93, Cha77b, Com75a, Com75b, Cut59, Dou65, GK96, GF91, Har88, Kec87, Kha63, Lew65b, Liv60, MMH87, Rig64, Rit89, Sch64, SWZ93, SK76, SWA97, Sla60, Sni66b, Sut60, TH82, Tem72, Wil59, WII69c, WII60]. Large-Capacity [PC63]. Large-Scale [KA98, BPSS72, Cut59, GK96, Har88, Tem72]. late [Kol83].

Latency [Sam81]. Latent [WB98, DP64, Han62]. lattice [Pal88].


leading [Chu68]. LEAPS [Rya63].

Learned [Pau85]. Learning [Mic91, WHF83, MG85, Mic63, Mic82, OF93, Ski96, FSWL82].

Least [ABBS83]. Least-cost [ABBS83]. least-square [Kha63]. Least-Squares [Mir98, TII75, ZL73].

Leathrum [BL81a]. Leaves [OW83b].

Lebow [PC63]. Left [VeI82, Kom74, Tak96, Woo69b, Woo70b]. left-to-right [Tak96]. Legal [F+73, Lei86, McO66, Bel70a, BB71].

Legendre [Cha68, Ede65, GL64]. Legibility [IB98]. LEGOL [Sta77]. Lehman [Cor79].

Lehmer [Ful76]. Length [Arg91, CT79, GV73, Goo85b, Ham69d, Ris99b, TM95, WD99a, WeI72, Art75, CT72, HW67, Hou71, ID73, Lie85, RM89, Sam72a, Tay76, Tur79]. Length-limited [TM95]. Lengths [Bra85, Bra86a, KCP99].

Lenient [GP90]. LEO
Lessons [Les83b, Pau85, Lic89]. Let [Mus66a]. Letter
[CL86, Par67, RW62, Str65b, Gla73, Ros63b].
Letter-oriented [CL86]. Letters
[KT W+73]. Level [Dea79, DBH85, Dob84, FR87, Geh83, Ger70, GKS79, Tre82, TL85b, Will85b, Won99, Aki88, Bae71, BGE8, BPG87, BLY70, Bra72, Bro60, DN64, EB89, ER71, FH77, Hav85, Hii72, Ken80, LW67c, Pag82a, Pal72, Per76, RW61, Wal82, Wal71].
Levels [Sch77a, Duk66, Jon66, Rac65].
Levy [BL81a]. Lewin [CF81]. Lexical
[AM97, HV78]. Lexicographic [Er87b, Er88b, Irv84, Boo67i, Er87a, Spo85, Wil83b].
Lexicographically [Roh90, Roh91].
Librarian [CGRJ92]. Library
[HW92, Not70, Teu87]. Liebmann [MST64].
Life [Sca85, Gil64, Ros82, Sut60]. light [Bry59]. Like [Har84b]. limit [GlM68, May64]. Limited
[Aki77, Car70, Kin69a, Kin71, TM95].
Limiting [GH75]. LINC [SPMD83]. Line
[Bre82, Ear60, Jon71b, Par75a, BHAS+71, Bar69, CWT1, DP76, Deu69, Eva62, Eva65a, Fra70, HP71, MW68, MMG91, Phi68a, PG82, PL68, RW67, Sab72, Sip68, WM69]. line-syntax [HP71]. line-thinning [Fra70].
LINEAL [KU74a]. Linear
[Abe85, BE82, Cha93b, CM93, Dob91, DD87, DD88b, Fen91, Fle75, Fle68, Had90, HY81, Jak85, Kra71, KKR96, KS97, Lar85, LW93, Lyn72, OT91, P96, Pow65, Tew69c, Will85a, YFM71, Aha65, Akk73, AGNS91, AHM74, Bak64, Bar65a, BSD60, BCH91, BE73, Boy60, Bur67, BP69, Cas75, CF89, Dei95, DS67, DA77, Del77, EF63b, Eva64, EA70, Eva71, Eva2, EH76, FB75, FG71, GV91, Gol78b, GE71, GIM68, Has61, Hit87, HM77, Imh93, JS67, Jen66, Jon70, KU74, Kro70b, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, Law69, LC90, LS78, Lit70, Lyn64, MT61, MB66, Nor64, 0B59b, Ord64, OW67, OW68, Ost79, Rei67, SWZ93, SS63a, Scr65, SK76, SG78, Sne70, Tew72, Tho68b, Til69, Tza73, UK74, WA91, Wit80, Zam74].
Linear-Phase [Lyn72]. linearisation [Tho72].
Lines [Bar65b, CP87, DF90, Ric71, Sal70a]. Link
[BDW75a, Com75a, Com75b, Mar94, Def77, Pit65, Sib73]. linkage [MCC95]. linked
[NO92b, ON94, Tho72]. linked-list [ON94].
Links [MH98]. Liouville [GM65]. Lisp
[d'69, Jor73, Sip88, Der79, PBF91]. List
[Atk76, Ing74, Mil70, RC70, Bar65b, BCR91, Boo67e, Bro79a, Col63b, CW62, Fos65, Gor79, Hou69b, NO92b, ON94, Tru66, Wis64].
list-processing [Bar65b, CW62, Fos65, Hou69b, Wis64].
listed [Woo9d, Woo70f]. Listing [Er87b].
Lists [Wil65a, Elc65, WJ61]. literacy [Osh93].
Literal [Miy90]. Literate
[Knu84, Thi86]. literature [DGM68, Sco82].
LITHP [Ham66a, Tru66]. live [Mil95].
livelock [Pac88]. livelock-free [Pac88].
liver [WY62]. LKBs [MMH87]. LL [BS73a].
Load
[BM93, EM81b, GIB90, HLK94].
Load-balancing [HLK94]. loading
[Cle67, Sha58]. Lobatto [JS67].
Local
[CD69, GP88, IEH+85, MHS85, Dee80, Mal59, McC71b, SM71]. Locality
[SM97, BM84, Leu83b]. Locally
[Sib78, WW76, ABBS83, CC93, TB86].
Locating
[Jar67a, Bae62]. Location
[CCL98, DS99, EHH86, ZSP99, vSHBT98].
lock [Sch76]. Locking
[BJ98, Wet81, BS84, Che95c]. Lockout
[Lor76]. focus [Mea73]. Lof
[Ire93, BK87].
logarithmic
[Cha67, WA91]. Logbooks
[vBFvdW96]. Logic
[AM98, CC92, CG92, DRT96, Edw78, Eme80, EH78, Gal92a, Gal92b, Gol82, HR73, Kha91, Lei86, MK96, MK85, Mar91b, Mel95, NL90, PL74, SB99, SC74, War86, YCC92, van86, von95, AA68, Ben72, BVH74, BKK78, Cho95, Cla90, CRS93, CFS89, DPT94, DW77, DZW75, Ede63, Edw72, Gib88, GR93, Hur79, KL77, LEN63, Lew71a, LQ96, MS97,
Sal87, VH72, Wis64, FSWL82, PCSG63]. 
Logic-Based [MK85, Mar91b]. Logical [JCCJ99, Meg96, Tay90, Wel80, JL80, Ree80b, Tal84, Wil68b]. London [Wil67b, CGH+68, DQ66]. long [LC95].

long-duration [LC95]. Longest [Van91].

Longo [HR73]. Look [Wil77a]. Look-Up [Wil77a].

lookup [Mad80, OW66]. Loop [DFO79, KP97, NN97, SP97, Tak86]. Loops [LF97, PD96b, JC97, KPT96, MT83, SP82].

Loss [Sch83, Kni93]. Lossless [MW97, Mof97, SH97, TWMG93]. lossy [WBM+94]. lost [YG93].

Louis [RL73]. Lovelace [SHH81].

Low [FH77, Bac71, ER71, Hil72, Wil67b]. lower [Smi66a].

Lsx [Hou69]. Ltd [Wil70].

Ludgate [WR72, Ran71]. lumped [Ree84b]. lumped-state [Ree84b].

Lyapunov [HR73].

M [BL1a, BS73b, Den80, FSWL82, HR73, NLW74, NQ80, Sl71, Wil67b, CDCL97, Smy91]. M-way [Smy91].

Machine [AD76, BC73, GH75, Hie97, Kac91, KLB91, KRK73, Mic91, PF86, Tre82, WD80, Ahn73, Bem74, BG79, CD77, CCJ91, Cur95, Daw73, EAL66, Gn88, Hie98, IWT73, Mac74, NDD96, Nan93, PGM84, Ran71, Ric58, RB86, Sal74, UC90, WR72, Clo87, Hi69, TL92].

machine-checked [Cur95].

machine-independent [CCJ91].

machine-readable [RB86]. Machines [Nar96, Shi85, Shi91, BB94, Fox61, Tza73, PCSG63].

Macro [Bro84b, TL58b, Bro69b, Cam78, Dan92, Lay85, Nap67, Tes77].

macroprocessor [Tes77].

macrogenerator [Str65a].

macroprocessor [Mak71, Nud77]. Macros [Mid76, Bow73]. Maddison [Bre81]. magic [AGNS91].

Magnetic [Edw77, ID73, Wat75b, Wri83, BSD60, Cha62, DGM68, EAL66, Gi66, Goo64, Gri59, Liv59, Wat71].

magnetic-tape [BSD60, Cha62, Goo64].

magnitudes [Boo67g, Hi69, Woo70g]. mail [Mit89b]. Main [BK75, HH76, LE86, BBH+63, BRC66, Gla69]. Mainframe [CK95, Hea81, Wat82]. Mainly [Mau73].

Maintainable [Hut86b]. Maintaining [Lev96].

Maintenance [BIY88, CDD86, JSDKG94, Orm91, PSS96, BCKH91, FW83, HK83, Pag60, Ros66].

Majority [CM91, Grt92, Wat77b, HW74, Par74, Van73]. make [BJ79]. Makes [Sha86]. Mäkinen [Coh01, TAC01]. Making [WCH78, Ben70, Coo89b, TB82]. Mal'cev [TCP71]. man [Bri67, Mus66b, Mus66a, Mus67].

man-computer [Bri67]. Management [BY79, BK75, BL90, CO76, CCL98, Coa74, Dea74b, Dea79, FB99, Gor78, GL94, H. 68, Har82, HM70, KU99, KSD77, NW74, OD91, PDY74, PDM+81, VCB93, Wil84, ZSP99, Ber87b, Dea74a, Don59a, GG59, KMR94, Lew65b, Lie89, MBC+86, Noo84, PS74, RSS87, SD73,TU96, NLW74, NPCA81, VP80].

manager [Fis76, Hek89, Dix85].

Managerial [Nob91, PRLW93]. Managing [LB92, ZG99].

Manchester [Bro58a, Bro58b, HPS61, KHP86].

Manipulating [Mar91b]. Manipulation [FS87, PDY74, BMT95, Luk67, MGG91, Obr68, Ros67, Uck85].

manipulative [Bar67, BF72]. Manipulator [dI69].

Mano [HR73]. manufacturers [Hea81, Wat82].

manufacturing [CZW94, Rus63]. Many [FR98, YCC92, Ber69, Jar75, Sal68].

Many-Sorted [YCC92]. map [BKK87, Ltm71]. map-folding [Ltm71].

Mapping [BHW78, FL85, She92, Sl64b].

mappings [Gri80].


Market [Coo60a, Go60].

Marking [Gro68].

Markov [CH87, Hav95, Leu83a, Ltm83, Lle87].

Markovian [HH95, Pll84, Ret95]. marks [Var80b].

Marquardt [TI75].
[Bro74b, Wre71, BK87, Ire93]. Martin-Lof
[Ire93, BK87]. Marwick [VP80]. MASCOT
[SJ79]. Mass [Fra69, Hav95, SRS94].
Massachusetts [Ano74]. Masses [PS93].
Masson [Wil62a, Wil63a]. Match
[DS91, Wu97, Zve80]. Matching
[Eke95, How97, SH97, Wri61b, APD99, BLPL92, Coo89c, Hex67, Hor93, PK85, Sza73, Tak96]. Mate
[Pro74, Man71b]. Mate-In-Two [Pro74].
Mathematical
[BT63, CDZ74, Cor79, Hou63, JR81, LW85c, LM88, PCSG63, Slaj71, Ull73, FK68, Tee67].
Mathematics [BT63, Coo92b, DG58, McG77].
Matrices
[Loi72, OK63, RL73, SC81, Wil58c, Wil70, Cay61, CHPS85, Edw72, FJ66, Gou70, GRB68, GZ72, Hat76, Hur73, Kha63, LoD70, NE67, PAR67, Sea71, Sea69, Tew67, Tew69a, Wil65d, Win59b, Zam70]. Matrix
[Boo67b, Coo75, Gra71, Pow69, Wil62b, Wil67b, AM65, Bra74, CL83, DP64, DW73, Eva75, Fet65, Han62, JRI81, LW85c, LM88, PCSG63, Slaj71, Ull73, FK68, Tee67].
Matrizen [Alb71]. matter [Hut84].
Matters [Hug89, Raili61]. Maturing
[Wil91a]. Maurer [BS73b]. MAX [Nud77].
Maximum
[Smij71, Wet81, Wil78c, Phi68b, Pow67].
May [Var67]. McNeary [WS73].
McPOPLOG [Bru92]. MDL
[Ris99a, WD99b]. Mead [Aki77]. Meadow
[IL74]. Mean
[Bra85, Bra86a, Deo83, GE71, Lit70].
Meaning [BMD92, BS73b]. means
[Cox71, ILPP98, Sow87]. Measure
[BW73a, BW75a, Pra84, WB68, Yok97, Hun75, WD79]. Measurement
[CCD86, RS88, Sou76, BM84, JC88].
Measurements
[DBCRW92, Fen90, Mue82, Jac71]. Measures [Lev99, RS87, Tiz60].
Measuring
[BR90, Jan63, Lem80, JC86, GT63]. meat
[Mus66b, Mus66a, Mus67]. Mechanical
[Cho95, HK92, Lan64]. mechanically
[HM95b]. Mechanics [Pan80]. Mechanism
[KS82, BP82]. Mechanisms
[RKA92, O'S88, ZH93]. mechanization
[FR63, Mic63, Mic82]. Mechanized [Nec63].
Mechanizing [Tre92, Wri60]. Media
[LS93b, RV93, TB94]. median [Erl84].
median-of-three [Erl84]. medical [JO74].
medicine [Ler69]. Medium
[CDCL97, GP88, MD84]. medium-sized
[MD84]. Meek [FJA80, NPCA81, HWW87].
Meet [Mum85]. melting [ND59]. member
[HW74, Par74, Van73]. MEMBERS
[BC73]. membranes [OC69]. Memorial
[Ano73b]. Memories
[Dob84, RKA92, Par96a]. Memory
[AM99, BJ98, Bur87a, RH76, KS97, LE86, Lop94, NMM91, PCSG63, PBf84, Ree87, Ver87, Wri83, BBKR89, CWH93, Dav82, DOT72, KVKP95, LBC+94, NDD96, Stu71, TF96, U969, WA91, WR67].
memory-its [Stu71]. Memoryless [Fen74].
Merceberg [YFM71]. Mercury
[And66, Bro58b, FdVR58, Gib61, PM62].
merge [Woo70d, Woo70c]. mergeable
[OOW91]. Merging [DD87, DD88a, DD88b, JD59, Sym95, Wri82, DD91, HL92, Win59a]. merits
[LOKM99]. Mereseen [Hil79a].
Mersey [Hon74]. Mesh [Cra72, Eva62].
Meshes
[Har76, PTV97, Bro95, Lep95, PHS96].
Message [Gro73, Ris99b, Rob88, WD99a, YS91, MR94]. Messages
[Gee91, KC97, Ram99]. Messaging
[MWR90, GGH+87]. Meta [YS91].
Meta-Message [YS91]. metal [ILPP98].
Metalanguage [Pag79]. Method
[Aki77, Bro69d, CC87, CW70, Du96, Dur74, FR98, Fra85, Gal92b, Gow58, Had90, PD72, HH94b, Han70, Jar67a, JLV99, LV79, Loi72, Mal77, McL85, Med70, Miy90, Nas75, NM65, Oka98, Pow64, Pow65, Pro74, SL78, TUW98,
35

MODEL-BASED [FR98].

Modeling [Cor79].

Modelling [AA99, AHL92b, AHL92a, Coh01, CH87, Du96, GH95, HJ99, Huz79, LB92, LO99, LM88, Mäk01, Meg96, Par82, Sch77a, TAC98, TAC01, vBFvdW96, BWM88, EM71, Fox78, FN93, God96, KH87, PL94b, Rob79, SC87, TLF96, Var79, Wie95, ZR88].

Models [Bas86, CNTR97, CC92, Flo76, FFP99, FRS87, Fuh92, LW83, LW85b, LW85c, Lle83, Low95, OM88, PW90, RW74, WC74, ZE88, BS75, BS79, Coo89c, Dav84, Don78, Fur89, HTW89, HH93, Hau95, Jar70, Min88, Roh95, Ros82, WBM*94]. modern [BHY89, HS90]. modest [Tho80].

Modification [Ash68, Gu68, MR76a, SW91a, Weg93].

Modifications [Hit78, LS78, Pow69, SG78].

Modified [BBG76, DHW78, MM84, Eva63, Eva64, KL71, Li70, Li71, MD71, Sea69, SE82, SAA88, Tho58b]. MODULA [Wan80, Bai88]. Modula-2 [Bai88].

Modular [DC90b, Eme80, Wat91c].


Monitoring [CT94, Dea78, Huz79, PAW86, Wet66].

Monitors [Wie79]. monothetic [LW65].

[AM91, CR63, KB62, KP79, Mus59].

MONT CODE [KB62].

Moore [WY71, Tak96].

Moring [HR73].

Morphic [FD88].

Morris [Eme80, HR73]. most [Chu68]. Motion [GLR93, Abb64].

Motivated [Bun97]. mouse [MMG91].


MP/1 [Mac71]. MP1 [Ji93]. Mu [Smy91].

Mu-balancing [Smy91]. MU5 [Eme80]. CMRW72, Fra76, Ibb72, IH77, MDFS72. MU6P [WW83]. Müller [YFM71].

Müller-Merbach [YFM71]. Multi [BT71, BJ98, CC87, GKS79, Ham69d, Ing74, Kac91, KKR96, Lun71, Mit89b, Par88, TL92, TL97, Wat77b, WW73, All59, BH68, BM93, CWH93, Che90, Com75a, Com75b, Fra68, HW74, JO92, Ken85, Lam63, LW67c, MT70, O'B59b, OKMS96, PM90, Par74, Par78, TB94, Van73, WW70, You60]. Multi-Access [WW73, BT71, Fra68, MT70].

multi-attribute [JO92].

Multi-Combinator [TL92].

multi-computer [Com75a, Com75b]. multi-criteria [Par78]. Multi-destination [Mit89b]. Multi-dimensional [Lun71, Ken85]. Multi-Disc [CC87].

Multi-Label [KKR96]. Multi-LAN [Par88]. Multi-Length [Ham69d].

Multi-Level [GKS79, BH68, LW67c]. Multi-List [Ing74]. multi-media [TB94].

multi-member [HW74, Par74, Van73].

multi-order [O'B59b]. Multi-Partition [TL97].

Multi-Processing [Wat77b].

multi-project [Lam63]. multi-stage [OKMS96, PM90, You60].

Multi-Transputer [Kac91]. multi-user [BM93]. multi-valued [CWH93, Che90, WW70]. multi-variable [All59]. Multi-View [BJ98].

Multics [Jar75]. Multidimensional [Lun75, RV78, CP68, JC88, LM63b, Smi70a].
Multitkey [KP92]. Multilanguage [Bru92].
multilevel [ZH93]. multilist [CC93].
Multimedia [CW96a, HS93, HJ99, Hut93, NH89, OD91, RLD94, HGL93, RV93, VM93].
Multioutput [EH78]. Multipath [CH99, TGE96].
multiplication [Joh61]. Multiplicative [DR67].
Multiplier [PB76]. multipliers [BVH74, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, VH72].
multiplexing [MCL89]. Multiplexor [ES81].
multioutput [EH78]. Multipath [CH99, TGE96].
implementation [DR67]. Multiplier [PB76]. multipliers [BVH74, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, VH72].
multiplexing [MCL89]. Multiplexor [ES81].
multilevel [ZH93]. multilist [CC93].
multimedia [CW96a, HS93, HJ99, Hut93, NH89, OD91, RLD94, HGL93, RV93, VM93].
multikey [KP92]. Multilanguage [Bru92].
multilanguage [Mar91a]. Nature

Mutual [HPR88, TK99, Mad98, PJ99, YJ91, YJ94].
Myers [FJA80]. Mystical [Sta85]. Myths [Tho98].

N [Eme80, Kil81, CD69, MLB63, Hal68]. N.
names [Bra63, Elc65, Ker63, Tho64].
NAND [LT79, RDT80, TD77, ZD71].
NAND-NOR [TD77].
NAND-NOR-XOR [LT79]. NAND/NOR [RDT78].

NATIONAL ELLIOTT [Coo60b, Liv59]. Natural

[PAU85, PJ80, SME82, WOL78, CCL72, FL89, PM95, MAR91a, YAB92]. natural-language [Mar91a]. Nature

[TL85, WIL77b, BRI67, SCA89]. Naur

NEBULA [BFH61, Rou62]. Necessary

[CP66a, THI95, BS73a]. necessity [Dun82].
need [BS89]. Needed [GG86]. Needs

[Mum85, Cor65]. Neighbour [ZM96].
Neighbour-Greeting [M96]. Nelder

[Aki77]. Nested [LF97, DHZ97, KPT96, LL90, Mad97, MT83, SP82]. Nesting

[BBP94, DK74, CD85]. Net

[TUR92, CHE95c, GAL87, CZW94]. nets

[BBG95, RIB95, WIL68b]. Network

[CFZ97, DS99, EM81b, FRS87, FH97, GEE91, HLK94, HPR88, IEH85, KLB91, LT79, MHS85, RLD94, ST77b, AO87, B0067c, BO067c, BO067d, CAR66, CF89, ETH71, FUN85, J193, JKW94, KEN80, KHS1, NIC66, PRB89, PPB84c, S060, WAK93, WC91, BAR86, B87b]. Networks

[AM91, CCL98, CH99, EM81a, GP88, HAR84b, HCH96a, JEN99, KA98, LC98, PHI67a, PRI78, SK85, SHE92, TK99, WIL91b, ZSP99, VAN96, B0P79, BRO95, BUR66, HH94a, LIP80, MAR69, MAR74a, NUD69, OKMS96, PM90, S0P91, CLA92, EME80]. Neural

[CIA92, FRS87, TUR92, WC91]. neurons

[CW93]. Neville [HUN68]. Newton

[MD71, MED70, SAC62]. next [CUT59]. NF

[Wi162a, Wi163a]. Nicholson

[Dav67, KM66, dD66]. Nimbus [Cro74]. No

[WU97]. Nodal [Cra72]. node

[BO067c, BO067c, BO067d, GP96a, GP96b]. node-to-node [GP96a, GP96b]. Nodes

[LCH99, BO067c, BO067d, FOR75, HW90].
noisy [CLA84, DF90]. Nomenclature

[Wi163a]. Non

[BA76, BKMT96, CC74, ER88b, FLE68, GO080, HH80, JW74, LP92, LEN77, POW65, SD78, SS92, WEN59, WYE82, WF89, ZS96].
van86, Aha65, Bar65a, BL72, Chr71b, Dei95, DS67, FB75, Gol94, Goo85a, Gilm68, Grit66, Has61, Hat84, HB76, JW72, JS68, Jon70, JC97, Kni68, Mic64, Nor64, Smi68, Smi70b, Tza73, WP68, Wolt69, Woot71c.

Non-Analytical [Wen59], non-binary [Chr71b].
Non-Classical [van86].
Non-Constant [BKMT96].
Non-Deterministic [CC74].
Non-Executable [LP92].
Non-Linear [Fle68, Pow65, Aha65, Bar65a, Dei95, DS67, FB75, GlM68, Has61, Jon70, Nor64, Tza73].
non-numerical [BL72].
Non-overflow [Goo80].
Non-Paged [Kni68].
Non-Parametric [JW74].
Non-Procedural [Lea77].
Non-Recur [Smi68, Smi70b].
Non-Program [Gri66].
Non-Recursive [Bay76, Hat84, Woot71c].
Non-Regular [Er88].
Non-repudiation [Wey82].
Non-Strict [WF89, Gol94].
Non-Testable [Wey82].
Non-Underflow [Goo80, Goo85a].
Non-uniform [JC97].
Non-Unique [SD78].
Nondeterministic [Bur88].
Non-Table [JW72].
Non-statistical [JW72].
Non-linear [Box66b, Bro09d, Gk73, Gre70, Med70, Mot79, Mot85, Myl66, Sou76, SL78, T77, TS75, Abb80, AJ70, BR70, Bro96, CN63, Fie70, HB70, IZP81, MR76a, MM78, Mot80, OW69, OW71, PM72, PD79, Tem69].
non-linearly [OM64].
Nonmorphological [Hay79, Tur78].
Nonrecursive [Bur75b, Sou77].
Noot [Kil81].
Norm [LT79, SL87, TD77, WIt68b, ZD71].
NOR-gate [Sal87].
Normal [DP88, Fry71, JW74, L072, Ada69, But61, Woot69a, Woot70a].
normal area [HJBH67].
Normalization [AC84].
Notable [LT71].
Notation [Bo97, DB85, Hul86, DZ75, Ham62].

Note [And90, Ano60, Bae62, Ber69, BB71, Che64, Che65, Cob69, CND66, Col63a, Col63b, Day67, Dew72, Dew74, Ed65, El65, Eva62, EF63b, FFM66, Fie65, Fie70, FN78, GE71, Gw58, GL64, Ham69d, HJBH67, HP67, Hl69, HW74, Hos74, Hum60, Jon66, KKL71, Krl71, LW67, LW68, Lk71, Mtt63, Mcc72, Mic81, Mil60, Mux70, O'B59b, OW66, OW68, Ove67, Par74, PH67, Pit78, PP69, Ran68a, Red71, Rud76b, Ryd64, SM71, Sal70c, Sal70b, Sco69, SS63a, Tem69, WH78, Woe59, Wic87, Wic92, Win69, Woot70, Woot70g, vR70b, And66, BY66, Bar69, Bea65, BM89, BS75, BN78, BS71, Boo67, Boo67a, Boo67b, Boo66, Boo69b, Cam71, Cha67, CPr75, Chu68, Cl77, Dav82, Dav84, Don78, Er82a, Er83a, FP82, Ham66a, Hay77, HM77, Hou69b, HW90, Hys72, Jam87].

Notes [Cha60, Ak69, Ano78, BL72, Cha92, Fur92, Jor92, NO92b, Pap68, Per65, PR98, Val74].

Notice [Ham66b, Ano75b].
Novel [VVW96, WL87, Tee63b].
November [Ano73c].
NRDC [The91a].
Nucleic Acid [CCL87].
Null [HY81].
Number [AM98, Ano73a, BP92, BT63, Cha87, Chr71a, Hol75, McI82, PW81a, Par92, PB76, PB78, SD82, SNH76, Smi71, And74, BP94, BW69a, Be47a, BF78, Cob69, CH60, DR76, Hon71, Hum60, MT83, MP68, PP69, Pre68, Sam72a, SP82, Str59, WP67].

Numbers [Er83a, Col67, Coo68, Edm60, Ful76, Sam72b, Th058b].
numeral [Ros63b].
Numerical [Abb70, BFMW64, BW70a, Boh68, CM79, Dur74, Gre69, Hum72, JS67, Lin69, ML83, OP73a, Phi67c, Phi67b, Phi70, RV78, Sco70, SS72b, SL78, WS73, ZL73, Abb64, Aha65,
All66a, AW71, BY66, BL72, BW70b, Cas75, CP71, Day65, Day66, Day67, Del68, El63, FCHK96, Gre67, Hai69, Hen78, HH79a, Hun61, KU74, Lew71b, Lew72, LB76, LW66b, Mak68b, MI60, MP67, New68, Osb64a, OM64, Osb69, Pak67, Pie71, Ra61, RM69, Ros63a, SS63a, Ser64b, Tom67, Twi75, UK74, Va71, WCL71, Wol69, Wol71, Wra66.

Numerik [Alb71].

Numeriques [Wil62a, Wil63a].

O [Llo74, DD88b, LV79, MK82, Per80, Ros63b, Sil79]. O.-J [Llo74]. OCR. [Pai69].

Obituary [Fox87]. OCS [GCS89].

Object [CNTR97, CTW94, Coo89a, CT92, DE86, FA88, GL94, HW89, HS93, Mar92, PBF91, SCC+96, SMY92, vBFvdW96, CG99, Coo89c, Cro80, DPT94, DO72, ESK95, Fur89, KL89, LSv99, LQ96, MR96, OM91, PL94b, RDPs95, SZMN94, TCCH94, TCM94, VM93, Ye89, ZR88]. object-based [Fur89]. Object-Oriented [CTW94, Coo89a, CT92, HW89, PBF91, SCC+96, SMY92, vBFvdW96, GL94, DPT94, ESK95, KL89, LSv99, LQ96, PL94b, RDPs95, SZMN94, TCCH94, TCM94, VM93, Ye89, ZR88]. Objectives [Par75c].

Observations [PW74b, LR72, Sib71]. Obtain [Wil78c]. Obtaining [Bye65].

Occam [BD96]. Occupancy [BW73b]. occurring [GE71, Lit70]. OCR [WP69].

octrees [MHF93]. Octtree [BM90c]. ODA [ATL93, MK95]. odd [HKA72, Hos74].


One [BG94, Bro74c, CCD86, Lyo85, Mus66b, Mus66a, Mus67, Nas75, Pow69, Var67, BRH70, BF69, Chr71b, Col63a, Com85, Day65, Sim69]. on-bit [BG94]. One-day [Var67]. One-In [CCD86]. One-In/One-Out [CCD86]. One-sided [Nas75]. one-step [Day65]. one-track [Sin69]. Only [CD82, Sal87]. Ontario [Lio67]. O.O [BB94].

opaque [Gri73]. Open [Bra85, Bra68a, RBCM97, AS63, ATL93, TCM94]. Open-shop [AS63]. Operating [BJ98, Das91, Di62, Fra76, Gde81, Kri62, Pri78, SH72, Var76a, BMNS87, Clo65, Cor62, EMM72, Fe72, FS66, HPS61, JSS9, KHPS61, MT70, MDFS72, MT86, SS72c, SS72d, Tur68, VG73, WHM71]. Operation [Dea74b, Str72, Cle67, Rig64].

Operational [Mg63, FGR67, Ano73c]. Operations [Abe85, Bha82, GN83, Ham69d, LPS86, OW82b, OW83b, TCB71, UL88, Wet81, Wre71, Ara64, CMW98, God75, Ham67a, ND59, B67, Rey83]. Operator [BBK87, Wil79, BW71, HL76a, Tee63b].

operators [BML94, ZD71]. OPLA [LQ96]. optical [Pai66]. optically [MCL89].

Optimal [Aki87, BGR86, DO72, GH94, GP69b, HR97, HK85b, Kre78, KW84, KPT96, Luk99, MH94, Pag82b, Pap82, SRS94, Ste67, Sto72, Sur66, Sym85, WFD98, BP94, Bra60, Can71, Cha97, CD95, Dun73, EL82, GV91, HW90, KR89, Lep65, Leu62a, Wym73, YJ94]. optimal-fit [Can71, Leu62a]. Optimality [CLC92, dS77]. Optimally [CCMS97, Sib73]. Optimisation [Den80, DF079, HH76, LW85a, SMY92, TD77, BW99b, Bro69a, Hys72, MD71, OP75, PW74a, Pa169, Phi74, Pri77, Sav69, Sav70, Tay90, Tho72]. Optimising [BK97b, PG90, Seg87, Tim87, AGNS91, BHY89, SA73].

Optimization [FG90, Fir61, Gea64, HZ95, HD82, KCP99, YFM71, Box65, Box66a, Fin68, Gui68, HB70, Ram70, Tai84].

Optimized [Sin97]. Optimizing
Optimum [KP92, Li98, EF63a, MW68]. Option [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. orbitals [FR63]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. option [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66]. order [AB78]. Options [Tri80, Wak93]. Ord [Had71, Joh61, MS74, Akk73, Car61, HK82, LM68, Ran68b, RW67, Rei66].
GB83, HM93, Har92, Hel93, JM96, JJ86, Jel79, Kae91, KP92, Lea78, Lea86, Lis74, NCR97, Par96b, Pey89, RW74, SK93, She92, She95, Ski91, Tho93, WI84, Woo77a, BE79, BL72, BLPL92, BBKR89, BVH74, Cha90, CRS+93, Cle67, CSFS89, ES77, GK96, GHR+93, HH94a, Hau94, HJ93, Lai93, Mil63, PGM84, Par96a, TCCH94, UC90, VH72, WNN91, War74, ZM95, NL90].

Parallelism [Bar85, MSS93, NN97, Sha95, SM97, DL76].

Parallelization [KP97, JC97].

Parameter [Cra72, Jok90, Abb80, BRH70, DS67, Jon70, OM64, Ran68b, Re66, Tom67].

parameterised [Dan92].

Parameters [Bir79, PRS96, Hur73, KCP99, Lew71b, Mal61, Mic63].

Parametric [BMT95, GM83, Gro71, JW74, HK72, Kro90, McC71b, SM71].

Parametrized [SM97].

parenthesis [Er83b].

Paris [Wil62a, Wil63a].

Parity [War86, Day77].

park [Lei62].

Parser [Sto86, Bar75].

parsers [Ter73].

Part [BJ78, Com75b, EMCO92, EMO92, Rey71a, Fra61, Fra62, HPS61, KHP861, Mus66b, Mus66a, Mus67, OS70, PL68, WN68, All66a, For66, FGR67, HS69, JBD73a, JBD73b, Mic63, OS71, Ree80a, SS72c, SS72d, Woo69b, Woo70b].

Partial [Alb71, DS91, Fox63, Goo80, NS78, Sch77b, SB70, SN75, Zve80, Cey61, Day66, DW73, Eva65b, Eva66, Hop71, KS71, Osb63, Osb65, PC64, TW64, Twi75, Zam74].

Partial-Match [DS91, Zve80].

partiality [MS97].

Partially [Mum84].

Partition [CY96, TL97, AO80b].

Partitioned [Sch83, Seg87].

Partitions [CH94, DMS+89, Er88a, FL80].

partly [Col63b].

Pascal [NPCA81, BKK87, Sil79, Tan78, Wic82, AK81, DB90, DE86, Jan88, KS82, WC85, WC86].

Pascal-FC [DB90].

password [APW86, ZH93].

password-capability [APW86].

Patches [Mc85].

PATCOSY [Ker76].

Path [ADD86, Arg91, DE86, GLR93, Kho93, Kie88, Van91, Boo67e, Boo67c, Boo67d, DE86].

Paths [HK80, Jen99].

Pattern [Bra78, BKM78, Cla94, Hal68, How97, Pou93, Ull73, PK85, Tra82, Tra84, Ull65, Ull67].

Pattern-based [BKM78].

Pattern-Matching [Pou93].

Patterns [MW85b, ZBS81].

Paulson [Ash68].

Pavlidis [Bra78].

pay [Sla60, TS64, Cas63, Moo63].

payroll [WF78].

PCE [NO92a].

PDP [WD80].

PDP-11 [WD80].

Peaceman [Gon68, ML65].

Peak [EM81b].

Pebble [GIB90].

Pebble-crunching [GIB90].

pedagogical [Gra87].

peg [Lu89].

Pegasus [BM63, CF59, GEA61, GIB61, GRI59, Hor60, Ery64, Wil59].

Penalty [DSB97].

administration [Aki88].

Down [MG95].

drafting [CS75].

event [Rob79, Var79].

Introduction [WB99].

NOR [RDT80].

One-Out [CC86].

or [Kol83].

output [SS72d, Tay76, Zar69].

Regression [Gon81].

software [HP77, MES97].

pensions [Pol60, Ane60].

PEPA [Hol95].

Perfect [CL86, CHK85, CM93, MWHC96, CCJ91, Cze98].

Performance [PRS96].

Aky92, BPR74, BK92, Bri85, CC87, CCL98, CL99a, Cla77a, Dea78, DBCRW92, Fen90, FS81, GH95, IEH+85, IF86, JW82, KSD77, Lar82, Lar85, Lep95, Mah84, MZ96, ME98, MK82, Muc82, MuI85, NMM91, NPCA81, TL97, Ver87, WJW95, Wil91b, dHZ97, CPV93, CCM98, Don78, Fox78, GOS63, GSN8, GE85, HPLG79, JC88, Leu22b, LC95, LOKM99, MMCG91, MB90, Rey83, WM84, Yat62, Dak78].

Performance-Based [BK92].

Performances [ES81, Cro75].

period [Eck74, Ful76].

Periodic [Che95a, For75, HK72, MC95, BE73, HKA72, Hos74].
peripheral [Cle67]. Perlog [MG88].
PERM [Boo79a]. Permanent [SH72].
Permutation [AM97, ATK80, Boo67j, Inv84, MF82, Roy78, VR81b, Boo67k, Boo67h, Er87a, Erk75, LoD70, NP68, OS70, OS71, Roh90, Roh91, Tew67, Woo77b].
Permutations [Akl87, Boo67i, Boo67b, GB8, Che95c, CTR97, PC64, DB88, DPSW89, MCC95, Akl87, Boo67i, Boo67b, GB83, CHE95c, CTR97, PC64, DB88, DPSW89, MCC95].
Perseus [Hun59].
Persistence [MG88, SZNM94]. Persistent [ABC83, CNTR97, PC64, DB88, DPSW89, MCC95].
Personal [Wil84, Ano76, Ham80a, Nau93].
personnel [BG71].
Perspective [LC99, TM94, TLF96].
PERT [How67a, Rob63]. Pertaining [Wri83].
perturbation [Sch94]. Peter [FJA80, PR98]. Peterson [HV92].
Pieces [Ben82, RHS89]. Piecewise [Bic68, Bic69, Phi68a]. Pigs [Por91]. pipe [Meg90]. pipeline [CS95, Ibb72, ME88a, TK95]. Pipelines [DHM93].
Pipelining [BM90b, Kau92, NN97]. pis [Cro81]. pitfalls [Pai69, WP69]. pivoting [Zam74]. PL [FJA80, Cuf72, DO72, Mer70, TS68, Val74, Var67]. PL/1 [FJA80, DO72, Mer70, TS68, Var67]. PL/I [Cuf72, Val74]. place [Hig76b, Str61].
Placement [Bel84, CWS92, Pag84, Dee85, LoD71].
Plagiarism [Jan88, VW96]. Planar [LR78, Wil85a, WM84]. Plane [Col66a, GS79, Che65, GS78, Lar64, Rei71]. Planning [GLR93, Osb93, WJ74, Gal59, Lam63, MHLS93, Mus59]. plans [War60]. plan [Cam69, You60]. plants [KM74].
Platform [CBH94, MSS93]. Play [O'B70, Bel70a, BB71]. played [Fin60].
Point [Bla82, BKK84, EHH86, RS88, SA79, Wic92, AH69, Bic68, Bic69, Fyi69, Has61, Kis66, McC71b, Pri68, Rya66, SM71, Smi64, SS63b, Wic89, Wri66a]. Point-In-Polygon [BKK84]. Pointer [van88]. Points [BJ80, Cra72, GS79, Jar67a, Kio81, McL74, Sch82a, Smi71, dS80, Coo72b, Ecc71, HK82, MKP94, McC70b, McC71b, Nic66, Ord64, SM71, Sal72, Sal73, Sue66]. Poisson [Lew71b]. Policies [CW96a, Poo91, Web72].
Policy [Ham67f, She73a, She73b, Bar73, Day78, DL76, GT72, Lew65a, MT72, She72b, She74, She79]. Polish [Col63a, Ham62, Rei81]. Polygon [Bla82, BKK84, SA79]. polygonal [Par89]. polygons [Kio81, KVW89, dS80].


Polynomial [GH73, GH75, OSS69, Riv68, Wat67, BJS74, Bea68, Bra74, GJM68, Ham67a, KK94, McC93, MR76b, O'B68b, OP75, Phi68b, Pow67, Var77, Wes80b, Win69, War94].
polynomial-time [KK94]. Polynomials [Han70, OP73a, Wil65b, CD69, Ede65, For72, Gou68, Hay69, vdV70].

Polynomes [Lun75]. polyphase [Cam73, EL82, Mac73].
Polytechnics [Fur92]. polythetic [LW66a].

Portions [Pag81]. Ports [BPG87]. Position [Spr92]. positive [Jen71, MT61, Zam70].
Box66b, Box66a, Bra75, BKK87, Cas75, Chr73b, CRS+93, CP64, Col67, Eva77, Fir61, For66, FGR67, Fun85, Fyf69, Fyf70, Gil73, Gil65, Gil58c, Gil58d, GM65, Gre67, Gre69, JW72, LW66b, LT61, MP65a, MP66, McC70a, MM78, Myl66, NPS89, Oom93, Osb64c, OM64, Pag63, PW74a, PJ89, Pak67, Pap68, Per65, Pri68, Rus63, Sni66b, Sol60, Str60, Tay70a, WP67, Woz69c]. **Procedural** [HH80, Lea77, CD85]. Procedure [BB80b, GE71, Lit70, ME80, Weg74, GE69, HW67, HW88, HR96, Kai72, Le 69, Leu82a, LM63b, McC71a, McC71b, McC72, NP68, PaI69, PJ86, PFW74, Pri77, PD79, Roh91, SM71, TS68, Tho62, Woz70c, dD66]. Procedures [Dew71, Dew72a, Dew74, Gun70, Ham69d, RAS88, BY66, CY95, Jon72, KJ75, Osb63, Wat63]. **Proceedings** [RP63]. Process [Aky92, BBK87, BBP94, BPR74, BKL95, Ger70, GH95, HR74, SJ79, TM94, TF87, tHO99, Bar72b, BGMW96, Boo74a, Boo74b, Com75a, Com75b, Erd66, EF63a, FZ94, FH77, GKK6, HH95, HM95a, Hos71, MST64, Rea70, Ret95, Rib95, Ser95, Shr75, Sl6b4a, Tee63a]. **Processable** [EW80, War74]. Processe [SI82]. Processed [MS74, Wat71]. Processes [CR97, Cla78, Lis74, NW74, RW74, Wen59, BM94a, BM59, Bye65, Hai69, Nat86, RW62, Ros63a, Scr64a, Win59a]. Processing [AM90, Atk76, BR91, ClL78, Dea82, DFO79, FG77, GWWB98, GS73, HM84, KP92, Lea86, Lea77, MLR90, Mot98, MK82, MB96, OBLP75, RC70, SK93, SR95, Ste62, Ste77a, Wat77b, YS91, AF76, Alp71, Bar65b, BL72, BLY70, BFF61, CBB+76, CW62, DM60, ET88, ES77, FoS65, Fri65, Gat65, Gil64, HN79, Ham69, Hat67, Hin60, Hop61, Hou69b, Hum59, LR67, Lea78a, Lie89, MC95, Mal59, MHM87, MP65b, Mer70, Mil63, Nau79, Par77, Par78, Rus63, SI80, Sla60, Sow87, TC94, Thil81, WKR760, Wis64, YS61]. Processor [BT999, JeI79, Lea78, Sin97, Bro69b, Dan92, DW77, Fos87, GB68, LLR73, Mac70b, NSW87, TCL89, Tes77, Tru66, WH68, WN81]. Processors [Bro64b, Lea86, MF82, PS96, TL85b, War86, CP79, Hor93, Lay85]. procurement [Web72]. Produce [BPTV92], produced [Ged96]. producing [ABN61]. Product [Har76, CD88, ME88a, MG90, Ser95]. Production [Le63, BB69, Byr59, HK59, HoI95, Hum61, LP73b, MP95, Mus59, War60]. Productivity [LA81]. Products [LT79, EH88, GL64, Ty88]. Professional [HL76b]. profile [BW69b]. profitability [Jan63]. Proforma [AB90]. Program [AB90, Basb6, BPTV92, BK79a, BK74, CDD86, CR83, Cle92, CCM87, DC90a, Eme80, FW86, GoI82, HW77, JoS70, LO75, LB86, Mcc87, Mot97, Mot85, Pat99, RS87, SH88, S7e87a, S7e87b, War96, WB99, Wha90, Wook68, And66, AMK66, BH63, Bar69, BS65, Bel70a, BD72, BB71, Bir89, BW70b, BPSI65, BM80, BM60, BM61, Bro74a, BW75b, BSH70, BuI69a, BBK77, Cad61, Col66b, CHH73, Dolf66, FFC96, FH71, Fo668b, FK68, GC589, Gib60, HK73, HLOS65, Hoit72, How67a, Hut686a, JoI97, KB62, KV63, Kro70b, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, LW68, LW71, LRR73, LB67, Lio67, LMS73, Lum64, LP73b, MP89, MWC70, MM78, Mot80, Nau93, New66, Pan70, SAHS71, SmI72, Sol60, Sw87, Str65b, SS63b, Tow77, Und63, Wet66, WD79, WIG75, YS60, YG93]. programme [Ano74, Sha82]. programmed [Lei87]. Programmer [Bel76, FR87, GnI83, WII64a, SmI68, SmI70b]. Programmer-Defined [GN83]. programmers [Fis76, Gaa59]. programmes [Mar79]. Programming [Alt83, All85, Ano75a, Arm78, ABC+83, ABM88, Bel76, BGR86, BS73b, Brr88, CNTR97, CG92, Cra66a, Dak65, DRT96, DE86, Ear75, FSWL82, Fle75, Ger70, Gri88, Gri90, HM93, Hex63a, HSS83, Hel84, HS93, Hug89, Kha91, KmI84, Lee82, Lei86, LMM88, MK85, Mot85, Mot85, NF76, NPCA81,
OBLP75, PBF91, Pag76, Pag81, Par75c, PW90, RP63, Roh76, Ski91, Thi86, Tri80, WP80, Wai70, Wat91b, WD74, WD80, WF89, Ake86, AJ70, Bai88, BJS74, BPG87, BRF93, Box966b, Boy60, Bra75, Bra76, BM80, BFH61, Bro73c, Bur67, Bur87b, BP69, Cas63, Chr71b, Cla90, CRS+93, DI78, EB89, Er86b, FB75, Fra67, Fur92, Gil58b, Gil59, Gri66, GHR+93, HKT95, Hig76b, Hol78, Hop78, How59, Ing76, JS89, KM65, Law69, Lay85, LP73a, LK76, Maz78.

programming [MW68, Mol71, MM78, Mot80, Myl66, OL78, Pey89, Phi67a, Pon91, PW74b, Sl64a, TCCH94, Wal82, Wan80, Wat91c, Wil88a, Wil82b, Wil89, Wym73, ZM95, d’A62, BT63, Bro74b, Coo89a, Cor79, NPCA81, TCB71, YFM71, Llo74].

Programs [Axf90, Bar74, Bir74, Bur69b, CT94, Cha75, CGK80, Fro92, Ham77, HW89, JP76, Jan88, KC97, Lew84, LL75, Lop94, NL90, O’B70, Oul82, Ros93, She92, SS75, Sto66, SAM88, Top82, TGE96, Wey82, AGNS91, BF72, Ber66, Bra80, Bra74, Bro58a, BM84, Cam69, CFS89, DN64, DOT2, Dun78, Dun82, Gib61, GR93, Gol94, HV78, HM80b, JP69, LW65, LW66a, LM77a, McO66, Mul69, Nie56, NI70, O’N92, Ob87, Rob59, RT76, SAHS71, Tim87, War74, WF78, WC85, Woo59].

Progress [Sme92, Po60, Rob62, WY71].

progressive [LM63b].

Project [KKM95, Br67a, Fis74a, Hon74, Lam63, Nud69, Pa77, SM83, GGH+87].

Projection [Tew69c].

Projections [Uil88, Col66a, Oom93].

Prolog [Foo86, KB87, Kac91, MC95, MG88, Paa91, PG90, Ros93, Shi90, TGE96, WC86].

Prolog-Based [WC86].

PROLOG [PW93].

promise [Yat98].

Proof [BG94, BS99, Der79, FH71, Hoa72, Lew84, Smi72, BM86, Cur95, PJ86, Woo69a].

Proofs [Pau85, von99, Bra77].

Propagation [KS85].

Properties [Bur69b, CCMS97, CDCL97, FD88, Kra71, Spr92, V’y99, Bar61, CLC92, Con66, Hil79a, Lyn65, MP89, Pal88, SW78].

property [Bra94, HM98].

PROPLAN [Pen77].

Proportional [CCMS97, LC99].

Proposal [Ste77a, Cou88b, Hou88, Th080].

Proposals [HKT75, BM61, Lau75, Nap67].

Proposal [BR90, CP62, DCHR76, Tri83].

propositional [Gib88].

prospects [LT61].

prosthesis [LBC+94].

protect [FKLM76].

Protection [BGR98].

Protection [Cha87, NW74, Sh09, Wil84, CF96, MC96].

Protein [CC87].

PROTEUS [BGL+87].

Protocol [BG94, CDCL97, HH94b, JCC99, KA98, NH89, Vau95, vFV92, BS88, HCH96b, TF96].

Protocols [DS89, MZ96, Nai97, DJ95, Pac88].

Prototype [SS81, Sta77, DAT87, Gref69].

Prototypes [DM83].

prototyping [Har88, HR96, MD87, UPT89].

Provably [VH99].

provide [MC71b, SM71].

Proving [Bur69b, MP89, Mel95, SN75, Mel66].

provision [Aga96].

Proxies [LC94].

Proximity [HAM98, JW98].

PS [PA90].

PS-Algol [PA90].

Pseudo

[PW70, DR67, Edm60, Ful76, Hil79a, Hun60, May66, MP68, Rob91, Th95, Var77].

pseudo-inverse [May66].

Pseudo-Inverses [PW70].

pseudo-lexicographical [Roh91].

pseudo-random [DR67, Edm60, Ful76, Hil79a, Hun60, MP68, Th95].

pseudorandom [VH99].

provide [McC71b, SM71].

Proving [Bur69b, MP89, Mel95, SN75, Mel66].

Publication [Aga96].

publications [Smi86].

published

[Dim88, Ham67b, Ham67c, Ham67d, Ham67e, Ham68a, Ham68b, Ham68c, Ham69a, Ham69b, Ham69c, Ham70a, Ham70b, Ham70c, Ham70d, Ham71a, Ham71b, She71, She72a].

publishing [BB89, Dun82].

purchase [AB78],

purely [Ara94].

Purpose [ASG79, Bri79, Hil80, Jon65, LMP79, MR82, PC78, Rob80, Str65a, Tay80, Und63].
purposes [Gri62, WO75]. put [Bro73c].
puzzle [Ma94, RG86]. Puzzles
[Smi83, Bur69a].

Q [Dun79]. QMC [Rob88]. Quad
[Woo82, Woo84, BK83]. Quadratic
[Bur75a, HD72, Loi72, ST81, Eck74, Hon93a,
Jam87, Ord64, Tho72]. quadratically
[MS70]. Quadrature [AEH75, Bar61,
Cha68, Haz78, JS67, LM63a, LK77, MLB63,
OS68, Oli72, Pic71, Sac62, Ste67].

Quadratures [Cha70, Tha62].
quadric [Sab76]. Quadtree
[OW83a, OW83b, Suf90, TUW98, Wil88, HW90, JM96].

Quadtree-Based [TUW98]. Quadtrees
[Abe85, Bre93, FM86a, Ste86, UV87,
BK87, GV91]. Quadtree [AF88].

Quality [RS87, THHS93, WCH78, All71,
Jon71a, MN61]. quantification
[NPS89]. Quantifier [Dub93, Hon93a, Hon93b, LW93,
Can93b, Cuc93, LS93a]. quantitative
[Hum75]. quantities [Ada76]. Quasi
[Cze98, YW82, Cey91, Coo72b, Ecc71,
HH95, McC70b]. quasi-diagonal
[Cay61]. Quasi-Equifrequent [YW82].

quasi-intrinsic [Coo72b, Ecc71, McC70b].

Quasi-perfect [Cze98]. quasi-reversible
[HH95]. Quaternion [BM90c].

‘Queensway’ [Hon74]. Queries
[BR91, LG86, NW93, Pap82, BJ78, ON94,
PG90, Tay90]. Query
[BKMT97, CTW94, Mac91, MLR90, MB96,
OM88, Sar90, SYM92, TPvdW96, BML94,
Dan92, ET88, PPR89, Sen81a, Sen81b,
Svs83, Tal84, TL85c]. questions [BSH70].

Queue [MG95, NMM91, NT97, NDD96,
OOW91, Tur79]. Queueing
[Par75a, Lip80].

Queues [Har94b, Che95d]. Quickshunt
[McG82]. quicksort [Erk84, FH71, Hoa92a, Ver87].

Quindiai [SC81, BE73, Eva75, SE82].

quintic [Bae64, Sal70, Sppa69b]. Quorum
[TK99]. Quorum-Based [TK99]. Quotient
[Bur75a].
Has74, Lev96, LPS94, Sha81, MP79, Pag71.

Relationship [Bra88, DP88, Par82, Wil78d].

Relationships [RG95, Azm90, HO93, Kin69a, Rel67].

Relationship [RG95, Azm90, HO93, Kin69a].

Relative [Wil78c, KM94, Loi68, SGR96].

Relaxation [HM83, Bye65, Car61, Eva62, EF63a, EVA65a, LM68, Rei66, Tee63a].

Relevance [Mid87, BM92].

Relevant [The91a, Tul85].

Reliability [BL81a, BK79a, LCH99, ZE88, Fun85, LC93].

Reliable [FJA80, KA98, NaI97].

Relles [FSWL82].

reloading [Aus71].

remainder [Var77].

Remark [Obr78b, Sut76b].

Remarks [HO78, Var76b, Fin60, SS72a].

Remote [FC87, ZG99, AS63, BBG71, Har70, HR96, MB66, Teu87].

Removal [WB99, Ric71, Tom82].

Removal/Introduction [WB99].

removes [Par75d].

Removing [PD96a].

Renal [Gor78].

renaming [Mel66].

Rendering [Mor89].

rendezvous [SSDS89].

Reorganization [Che95a, Fun84].

reorganize [ON94].

Repair [CW96b].

repeating [Hum60].

repetition [HN79].

Replacement [CO76, Dob84, Jak85, TW77].

replenishment [Ada76].

Replicated [CW96b, LW85a, WB96, ZG99, Cho99, MP89, YGS63].

replicating [Akm86, Tim87].

Replication [Ben85, Cav83, FD88, KA98].

Reply [Coh01, TAC01].

Report [BBG76, Cho82, Hoa62b, Mid87, BBG76, DWH76, Pol60, Ron62, Tre82, Agra96, GoI73].

Reporting [BKMT96].

represent [Ken85, OV92].

Representation [Bay76, BS73b, Er84b, FrO85, HAM98, Mac78, ME89, PK86, SW83, Bar64, BM78, BMK90, CCH73, Er82b, FL08, GS63, KVW89, Par89, RB86, Sab72, Sam63, TAY64].

Representations [Fl076, SD82, Kn93].

Representing [BT81, La99, Poo91, von95].

Reprinting [An78].

Reproducing [AB90].

reproduction [Dum78].

repudiation [ZS96].

Requirements [Mum85, NH89, PDY74, TCCH94, Boy63, HO93, Sam68, TP91, Zam74, dSA92].

Research [An73c, Har80, JJ67, TCB71, WY71, AS63, AW91, BMPS71, Cra66a, EDS86, Fox61, Gos60, JBD73a, JBD73b, Las68, YR58, Yat62, Wre71].

reservations [Ge63].

Reservoir [TW77].

reshuffling [Er88c].

Residue [AM90, BF94].

resilience [Hal79a].

resistance [Dea76].

Resolution [Mum85, NH89, PDY74, TCCH94, Boy63, HO93, Sam68, TP91, Zam74, dSA92].

Research [An73c, Har80, JJ67, TCB71, WY71, AS63, AW91, BMPS71, Cra66a, EDS86, Fox61, Gos60, JBD73a, JBD73b, Las68, YR58, Yat62, Wre71].

reservations [Ge63].

Reservoir [TW77].

reshuffling [Er88c].

Residue [AM90, BF94].

resilience [Hal79a].

resistance [Dea76].

Resource-Directed [NN97].

Resources [GG86, SZ74, Zmu75a, Zmu75b].

respect [Con66].

Response [JP86, LI98, PAW86, TDW79, GE71, Lit70, Per80].

Restart [SH72].

restricted [BBG79, TF96].

Restructuring [WC85].

Resultant [Man93].

resultants [Hon93a].

resulting [An73c].

Results [BKMT97, SR76, Sto73, Bra76, EDS86, FM66, Mel66, MM60].

Retained [Hop81].

Retrieval [Bl82, CC92, FH92, HW92, Har80, HR74, HM70, Mac81, MAI77, MF96, NBL95, OD91, OT91, Sme92, SW97, TC97, WKB98, ZVE80, van86, van92, A182, CH60, EHW89, FA58, FE69, Gob75, JO92, Lio64, OF93, ON94, RSS87, SV83, SMI70b, TPvW96, van71, vDWHvB98, Nee63].

Retrievals [BK79b].

Retrieving [Lal99, Mac91].

retroactive [Ko83].

return [BF78].

Reuse [FFP99, RL89].

Reusing [ZHS94].

Revise [Ma94, RG86].

reversal [UI77, YY89].

Reverse [HCH79b, War90, Co63a].

reversible [HH95].

Reversing [Roh90].

Review [BB80a, FL65, GoI73, RLP63, Wil62a, Wil63a, WIL67b, WIL70, BF72, BL71, Bra78, Bri79, Byr80, Cha73, Cla92, Den80, Fry71, GRB93, GT63, Her61, Hou63, JCS6, KIL81, Kit74, LIO74, Nee63, Pau80, RDP95, SL71, UI77, WBD70, WRE71].

Reviews [An90a, Ham91b, MddIDS99, RLT99, San99, Alb71, Ano96b, BL81a, BT63, Bro74b,
PS90, VH99, Wal77, Wil90, WFD98, ABN61, BMRS90, CS95, Chr73b, FG90, HJW62, Kni68, KPT96, Lam63, Lio67, LR72, NP68, Pag62, PW67, TB94.

Scheduling-Oriented [Low95]. Schema [FL85, Fro83, Sha81, Dee80, SS96a, Uck85].

SCHEM [Fro83]. Schemas [FL85, Fro83, Sha81, Dee80, SS96a, Uck85]. Schemata [PG81, Wil83a, Wil82a]. Schematics [MTW88]. Scheme [AA99, BP81, CL86, Cha87, CCC92, FKA+93, HLK94, LW83, Pag84, Pik81, ZSP99, Ada76, AGNS91, Bar65b, Bar67, BM89, Ber59, BDG99, CCJ91, CC93, Coo72b, DM64, Ecc71, Fra70, Hor60, IJ62, Jen66, Lee78b, McC70b, Nat86, Pol60, RW61, SR74]. Schemes [BDB92, CCD86, CM79, GP88, KKR96, RL82, TK99, ZHS94, dHZ97, Ahm72, And74, Bak94, Had71, LS93a, Mak89, MB90, Win69].

School [ABN61, Aus76, Law69, Lio67]. Schultz [Bro74b]. Schwarz [Alb71]. Science [Che86, Cla77a, FE80, Fis74a, GG86, Cap86, GGH87, Lau75, Mar79, Bel74, BL81a, Bro73a, FJA80, HL76b, Mic64]. Scientific [ET75, Mar91b, NF76, Sta85, Smi86].

Scientifically [Hou86]. Scoping [Mer90]. Scotland [Ano75a]. SCR [Cro74]. Screen [BL90, Dix85, DMR88, Dix85]. Seamed [ST81]. Search [Bro85, Bra86a, Dak65, DS91, FK93, JW98, KV95, Les83b, Mah86, MKB87, SD78, Smy91, Wei93, AO80b, Bov79c, Chr71b, CCB95, CM89, Eck74, FP82, Hav95, Hilt9b, HM96, Mic71, Ove67c, Pal69, Par96a, PHJ67, PPT9, Pri77, RHS89, Wil78d, dS77].

Searcher [vdWHvB98]. Searches [Fen91, KP92, Lys85]. Searching [Bur75a, CCL87, MKH86, Sur86, CLW98, Day69, Kol78, PH73, She89]. Seasonal [Hio67]. secant [Bar65a]. Second [BD81, Sa71, All66b, Hug61, Mil60, RD80, Scr64b, Twi75, Wil58a, All66a].

Second-order [All66b, Scr64b]. Secondary [BK79b, HK85b, SB85, Aki88, BMT85].

Secret [MSNW99, ZHS94]. section [Boo67g, Boo67h, Boo67f, Hill9b, Hill9b, Woot70g, dP60]. Secure [MRW90, TH98, WFD98, ZSM99, Mit89b]. Securing [RG95]. Security [AE90b, BMD92, GKS79, MRW90, Wil84, O'S94, NLW74]. Seek [Bas86, SR76, Kol78].


Selected [FSLW82, Kiz66, Wri66a]. selecting [Wyn73]. Selection [Bel76, Dob84, HK85a, HK85b, Kie88, MLR90, PHS96, Ris99a, TW77, AB84, BMT85, Gea59, Lew71b, MHS93, Par96a].

Selective [PBH86, Mat63]. Self [Aki77, Dea74b, Fen91, LC94, PS74, She92, SD73, Wat75a, WL87, Akn86, Bra94, Dea74a, Hut86a, Kro70c, LRR73, Mol71, Tim87].


Self-Indexing [Wat75a]. Self-Organising [Fen91, PS74, SD73, Dea74a]. self-replicating [Akn86, Tim87]. Self-Test [WL87, LRR73]. selfmodifying [Nie65].

Selling [Bro69a]. Semantic [ABD84, AA99, AM92, Col97, Das91, Der75, Fro85, God96, LO84].

Semantically [Bun97, SEP89]. Semantico [Mar91b].

Semantico-pragmatic [Mar91b]. Semantics [All83, BBK87, CW98, MA89, NPS89, Pag79, Tre92, vtv92, All85, BBG95, MR94, Ser81a, Ser81b, Tak86, Ye89].

semaphore [YJ91]. Semaphores [KRR79, KRR82, FK89]. Semi [Can93a, Coo75, HAAZ99, LW83, Nar96, CL78, Tee63a]. Semi- [Nar96].

Semi-Algebraic [Can93a]. Semi-Custom [HAAZ99]. Semi-Hybrid [Coo75].

semi-implicit [CL78]. semi-iteration
Semi-Markov [LW83]. Sensitive [AMN81, Ran74, Gh72]. Sentential [Tur78]. separable [Ake66, Osb63, Osb65]. Separated [PW81a, Osb69]. Separating [NM90]. Sentence [CCL87, Hie96, Tre92, CLW98, MR94, MB66]. Sequences [Hie97, VR92, V’y99, YT79, Cla94, Far78, Hil79a, OS70, OS71, Pag71, Wool7b]. Sequencing [LN79]. Sequential [BZN98, Huy79, MK86, NV77, PL74, YT79, Zve80, HD71, KJ75, Kol78, LW66b, Sal74, Tza73]. Sequentially [MS74, Wat71]. Serial [Sow87]. Series [Boo68a, GM65, Hun70, IS81, Jar68, Nor76, Sla71, WR66b, AE76, BB71, Bea65, BS71, Cha67, CN63, Ede65, Ell63, Gib60, KST71, Mat63, Nor64, Oli69, Pin61, Scr65, Scr70, Sve70, Wat59, Wil76a, Wol69]. Server [LS93b, MHS85, PRS96, TU96]. Servers [CW96a, Lip80]. Service [AF76, FB99, THHS93, Wie79, Bag61b, Kin62, MR96, Pit65, SHBT98, Ker76]. Services [BN78, GK84, Wil90]. Servomechanism [Coo75]. Session [Var62]. Sessions [CR97]. Set [DAEH81, FS75, GS79, HK85a, HD82, KB87, Ree84a, She95, WW82, AGN91, Atnk80, Bae84, BEN72, Con66, Coo72b, DMS8+9, Ecc71, Er68a, Fur78, HT89, McC70b, O’K58, Ros64a, WC94, dSA92]. Set-Oriented [KB87]. set-theoretic [HT89]. Sets [Can93a, Ham77, KRR79, Nor76, BS89, Gri80, JC97, Wil59]. Seven [Noh91]. Several [Pow64, Box66a, GR93, Pow62]. SGML [HV92, Smi86]. Shaded [PW81b]. Shaded-Picture [PW81b]. Shan [WS73]. Shared [Bur87a, DMW91, KS97, Bae66, VK95, LWS69a, MR96, NDD96, Pen66, TF96]. Shared-Memory [Bur87a, KS97]. Shares [MSNW99, ZHS94]. Sharing [LCL92, ZHS94, Coo60b, DL76, HLK94, Lew63, Lip80, MR96, Mil63]. Sharp [Bro74b]. Sharpe [Web70]. Shell [GR75]. Shellsort [Wei91]. Shift [Fry71, GK73, GZ72]. Shifts [PB76, PB78]. shop [AS63, ND59, NP68, Sha58]. Short [Ak791, BLPL92, Cha92, Fur72, JO92, NO92b, ON92, PM90, FP92]. shortcut [PG82]. Shortcut [Boo67c, Boo67d, Kho93, YT79, Boo67e, Nic66, Pap68, Per65]. Shortest-Path [Kho93]. should [Hig63, Hil67]. SHRDLU [Kli75]. Sibson [CW70, Roh75]. sided [BJ80, Nas75]. sieve [Hoa72]. sign [Can93b]. signature [BMT95, KCP99]. significance [Tri76, Tri83]. significant [Ber69, Sal68]. significantly [Weg93]. Siklossy [BS73b]. silent [CT74, Fis74b, Gea73]. SIMD [PB+90]. similar [BLY70, BKM90, Web72]. Similarity [GWWB98, Wha90, Yon97, LW66a, Ul67]. Simon [BS73b]. SIMPL [Pal73]. SIMPL/I [Pal73]. Simple [Bar85, ER88b, HM83, NS87, BBB68, Cam73, CS75, Col66b, Fos65, HM95a, Kec87, Leu82b, Mac73, Sub85, Weg93, FKT90]. Simplex [AKi77, NM65, Kro70b, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, PD79]. Simplicity [Wol90]. simplification [Fit73, Jar70, Wil77d]. simplified [Ber59]. Simplifying [Dix85]. SIMULA [Hel84, KM74, PG84, IP86]. SIMULA-based [KM74]. simulate [WY62]. simulated [Gri62]. Simulating [MES97, RLD94, WA91, WC91]. Simulation [Bei72, BPR74, BCR72, BKL74, CD81, COR79, DB85, ER80, GS73, Gom81, ILPP98, KP79, Ne79, PBR90, Pri78, Sch82b, St73, Tura72, You60, Bae66, Be68, Br74, Bri79, BP88b, BL62, Cam69, Che64, Cle66, Cro75, DP66, GP73, Har88, Har59, HG67, HB66, KM74, KK79, LEN63, Lei62, Lep95, Lew65a, MES97, Mus59, ND59, Pal73, PC78, Pen66, Per76, PRO80a, RWT64, SWZ93, SB81, Tem72, UPT89].
Simulation/Regression [Gom81]. simulations [Bux66, CM89, Hen88, KB62]. simulator [BB66, Dem60, LB91, Wil64b]. Simulators [Kor94]. Simultaneous [Boy60, Bro69d, OP73b, BSD60, Bro69c, Chr73a, CJ70, Fie70, IZP81, Jen66, Jen71, LC90, PD79, Sea71, Wri63]. Singh [Den80]. Single [BW75a, BBS66, Dem60, LB91, Wil64b]. Single-address [Col63a]. Single-File [Lar85]. Single-link [Sib73]. Single-Probe [OT91]. Singular [Nas75, NS87, DP64, Fox67, May66, Sha72b, Tay70a, Tew69b, WP68, Wol69]. Singularities [RV78]. singularity [Cha67]. Sint [Kil81]. Site [MLR90]. sites [MW68]. sitting [Lev65]. Size [BKMT96, HH76, HD72, LV79, O'R70, Sam76, Eva62, Iga80, She89, Whi72, WCL71]. Sized [Pag82b, MD84]. Sizes [Edw77, Sto72]. skeleton [Lei87]. skip [NI70, Osb71]. SL5 [Han78]. Slices [Sib73]. Sliding [BG94]. SLINK [Sib73]. slip [MP67]. slope [Hon93a, WC94]. slopes [McC71b, SM71]. slots [Hut89]. Slotted [BBP98, Pac88]. Slotted-FIFO [BBP98]. SLPL [Atk76]. Small [Bei72, Pie74, BHR86, BHR70, Che62b, CW71, Col64a, Co60a, Eva62, GPT7, HI72, HRS68, Kec87, Lie89, MP65b, Mul87, SS72b, SS72d, WH68]. small-store [Col64a]. Smalltalk [HW89]. Smalltalk-80 [HW89]. Smart [BDB92]. Smith [WY71, Roh91]. smooth [Coo72b, Ecc71, Er88c, MCC70b]. Smoothing [MZ66, Med70, CD69, Hun72, dW64]. SNAP [Nap67]. SOAP [SAHS71]. Social [Mum80]. Society [Ano73c]. SODA [Tur68]. sofa [How68]. Soft [How97, WW82]. Soft-Edged [WW82]. Software [BB80a, BL81a, BPTV92, Bro79b, BM94b, Che86, DH97, Dea82, EMCO92, Fal81, FW86, FJA80, JK80, Kha91, Laz81, LE86, LB86, MPS85, Mic91, MSS93, Mul69, NN80, PSK96, PBR79, Pra84, Rin75, SWA97, SWB87, TM94, Tre91, Ver91, BM94a, Bro69b, CF96, GW88, HKT95, Hen78, HH79a, IW86, Jac79, LP73a, MBC79, MR77, Mar76, MCC79b, Nef65, RL89, RRHR98, Sam68, ST89, Wil67c]. soldier [Cas63, Moe63]. solid [HTW89]. solids [Gri73]. Solution [BE82, BSD60, BGR86, Bro69c, CM79, Caw61, DS67, DAEG81, Fie70, Fie88, GH73, GH75, Jen71, Pro74, SCH85, Sco70, Sel88, SS72b, SL78, Tho68b, Wat67, Wil60, Wil59, Aab80, Aha65, AO80a, AHM74, And75, BFMW64, Bak64, BJ74, Bar78a, BW71, BW71, BE73, BLPL79, Bir68, Bol68, Bra75, Car64, Cas75, Cla77b, CN63, CK93, Day66, Day67, DA77, Eg69, Ell63, EF63b, Eva65b, Eva66, EA70, Eva71, Eva72, EH76, Fir61, For61, Fv69, Fy70, Ged96, Gil64c, Gil64d, Gol78a, GM65, Had71, Hai69, Has61, Hop71, HM77, JS67, JN65, Jen66, Kar66, KS71, Lew71b, LW66b, LM68, Loi68, Lu89, Mak68b, Man71a, MC70a, ME90, MP62, Nor64, Oli69, Osb64a, Osb65c, OM64, Osb65b, Osb69, Ost79, PW74a, Pj89, PM72, PD79, Ran68a, Ros63a, SS63a]. solution [Scr64b, Scr65, Ser95, SK76, Snc70, Twi75, WP68, Wol69, Wol71, Wra66, YJ91]. Solutions [BD81, Bla82, Nor76, Wil62a, Wil63a, Zam74, AH69, Bye65, Eng69, OM91, Rei67, Tew72]. solvable [YJ94]. Solve [LG86]. solver [Del77]. Solving [BR86, BW81, Bro69d, Chr73a, CRS79, CC93, NPCA81, P96, Phi70, SWZ93, SB70, Tew69c, TS75, UHS85, All66a, All66b, AJ70, Bar65a, Bur69a, Dav67, Er88c, Eva63, Eva77, FM64, Fum65, GJM68, Had68, Hii78, IZP81, Jam87, Jar66a, Jar66b, Jar67b, Kha63, KHS81, LC90, LS78, MP67, MM78, OB68b, Osb63, OW68, Pak67, Pir68, RDS80, SG78, Wil76a, Wil76b]. Some [Abe85, All88, ASG79, Bay73, Bon69,
Bro60, BM61, Bro74e, CW61, CCMS97, Dem60, Dru63, Edw78, FM66, FR80, Fin60, Gil66, The91a, Har59, HK80, Hut86b, Kra71, Lar67, LR67, Les83b, LM77b, LR72, Mid87, Nap67, New61, Pap68, Per65, Pie71, PR98, Ral61, Roh87, Ros63a, Sil71, SR76, Sla64b, SW78, TL85b, Var76b, VR81b, WP88, Wri83, Zaf71, tHO99, Abb64, All66a, AL72, Bra76, Chu68, CR63, EDS86, FK68, Fun85, Gea61, Goo61, Hil80, Kin67b, Lic89, Mel66, MR82, Pak67, Rob80, Sab72, Sal72, Sha82, Tay80, Wol90, Cut59, Sons [Wil70].

SOR [Lyn64]. Sort [Boo67f, Dav92, Dob91, Had90, Hil69, NR92, TW77, Woo70g, Yok97, Cam73, Cra66b, EL82, Low77, Mac73, Woo69d, Woo70d, Woo70f, Woo71c, Woo71b]. Sort-Based [Yok97]. Sorted [YCC92, DW91]. Sorter [MG95, WI84]. Sorting [AM97, CM91, CMS80, DS90, Dro87, Er83c, Fos68a, Gri92, Had90, HR97, JD59, KV84, McC82, SW84, WI84, Bel58, Col63b, Fen96, GR75, HL92, LW67a, LW67b, Lau91, SAA88, TH82, VR81a, Woo70c]. sound [Bir81]. Source [FH97, Lle87, Pie74, Won99, Eic65, PW93, Per76]. source-language [Etc65]. Sources [GV99a, DGM68]. SP [Mac70b, SM94]. SP/1 [Mac70b]. SPA [HRW95]. Space [BD82, Col87, DW88, DDS87, DD88b, FAS8, Har81, Har76, MM70, MCL89, Sch77a, SGR96, BMK90, Had71, HL92, KR89, KPT96, MM71, Tay70b, WA91, Zack4]. Space-Based [DW88]. Space-Filling [Col87]. space-optimal [KR89]. Space-time [SGR96]. spaced [GM72, OP71, Tw75]. Spanning [Obr68, ADD90, Cha90, Roh73]. Sparse [RL73, Tew96c, Bra74, Cla77b, FCH96, Hat76, Kha63, NE67, SW93, SK76, Tew67, Tew96a]. sparsely [Dav82]. Spatial [BWW81, Bra86b, JW98, NW93, NF94, Wor94, Bre93, JW94, Mil81b, RB86]. Spatially [Wal98]. Special [Ano74, Ano75b, Boo68b, GV99b, Ham93, Hon93b, Hut93, KP97, Kuhm99, Mel95, Mof97, NF94, SK93, Tay96, Coo68, GB61, Jon65, LMP97, Mot80, Mur98]. special-purpose [Jon65]. specialization [Clo86]. specialised [HT78]. specialized [YGS63]. Specification [BPTV92, Dro87, DF87, EMCO92, EM92, JK80, LP92, Mai85, MRR98, MVL92, Rob88, SC95, Sil82, ATL93, Bra94, Dun79, Hol95, HO93, Kel98, Lei87, O’S94, Pagy82a, SFD92, Shi89, TK95, TP91, TL85c, Wic89, WS86, Wri74]. Specifications [CCS87, Dic85, EM92, Kuh92, Les83a, Sta74, VM94, Wat79, Wil85b, tHO99, FCH96, FM85, GCS89, MP95, O’N92]. specified [Cra72, Hav95]. Specifying [Cla78, PBPB4c, Gri65]. Specimen [Cho82]. SPECOL [Sm168, Sm170]. spectra [SD62]. spectral [Hur79]. Speech [Sha94, LR67, Woo66]. Speed [Dea79, HH76, PB76, PB78, Ahm72, Ahm73, IWT73, Mar58]. Speeding [Bir74, Erd65, Sow87]. speeds [Fos71]. spelling [Lee74, Mar74b]. SPG [OBLP75]. Spiral [CK94, Mul85, Jon70]. Spline [BT81, Bro74b, Man74, San75, Sco69, Sp869a, AH69, BY66, For75, HK72]. Splines [MZ86, Cox71, Fy69, Fy70, Hos70, HKA72, HK72, Hos74, Sal70b, Sp69b, Pha90]. Split [Sel88]. Splitting [PBH86, Sri91]. spot [GB61]. Spotting [Oka98]. Spurious [Ram99]. SQ [NP89, WWK90]. square [Eve63, GE71, Hon71, Jam89, Kha63, Lt70, Pro83, Sam72a, Str59]. squared [PW74]. Squares [Fle68, Mir98, PW70, Pow65, TI75, Cad61, Del77, JM68, Jon70, Pec70, Pow67, PM72, Rei67, Tew69b, ZL73]. SQUIRREL [WWK90]. SSOR [Lyn64]. SST [Tow77]. Stabbing [NW93]. Stability [JW72, Kar66, BCH91, Car86, Hal67, LS93a, MP67, Tay70b, Wat68, dD66]. Stable [DD87, Mak68b, Rod70, Sym95, EVA65b, Eva66, HL92, Zaf71]. Stack
[Goo77, Goo80, Goo85b, Lop94, Goo85a].

Stack-Length [Goo85b].

staff [YA61].

stage [FN93, OKMS96, PM90, You60].

Stamp [Mit89a, Lun69, Sel72]. Standard [BR90, Mil81a, MN90, Ros70, VP80, ATL93, Clo86, DCHR76, HB67, MRW75, Tri76, BP81, MA89, O’N92, Tri83].

Standardisation [NPCA81]. Standards [Bro89, LP92, THHS93, Wie79, HL76b].

start [Boo67e, Boo67c, Boo67d]. Starting [Eve63].

starvation [YJ91]. starvation-free [YJ91]. State [FS75, Gol93, Hie97, Lle83, Tza73, Woo77a, Atk84, Cla60, CW71, Day70, Dou59h, Gol59, Hie98, Jan71, Lle73, Ree84b, Sta66, TR93, Tow77].

Statement [Day78, Ham67f, She72b, She73a, She73b, She74, She79, Gal73]. Statements [Day78, Ham67f, She72b, She73a, She73b, She74, She79, Gal73].

Statements [PD96a, DI78, Hop78, Ing76, MP65b, Pag82a, Sal71b, WC85]. States [GG59, McI82].

Static [KS82, Mah84, Wil78a, Won99, Wie95].

Stationary [Ord64, Pow62]. statistic [LW68]. Statistical [CF81, FSWL82, Gea58, Sch83, She99, SLH83, DM60, JW72].

statistics [Gri62, O’B67, YR58].

STATLILB [FSWL82]. steady [Abb64].

steelworks [Mas63]. Stefan [Wra66].

Steiner [Col82]. Step [O’R70, Whi72, Chr73a, Day65, DHW78, FW83, GRB68].

step-untill [DHW78]. Steps [Sha81, Yel89].

stereo [Ort71]. stereographic [Col66a].

Stiefel [Alb71]. stiff [Cas75]. still [PR98].

Stochastic [BKLL95, Che95c, FH97, OM91, Pri95, V’y99, BBG95, HM95a, Rib95, Ser95, Tza73].

stock [Ada76, AO80a, Dou58c, Pal62].

stock-control [Pal62]. Stoer [YFM71].

Stokes [Bye65]. stopping [Mo’77]. Storage [Bas86, BK75, Bro79b, CO76, Fra69, Fro82, Gom81, Har81, Har82, Kra71, LS97, Ls93b, Mal77, McI82, Mul85, OT91, Rob77, Sam81, Sch77a, Ste77b, Ste80, Wol78, Aki88, All82, Boy63, Bro60, Cam71, CY95, CPR75, Fos71, HW67, IJ62, Jen66, Kni68, Lan65, Leu82a, Leu82b, Pez76, Ree84b, SRS94, SR74, TH82, Win59a, Zam74]. Store [DK74, Mar92, BSD60, BJ79, Cha62, Col64a, DN64, IH77, Ree79c, Ree80a, Ree83, RW61].

Storing [AF88, Hay69]. Stove [RWT64].

straight [CP87, Phi68a, Sab72, Sal70a, Spa68].

Strategies [CS77, Cha81, CY96, CCL98, CL99a, CD82, DS99, Rob77, AW85, BCH91, BM59, Bra80, Bre93, BM93, LW67a, LW67b, Noo84, WLDC71]. Strategy [CCMS97, CL99b, JES98, LC99, BWM88, Lan76, NE67].

Stratified [BV92].

stratifying [Bag61a]. stream [BS89].

Streams [All90, Cla78]. Strema [Cla78].

Strict [WF89, Gol94, McC93]. String [Gre70, Gri90, Hou75, Lea86, Mil68, Rey77, BLPL92, Mac70b, Tak96]. Strings [MJ75, CL72, Er83b, OV92]. strongly [DB88]. Structural [Bra78, Bur69b, CGK80, Car86, CP87, Cue93, Liv60, VG73].

Structure [AM92, DC90a, GWWB98, Has74, Lah91, Mil70, SH72, Wou82, Wri83, dRC74, BBH70, Ben70, Bre93, Bri67, BM60, BK83, CS75, CC93, Dak75, FKLM76, FS94, Fur89, HLN68, Hut86a, Ire93, KM74, Mar73, MP79, MT83, MDFS72, PJ86, SP82, SS72c, Stu84, Tri74, Wil78b, Wis68, WH68].

structure-directed [PJ86]. Structured [ADD86, ADD90, Das91, DI78, Em98, Gol82, GKS79, Hop78, Hou86, Ing76, Lal99, Lei83, LL75, Llo74, Lop94, MMR+98, Mil81a, MTW88, NPCA81, Tri80, Wil77b, WO78, BB80b, Bro89, CCB95, Han94, Hoa72, Hoa73, Kol78, Lep80, LK76, ME80, OL78, Oul87, Pin77, SFD92, Wat77a, WP75].

Structures [BIY88, BV92, BHK85, DL97, Fro82, Gol85, HCS78, Ing74, IS81, Mac91, Mac87, MSNW99, NM691, SKW85, Sur86, Wat91a, Bir81, Ehl71, FCH96, FK86, HH95, Hou71, OV92, SR74, She85].

Structuring [Bay73, ER86a, FMS86b, Mir98, Ran86, Rom99, Wil85b, NS77, van71].

Student
[Jan88, FG90, Lem80, Maz78, TS68]. Students [WS73, GS73]. Studies [BY79, KP79, Pri78, Coo83, Gre69, GW88, Har59, Lee78a]. Study [BSH90, FKA93, Goo85b, HZ95, Hon63, IP86, Laz81, Lle83, LZ95, MB96, Mum85, Ole91, SW79, VR92, Wei91, Aki88, Car64, CO72, Gre69, GW88, Har59, Lee78a, LP69, Lip80, Mad97, Osb93, Sha82, Tri78, WWN91, dSA92]. Studying [GM95]. Sturm [GM65]. Style [BTD99, Lee82, Pag81, Nau93]. Styles [PW90]. Sub [Sar96]. Sub-knowledge [Sar96]. subarrays [Sm70a], subdivision [OS69]. Subject [Ano97b, Sta85, AJ70, HB70, LP73b, OSS69, Osb69]. Sublinear [DD87]. Sublist [NT79]. subroutine [CL83, CHPS85, Coo68, IZP81, SHCP91]. Subroutines [BL90, Ham91a]. subroutine [Rya66]. subscripted [HV74]. subscripts [Boo67g, Boo67h, Hii69, Woo70g]. Subset [Pai99, SM88, Var80b]. Subset-Generating [SM88]. Subsets [CHM94, Wil78c]. Substitution [HM83, Ull77]. Substitutions [AG98]. Substring [WK77]. subsystem [Bro82, MRW75]. Subsystems [Bru92, Fen74, Kie88]. Subtypes [BL81b]. success [EDS86, Lic89, Maz78]. successful [BS73a]. Suggested [Ehr72, Fin72, Mec72]. Suitable [CCL87, FG77, CF89, Ka63]. Suite [CL99b, LT79, Pow65, Bur69a, Pec70]. SUMFAC [Boo67a]. Summation [Edw78, Mat63]. summer [Ano74]. SUMIT [Vit75]. SuperPascal [Han94]. Superposed [FS87]. superscalar [MC95]. supervision [Wan80]. Supervisor [Cav83, HL68, LWS69a]. Supplement [GT63, Day78, DHW76, Ham67b, Ham67c, Ham67d, Ham67e, Ham68a, Ham68b, Ham68c, Ham69a, Ham69b, Ham69c, Ham70d, Ham71a, Ham71b, She71, She72a, She72b, She73a, She73b, She74, She79, Var68, Ham66b]. supplier [EH88]. supply [Bur66, Dav63]. Support [BJ98, PSK96, Tur92, Bur79, ST89]. Supporting [BM94a, BFF94, HS93, FH77, KM94]. supports [Sha94]. Surface [BS99, FR80, Ox85, Wil77c, Cad61, CW61, Hay69, Thr69, Tom82]. Surfaces [Mac70a, McL85, NW87, MP67, Sab76]. Survey [LC81, Mur85, Pau85, PCSG63, Tre91, And66, CHH73, FNK94, Fur92, Lon61, M¨ak91b, Mur83, Nav87, Red60, Sco82, UK74]. surveys [Coo60a, YS60, YS61]. Suspected [VW96]. Swann [Hos71, Pal69]. Switching [Ram85, TD77, TH98, WV70, ZD71]. SWN [Ro95]. symbol [Day70, Lan71, Luk67, Tow77]. symbol-state [Day70, Lan71]. Symbolic [CCC92, Har79, Gol94]. Symbols [Mi81a, KGC85]. Symmetric [HAM88, OK63, SC81, ZOG85, Abd64, CL83, CJ70, CHPS85, DD91, EF63a, Eva71, FJ66, GZ72, Jen66, Kaf60, Par67, PW69, RM89, Ran68a, RW61, Sea71, Sea69, SE82, Wil66d, Zan70]. Symmetrical [Has74, AM65]. Symmetries [Sha95]. Symmetrischer [Alb71]. Symposium [Gea59, Gri59, Liv59, RP63, Har80, Var67]. Synchronisation [HS93, SJ79, CF88, Nat86, RM89, Sh75]. synchronization [RV93]. Synchronizing [KRR82]. Synchronous [SS72b, MP89]. synonym [GF87]. Syntactic [Bar75, BJ78, Pag81, Cam78, Lo84]. Syntax [Bur72, HR70, Mux73, Alp71, Bar75, Bro73b, CND66, Fos68b, FE69, FK68, HP71, Ree67, Sch65, Ser81a, Ser81b, Sim69, Wil68a, Wil76a, Zar69]. syntax-analyzers [CND66]. Syntax-Directed [Bur72, Mux73, Ree67, Sch65]. syntax-driven [FE69]. Synthesis
[Cle92, CGK80, Mar69, BJ78, CZW94, CD80, Dol66, Hur73, Hur79, Lau91, Wil68b, Win75, Woo66]. synthesized [ON94].

**Synthetic** [GP81, CW76, HPLG79].

**System**

[AKy92, BT81, Bas86, BSH90, BY79, BPR74, BW78, BTD99, Bro74a, Bru92, BGL81, CD80, Dol66, Hur73, Hur79, Lau91, Wil68b, Win75, Hop81, Ker76, KSD77, KBTB97, LY79, LV79, Lazzal, Mac81, MS92, MM84, McI82, Mic97, Mum85, Nob91, Ole91, OBLP75, Par82, Par88, PS96, PAW86, PSD81, Ran86, Rob88, Sha72a, Shi90, Sh72, Sta77, Ste77a, Tel76, Var76a, Wai70, Wil64a, WC68, Zmu75a, Zmu75b, Abb70, AB84, APW85, Bae66, BB71, BM85, BM86, Bar66, BBB68, BBF70, BBH70, BL72, BNMS87, BCR72, Bra94, BG71, BPSS72, Bry59, BHJV66, Cha92, CS95, Chr73a, CRS+93, Cla77b, Cle67, Col70, Cra66b, Cra86, DP76, Dav63].

**system** [Dea74a, DTIR88, Dow71, Eth71, FKLM76, For66, Fox78, FS66, Fra68, Gob75, Gri62, Hic60, HPS61, HJW62, HS82, HGL93, Hun59, Jan63, Jen61, KU74, KHP81, KP60, KK79, Lan76, LWS69a, LWS68, La95, Ln79, LMP79, LQ96, MBC+86, MMB87, Mal61, MP85, MT70, MHL893, MR67, MW70, MDFS72, MT66, Nav87, NPW68, O'B67, Ort71, Pal62, Pen66, Per80, PR77, Pin77, Poo91, Rai87, RSS87, Rei67, BB85, Ros66, Sam66, Sha82, Shi89, Sma88, SV83, SS72c, SS72d, SW91b, TH64, Ten72, Tur79, Tur68, UPT89, VG73, WKK+90, WM71, Wil76a, WM69, Wis64, Woa66, WC91, BN69a, Bea74, Emc80, WW73].

**Systematic**

[BSH90, CR97, JSKCG94, Pag71, ST82].

**Systematics** [BBdD66, Gri66, Gri68, Kin67b, Ser81a, Ser81b].

**Systems**

[Abe85, AM98, BB80a, BE82, BP92, Bar84, Bar85, BGR98, BS87, BJ98, BL91, CC87, CCC92, Cl77a, Col82, CT92, Das91, Dav81, DH97, Dea82, DM83, Den80, DB85, F+73, FE80, FSW85, Fle86, FS75, Geh83, GM83, GP90, Gun70, Ham91b, HCC74, He93, Her91, Hil68, HCH6a, HM84, Hul86, HOH91, Hut86b, Hut93, IP86, KU99, Kin69b, LH95, LPSC99, L98, LCH99, LB92, Lis74, Lom88, L95, Low95, Mah84, MS91, MMR+98, Mil81a, MH98, MK82, NF80, NLF74, NR79, NH89, NCR97, Nob91, OD91, Par75a, PDY74, PB86, PBH86, RBCM97, RG95, Rob90, Rom99, Sch82b, Sip88, Smi66b, SBR894, Ste77a, SMY95, SMY92, Tew69c, Tho93, TCB71, TS75, TF87, Vau95, VW96, VS87, WJ74, WL95, Wat74a, Wat74b, WB96, Wic92, WHF83].

**Systems**

[Zah81, Z88, AHM74, An63, AFWH88, AWH91, Bak64, BBP89, BM92, BW71, BM81, BS61, BL71, BE73, Ber87b, BP82, Bri67, CPV93, Cay61, CZW94, Che95b, CY95, Che95c, Clo65, Com75a, Com75b, Coo83, Core5, Cra66a, DS67, ET88, EMM72, Eng69, EF63b, Eva64, EA70, Eva71, Eva72, EH76, Fel72, For61, Gea80, GF91, Gha72, Goo64, GE69, GE71, GIM68, Gri66, H.68, Ham80a, Ham81b, HM80a, HK91, HN88, Hit78, HM77, HG76, Imb93, IZP81, JC86, JS89, Kar66, Kes87, Ke98, KMR94, LW67a, LW67b, Lan76, La68, LD94, Lip80, LS78, Lit70, Liv60, LQ96, Lyn64, MV88, Mak68b, Mar82, Mea73, MCL89, Mic80, Mil95, ME97, MB90, Mum80, Mum84, O'S94, Ost79, Par78, Pen76, Pen77, PRL93, PL94b, PS74, RV93, Rig64, RM69].

**Systolic**

[Ros82, Ros66, Rus63, Sir87, SRS94, SK76, SWA97, SG78, Sne70, Smp88, SD73, Sto72, Str61, TCC794, TCM94, TF96, TB82, Tho72, Tom82, TU96, UK74, Var80a, Vin64, WJW95, WS6, Wil76a, WN68, WM95, WN81, WHF82, Zam74, dSA92, BB80a, BC73, CS81, GS73, Hou63, IL74, JR81, LM88, PCS63].

**Systolic** [Par92, WI84, LC90, ME88a, ME88b, Meg90, ME90].
T [BB80a, Bra78, Her61, IL74, Kil81, Wil70]. Table [Bur75a, HD72, Lew84, Lyo85, Sam76, Sam81, Wil77a, Car70, Day77, Fro81, Kin69a, Kin71, Mil60, OW67, PH73].

Tables [Bur75a, HD72, Lew84, Lyo85, Sam76, Sam81, Wil77a, Car70, Day77, Fro81, Kin69a, Kin71, Mil60, OW67, PH73].

Table [Bur75a, HD72, Lew84, Lyo85, Sam76, Sam81, Wil77a, Car70, Day77, Fro81, Kin69a, Kin71, Mil60, OW67, PH73].

Table [Bur75a, HD72, Lew84, Lyo85, Sam76, Sam81, Wil77a, Car70, Day77, Fro81, Kin69a, Kin71, Mil60, OW67, PH73].

Table [Bur75a, HD72, Lew84, Lyo85, Sam76, Sam81, Wil77a, Car70, Day77, Fro81, Kin69a, Kin71, Mil60, OW67, PH73].

Tagged [MG95].

tabulate [Cra66b].

tagged [MG95].
tailoring [FCHK96].

taking [Str59].

talbot [YFM71].

talk [Fok96].

tane [HKPT99].

tant [Mar69].

tape [Edw77, BSD60, Cha62, DGM68, EAL66, Gil66, Goo64, Gri59, Liv59].
tapes [Gri59, cGR61].
target [FL85, KBTB97, CMRW72, CP62].
target-system [KBTB97].
task [Sta74, VH99, BM80].
tasks [PS90, Sme92, BM86].
tattoo [MR85].
tax [God75].
taxonometric [WLDC71].
taxonomic [Coo83].
taxonomy [Fur89, WHF82].
taxonomy [Fur89, WHF82].
taylor [BWZ71, Gil60, Wil76a].
tC8 [VS87].
teach [HS82].
teaching [AD76, DB90, McG77, WHF83, Bow73, Cap86, Fox61, Fur92, GGH87, GR93, Lee78a, Spu88].
team [Bri67].
teasing [Bow90].
tears [MH77, Lin72a].
technic [Lic89].
technical [PT90, KC88].
technique [BB80a, Bay76, Dou59c, Fen91, Kra71, Kuh92, Mul81, Wil77e, CP78, C7W94, Che65, CP61, Cox70, Dad67, Dec58, Eva65a, Fin68, FB75, Fos64, GR75, Gil63, HM95a, How95, LL77, Mca73, MW68, New68, N70, OB68a, Oli69, ON94, Osb71, RSH89, RB68, Sav69, Sav70, SC71, S3f92, Sza73, U177, Wet66, Woo69c].
techniques [ABN61, BH63, Bay73, Co87, Coo75, DF87, ES81, GL94, HK88, IB96, JW82, MZ82, Mal77, MSN99, MW97, NPCA81, PCSC63, SB70, UI73, Val76, Woa86, AL72, Bra74, Bro60, Cha93a, CO72, Hon71, How67b, Hur68, Hus61, Hys72, Jac71, Lar67, PH73, RV93, Rib95, Sam72a, SFD92, Str60, TK95, Wym73, ZH93, BS73b, Cha73, Kit74, PCSC63]. technology [Cap86, Cla88, Ham80b, Mor89, Sha94, Ano74, Pri64, RL73].
tele [Hop61].
tele-processing [Hop61].
telecommunication [Geo63].
telecommunications [Ano73c, DTIR88].
teleprinter [GS63, Sam63].
teleprocessing [BB80a].
television [Bro69a].
template [Coo89c, HW88, Hor93].
temoral [Bar87, HJ99, Lom88, MK94, MK96, Wor94, Kn93, KM94].
ten [0i59, The91b, Kil81].
tennent [FSWL82].
tensor [Har76].
term [DW91, EA70, Eva71, GB69, HKK91, Rya66].
terminal [Ste77b, PKK87, Sac62].
termination [Er66b, Hun81].
terminology [GT65].
terms [Gat65, MB66].
ternary [BV74, GK73, VH72, Hur68, Hur79, SW78].
terrain [Dut96].
tessellation [Wat81].
tessellations [Bow81, GS78].
tesseral [BM90c].
test [Cha75, CL99b, DW88, Hie96, Na97, RS88, WL87, Woo59, Y799, Ben72, Box66b, Dow9, Hun60, Inc87, LRL73, My66].
test-data [DW88].
testable [Wey82].
testbed [Hen78, HHT9a].
testing [BT99, CY96, Ham77, Hie97, IH86, JES98, Kha91, KC97, Ris99a, Sam76, WL87, Wey82, Wil70, Ara94, BM90a, BW69a, Day77, Hie98, KJ75, LLR73, LMS73, Tay61].
tests [BZ98, BKK84, Gro68].
text [BS86, BHK85, FH98, How97, Lea78, L799, Mac91, Pil81, TC92, Zve75, CCB95, Col70, Fen96, Gob75, KRS9, Mar91a, Mar91b, TR93, Thi81, WBM+94].
textbook [Nee63].
texts [KC88].
textual [Mul87].
textural [She89].
their [DM83, Hou79, OP73a, Sel88, ABN61, BF72, Elc65, Fus76, GH95, Jam89, MA89, NE67, RL73, Ros82, You63].
then [Cam58].
themes [VS87].
themselves [Fok96].
theorem [Mel95, Mel66, Pow69, SN75, Goo68, Woo69a, Woa70a, dS77].
theorems-proving [SN75, Mel66].
theoretic [CCS87, Fos64, HTW89, MHL93].
Theoretical
[BK92, Pag60, Bae66, HRS93, Pen66,Ral61].
Theories
[Pra88, SN75, Tul85, Pad91].
Theory
[CF81, Cha87, Coo92b, GV99a, Jel79, Kor94, Lan85, MK94, Mic81, Par75a, PCSV63, Pra84, Rze85, SS96b, SR76, Sta85, TC71, WY71, BK87, BWMS88, Bra76, BMR90, CAC82, EL82, Gil59, HRS93, Hig76b, HN88, JW72, LW76, LW77, LL90, Lin72b, MPR94, SM94, TCB71, WY71, BK87, BWMS88, Bra76, BMS90, CAC82, EL82, Gil59, HRS93, Hig76b, HN88, JW72, LW76, LW77, LL90, Lin72b, MPR94, SM94, Tho60, Woo69b, Woo70b, Ire93, YFM71].
theory-based
[BWM88].
thesis
[Lau75, PR98].
thetas
[Cr081].
thinning
[Deu69, Fra70, SHCP91].
Thomas
[PCSG63].
Thread
[Sin97].
Threaded
[BF81].
Three
[Bro74c, Wat77b, Che65, Erk84, EA70, Eva71, Had71, KK94, McC71b, MM71, Phi67b, Rya63, SM71, Sco69, Spä69a].
three-dimensional
[Che65].
three-point
[McC71b, SM71].
three-track
[KK94].
Threshold
[BR91, CW06a, Edw78, EH78, Par96b, Win75].
Threshold-based
[CW96a].
Threshold-Logic
[EH78].
throughs
[Lem80].
Tight
[KP98].
Time
[BP94, Bur72, BKL74, CT94, CZE97, Coo60b, Coo75, CM93, Deo83, DT96, DD87, DDS88, ER86a, HY81, HOH91, Jak85, JP86, KU99, LH95, Lew63, Li98, LB92, Low95, Med70, Mux73, NC76, Sha72a, SMY95, Tak99, TDW99, We91, Wii77c, Coo97, Bae66, Bar72b, BML94, BD72, BC73, Bro69a, BKM90, CWH93, CS95, Che95b, Col84a, Dei95, DP794, ET75, GE69, Hex67, HM95a, Hop61, Hor93, Moh91, MK94, KM94, Kol78, KPT96, LPS99, LWS69a, Lip80, LR72, Lut80, MKP94, Mil63, Pen68, Per80, Phi67a, RW68, SGR96, St672, Tho68a, TB94, Tom82, Tur79, WA91, Win95a, YY89, BM93].
Time-constrained
[LH95].
Time-Domain
[Coo75].
time-oriented
[BML94].
time-shared
[Bae66, LWS69a, Pen66].
Time-sharing
[Coo60b].
time-tables
[Col84a].
Times
[Deo83, Har84b, JP86, Mal77, PAW86, SD78, SR76, Nud69, Wii78d].
timesharing
[HG71].
timestamps
[Mad98].
Timetable
[SS80, Sol88, Akk73, Alm69, BF71, DD70].
timetables
[Alm66, AB61, Bar65c, FL68, Woo68, Yul68].
timetabling
[Aus76, Col97, CK93, Law69, WP67, Woo69c].
Timing
[CD97, Lor76, Che64].
Timothy
[HV92].
Titan
[LWS98].
titles
[Bon71].

Title
[Deu80].
Token
[JCC79].
Tokyo
[BPM79].
Tokyo-Edinburgh
[BMP79].
Tolerance
[JP76].
Tolerant
[BE98].
Tool
[AB98, LA91, Duk56, HW88, Jon66, Rac65, Woo71a].
Top-Down
[AB98, LA91, HW88, Woo71a].
topographic
[VV94].
Topological
[BM90a, ER83c, KV84, VR91a].
Topology
[Gee91, TK99, BP82, Las68, VV94].
Torquay
[An73c].
Torso
[vO78].
Total
[SN75, MS97, PJ86].
Tower
[ER82b].

Towers
[Ged96, Wod78, MW68, RW67, Er84a, Er84b, ER84c, GC87, Hay77, Lu89, Roh87].
Trace
[BBK87].
Traces
[Foo86].
Tracing
[SMR98, Vin59].
track
[KK94, Sim90].
Tracking
[Cur95, Ear90, GLR93].
Tracks
[PW98a].
tracts
[PR98].
trade
[SR96].
trade-offs
[SR96].
Traffic
[Be72, Bri79, TB84].
train
[dSA92].
training
[Gen59, GGH96, GHH97].
trains
[CMS80, KV63].
trajectory
[Vin59].
Transaction
[BJ98, KU99, MK92, OBLP75, TDW99, dHZ79, Che95c, Mad97, MB90, TCM94].
Transaction-Processing
[MK92].
Transactions
[LH95, ZG99, dHZ97, LC95].
transcendental [BJ84]. Transcription [Bro74e]. Transfer [MS92, ZSP99, Bea68].
Transferable [HWW87]. Transferral [BHW78]. Transfers [Huz79, MB96].
Transform [Ham91a, MH77, PTV97, AL72, Pie71, Pie82, Fen96]. Transformation
[DY80, HK88, HK92, Nas75, War96, WB99, FCHK96, Fra61, Fra62, Ged96, Oul87, PR77, Scr72, War94, Wyn71].
transformation-directed [PR77]. Transformational [Gru96]. Transformations
[BT81, BPTV92, KS97, Mid87, Box66a, Hen88, YW89].
Transforming [Oom93, LL70]. Transforms [Dur74, Beel63, Hur79, ZL73]. Transitions
[Bro84a]. translate [Mul69]. Translating [WC86]. Translation [Ham62, OM88, BB59, Cle59, Dak75, O’N92, Ric58].
translator [DH60, Hoa62b, McE67, Pul64, Ree67, WP75]. translators [Goo75, LP73a].
Transmission [Jok90, Wol78, Ano63, Dac63, Dav63, Fen87, LT61, Lou61, MW68, RW67, Rus63, Smi63, Str61, Wil61a, WiJ61c, Wil61a, NLW74].
transmitting [Wil63b]. Transparency [Bur88]. TRANSPLINE [BT81].
Transport [NH89, PW67]. Transportable [Moo79]. transportation [HV78, Lig73].
Transposing [Win59b]. Transposition [Bro74e, GN94]. Transpositions [AG98].
transputer [AOSP, SP91, BD96, Bow90, Kac91, KLB91, She92]. transputer-based
[SAP91]. Trap [Bro88]. travel [Dei95]. travelling [Obr68]. Traversal
[Bri85, Tak99, van88, Hat84, Sou77].
Traversals [And90, Bur75b, Azm90, Er98a]. Treating [MS97]. Treatment
[BW70a, TI75, DPSW89]. Tree [And90, Arg91, BHK85, CS77, Che95a, Dak65, Har84b, JI86, Jen99, ME98, Nar96, Pad73, SW83, Sur86, Tak99, Wei93, Wou82, ZOG85, van88, AO80b, BK83, Cha92, Chr71b, Day76, FL80, Hat84, Mäk91b, Obr68, OV92, Roh73, TB86, Wou71c, Wou71b].
Tree-Based [Nar96]. Tree-Like [Har84b].
tree-search [Chr71b]. Trees
[BD84, BF81, Bri85, BMR62, Bur75b, Cha91, DS91, DY80, Er85, Er87b, Er88b, EA83, FK93, Gol93, GOW83, KV95, LG86, Mah86, Mak91a, Mul81, Pal86, PP98, Sip88, Smi91, Spr92, WW76, Win60, Woo84, XTU97, ADD90, AtK93, Bae70, Bro95, BKM90, Cha90, CM89, Er89a, Er89b, ES77, FP82, Lym65, Opr87, NW80, Pal88, SGR96, Sou77, Sri91, SW78, ZAK84]. trend [Hi67]. Trends
[VS87]. Tri [Wil62b, Bak64, EF63b].
Tri-Diagonal [Wil62b, Bak64, EF63b]. Trials [Sha72a, BS61]. Triangulated
[1W98, JK94]. Triangulating [vO78].
Triangulation [LR78, OX85]. triangulations [SB78]. Tricky [PS93].
Triidiagonal [OK63, AHM74, eval72, FJ66, GZ72, HM77, Øst79, Par67]. TRIES [NS77].
Trigonometric [OP71, HUN68, OP73b, Wat59]. Triodic
[GO82]. Triple [CoL82, Mar92]. Trojans
[Coh01, Mäk01, TAC01, TAC98]. trolley
[Abb70]. Trotter [VR81b]. truncation
[FNK94, OP75, Scr64a, Smi66a]. TSAS
[LWS69a]. Tube [Ste77b]. Tuning [Wie79].
tunnel [HB58a, HB58b, Hon74]. tuple
[Dec85]. Tuples [BMSA88, YAB92].
turbines [Lan65]. Turchin [FE80]. Turing
[BB94, CD77, Nau93]. Turning [Jar67a].
Tutorial [Lan82, PP98]. twenty
[Chu68]. twenty-five [Chu68]. Two
[Bro74c, Cha93a, CCC92, Cra72, DF87, EB89, ES81, Fry71, GH75, Ham91a, JW82, KV84, LYO85, MM70, MC76, Pac88, PW81a, PB86, Pro74, Sol99, Str60, Suc90, WAT77b, WIL85b, Wou77a, ZMN75a, ZMN75b, AH69, BIC68, BIC69, BRO60, DN64, DEI95, FN93, FY69, HAS61, MAK89, NIC66, OBR67, OW68, PAG82a, PRO80a, PHI67b, PRI68, RS69, RW61, SAB76, SEG87, SPMD83, WO70c, HP67]. Two-Dimensional
[Ham91a, MC76]. Two-Disc [CCC92]. two-headed
[Dei95]. Two-Level
Two-Parameter [Cra72]. two-point [AH69, Bic68, Bic69, Fyf69, Has61, Pri68].
two-stage [FN93]. two-way [Seg87, Woo70c]. TWOBYTWO [HP79].
Two-way [AH69, Bic68, Bic69, Fyf69, Has61, Pri68].
Type [ABM88, Cow86, Hig76a, Les83a, Sho81, Coo89b, Eng69, FM64, Hen88, Hex67, Hou83, Li90, LM68, Mid77, Mor89, PC64, Sac62, SRS94, WS86]. type-matching [Hex67]. type-safe [Coo89b]. typed [DB88].
Typeless [Hig76a]. Types [BL81b, Har84a, HK92, Mai85, OD91, YP86, BK87, Ohr67, Ire93]. Typesetting [CW82, Gol69].
Understandability [Var76a]. Understanding [East76, HC78, Na93, Cla88]. unequally [GM72, OP71, Twi75]. unfoldable [JB94].
Unification [Ver91, ME88b]. Unified [Wor94]. Uniform [Atk93, Mal77, JC97].
United [GG59]. units [Gla69, Wil68b].
Unity [Ver91]. Universal [Zah81, Jor73, Na93, NPS89, Bag62]. Universities [Fur92, Aga96, Dou59b, Sam68, Ski96, VW95, Web72, You63]. University [Ano75a, Bro58a, DD70, Dol66, GG86, HPS61, KHPS61, Muc82, Wil67b, Akk73, Bu76, Bu65, WKRJ60, Woo68, Alm66, Alm69, Col70, Yul68]. UNIX [Hek89, MBC+86]. UNIX-based [MBC+86]. unnoted [Sal72]. unpredictability [BRP93]. Unranking [Pal86, SGR96]. UNRAVEL [Bro73c]. Unravelling [Ou82]. Unstable [DD88b, Sco70]. Unstructured [CCD86, Ou82, WOT78]. Unstructuredness [Tse87a, Tse87b, Wil77b]. unsuccessful [HM96]. until [DHW78]. unwanted [Par75d]. Up/Down [MG95]. Update [LPS94]. updates [CM89]. Updating [JW82, Bro79a, Cha90]. Upon [Cha87, YY89]. upper [WP67]. URPC [HR96]. Usability [Sha86, Tyl88]. Usage [EM81b, LE86, Bro73b, Le873]. Use [AS86, BBS66, Bra85, Bra69, Gri59, Gri68, Gri80, HPLG79, Har88, Hill67, Hoc62, JN65, KK79, LM63a, Lan71, Liv59, MC71a, MC72, MHF93, OP75, OV92, WNT73, Wra66, YR58]. used [Gat65, Hay69]. Useful [AC84, Wil65a]. User [AM92, Ayr64, CCR86, Eas76, Fra68, Gol64, Har84a, NF76, NF80, NM90, Pj80, Ric64, SLH83, Bae64, BM93, CT74, Cor65, Fis74b, Gen59, Gen73, HN88, HP561, JC86, Jam80, JBD73a, JBD73b, KM65, Lav64, O’S88, RB85, Smi64, Wak93]. User-Defined [Har84a]. User-Extensible [NF80]. User-Friendly [SLH83]. Users [BGSS99, Bac71, ER71, Hill72, Wal71, Web72]. uses [Mus66b]. Using [AKI77, BT81, BGR86, Bro69b, BHK85, Cha91, CTH99, Cla78, Col87, Co87, CH87, CT92, DE86, Fro85, GW73, IP86, JCC99, JL80, Loe83a, LW85b, LG86, Lom88, MZ86, Mil81a, NM697, NC76, PB76, PB78, Pik81,
Ram99, Ree80b, SD78, Sar96, Sch82b, Sho81, Ski96, SW83, Thi86, TH89, UVS87, Wat67, Wel80, Wel72, WK77, ZBS81, vFV92, van88, Ara94, Art75, BSD60, BHS65, Bec58, BST1, Bow73, Bri79, CC93, Chr73a, Chr71b, CRS+93, Cla94, CMW98, Col64a, Ede65, Er89b, EM71, EH76, FK65, GS63, Gib60, Gob75, GRB68, Gri73, GB61, HV74, HW74, Hon71, HW89, Hop63, HKA72, HK72, Hos74, How97, HSW92, JM96, JS67, Jon70, JES98, KC88, KL71, Kro70c, Kro70d, Kro70e, Lil70, Lil71, Mad98, Mar69, Mar74a, McC93, ME88a using [Mul87, Oli71, Oom93, ON94, Pag82a, Pag71, Pal62, Par74, PC78, PG90, PRO80a, Red60, Ry88, Roh73, Sam63, Sam72a, Sch65, Sea60, Tho64, Van73, VV94, Wil59, Wil89, Woo70c, Yok97].

USSOR [Lyn64].
Utilisation [LY79, OT91, Gla69].
Utility [Wil64a]. utilizing [All82].

V [Eme80, FE80, Hou63]. Validating [Fos86, Jac79]. Validation [FS81, Lis74, LCP81, Pad73, O’S94, Smi72, VV94]. Value [BW70a, Nas75, NS87, Sco70, AH69, Bon69, Car64, Cas75, Del68, Eva77, Fyf69, Fyf70, Hop71, Par96a, Pri68, Ros60, Sch76, Tay70a].

Valued [Ham91a, Wu66, CWH93, Che90, WV70]. Values [BR91, Sho81, Pow62, Tec67].

Vandermonde [TS75]. Variability [Rin75].
Variable [Bir79, Cha93b, GW73, Imm93, PB76, PB78, Pca69, Sam76, Wel72, All59, Art75, CCL72, Fle70, HW67, Jen71, Lle85, MT83, RM89, SP82, Tay76, Tho64, Tri74, War74].

variable-length [CCL72, HW67, Lle85, Tay76]. Variables [Pow64, Sou76, Su90, Cze88, Had71, Hig76b, Pow62].

Variance [Dav68, Ash68, BB69, PFW74]. Variant [Thi86, Weg93, WBB72]. Variants [Bun97].


Vectors [Pow68, And69, DP64, Pal69].

Veen [Kl81]. Vegas [EL89]. Verdicts [Wat77b]. Verification [HH94b, Kha91, LCS81, thO99, Cho95, Gra87, HKT95, HM95b, HCH96b, LB76, O’S94, TK95]. verified [HM95b]. Version [Lar85].

Versions [Roh87]. Versus [BD84, HH76, Wri82, DMR88, MZ96, Nie65, PRL93].


Viable [Eur75].

Vibration [Wil67b]. Vibrations [Gre70].

Vickery [Kit74]. Video [THHS93, Waka93].

View [BJ98, EM902, Ano76, Lav64, Mar73, Mor89, Shr75, Smi64]. Viewdata [MM84].

viewing [Ort71]. Viewpoint [Mal77].

views [Dan92, Smi63]. Virtual [BBF94, Bro79b, Gom81, JCC99, NMM91, RKA92, Ver87, Cro80, Las68]. Virus [Coh01, Mák01, TAC98, TAC01].

viscous [Abb64].

Visibility [FA88]. Vision [Arm78].

Visputer [ZM95]. visualization [ZM95].

Visualizations [IB96, KBTB97]. VLSI [Cla92, AM90, ACDP91, CF89, DS90, HAAZ99, Lea86, Sta94, Tre82, Wil91a].

VM [Don87]. VM/ [Don87].

vocabulary [Gat65, Nau79].

Vol [WY71].

Volterra [Lew72, AW71, JS67, Lin69, WP68].

Volume [Bur80, RP63, Wil63a]. volumes [Ox89, Rit89]. Voronoi [Wat81]. vote [HWW87].

votes [HW74, Par74, Van73].

Voting [Par96b].

Vs [MKH86, Wym73].

VULCAN [MM84].

W [BT63, Bro74b, CF81, FE80, GT63, Her61, JR81, Kil81, Llo74, NPCA81, PCSG63, WY71]. W. [FSWL82]. Waiting
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